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The items that a Recommender System (RS) suggests to its users are typically
ones that it thinks the user will like and want to consume. An RS that is good
at its job is of interest not only to its customers but also to service providers,
so they can secure long-term customers and increase revenue. Thus, there is a
challenge in building better recommender systems.
One way to build a better RS is to improve the quality of the data on which the
RS model is trained. An RS can use Active Learning (AL) to proactively acquire
such data, with the goal of improving its model. The idea of AL for RS is to
explicitly query the users, asking them to rate items which have not been rated
yet. The items that a user will be asked to rate are known as the query items.
Query items are different from recommendations. For example, the former may
be items that the AL strategy predicts the user has already consumed, whereas
the latter are ones that the RS predicts the user will like. In AL, query items
are selected ‘intelligently’ by an Active Learning strategy. Different AL strategies
take different approaches to identify the query items.
As with the evaluation of RSs, preliminary evaluation of AL strategies must be
done offline. An offline evaluation can help to narrow the number of promising
strategies that need to be evaluated in subsequent costly user trials and online
experiments. Where the literature describes the offline evaluation of AL, the
evaluation is typically quite narrow and incomplete: mostly, the focus is cold-
start users; the impact of newly-acquired ratings on recommendation quality
is usually measured only for those users who supplied those ratings; and im-
pact is measured in terms of prediction accuracy or recommendation relevance.
Furthermore, the traditional AL evaluation does not take into account the bias
problem. As brought to light by recent RS literature, this is a problem that affects
the offline evaluation of RS; it arises when a biased dataset is used to perform
the evaluation. We argue that it is a problem that affects offline evaluation of
AL strategies too.
The main focus of this dissertation is on the design and evaluation of AL strate-
gies for RSs. We first design novel methods (designated WTD and WTD_H)
that ‘intervene’ on a biased dataset to generate a new dataset with unbiased-
like properties. Compared to the most similar approach proposed in the liter-
ature, we give empirical evidence, using two publicly-available datasets, that






We then propose a new framework for offline evaluation of AL for RS, which
we believe facilitates a more authentic picture of the performances of the AL
strategies under evaluation. In particular, our framework uses WTD or WTD_H
to mitigate the bias, but it also assesses the impact of AL in a more comprehen-
sive way than the traditional evaluation used in the literature. Our framework
is more comprehensive in at least two ways. First, it segments users in more
ways than is conventional and analyses the impact of AL on the different seg-
ments. Second, in the same way that RS evaluation has changed from a narrow
focus on prediction accuracy and recommendation relevance to a wider con-
sideration of so-called ‘beyond-accuracy’ criteria (such as diversity, serendipity
and novelty), our framework extends the evaluation of AL strategies to also
cover ‘beyond-accuracy’ criteria. Experimental results on two datasets show the
effectiveness of our new framework.
Finally, we propose some new AL strategies of our own. In particular, our new
AL strategies, instead of focusing exclusively on prediction accuracy and re-
commendation relevance, are designed to also enhance ‘beyond-accuracy’ cri-







1.1 Motivation and Background
In the digital age that we live in, it is increasingly difficult for a user to choose
which products and services —henceforth, referred to collectively as ‘items’—
to consume. The items that a user is willing to consume are typically only the
ones that she is interested in (those that are relevant to her), and they are a
tiny fraction of the huge amount of the ones available. Recommender systems
(RSs) are applications that help users to find such items. Applications such as e-
commerce websites, social networks and streaming providers integrate recom-
menders into their platforms, to improve their services and increase revenue.
For example, Amazon’s recommender system proposes products to purchase;
Netflix’s recommender suggests movies to watch; and Spotify’s recommender
offers music playlists to listen to.
Given the importance of recommenders in the last couple of decades, the rec-
ommender systems research field has grown at an incredible pace. Probably, the
most important key to a recommender system’s success is the algorithm used
to provide recommendations to users. Many approaches have been proposed in
the literature and implemented in real-world applications, e.g. collaborative fil-
tering algorithms, content-based algorithms, context-aware algorithms, among
others [SG11].
Besides the algorithm, good recommenders rely on the quality of the user data
to build their models. The more quality data they have available, the better the
model. Such data can be collected by the RS in different ways: one way is to
interview a user when she joins the system, typically asking for her demographic
1
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details or for her opinions of a small subset of the items. Another way is to
collect user data during the operation of the recommender system, when users
interact with the items through the user interface of the system. Examples of
this kind of data are a user’s click on a particular item, or a user’s rating or
review after a product has been consumed by the same user.
Another option for an RS to collect explicit ratings data is Active Learning (AL).
Essentially, Active Learning is about asking questions. In the literature, Ac-
tive Learning was first applied and used mainly in classical machine learning
problems, almost exclusively for supervised classification tasks [Set12]. In this
scenario, Active Learning is when a machine learning model (usually called the
‘learner’) interactively queries some information source (usually called the ‘or-
acle’) to label new data points. The new labelled data points can be included
in the training data and a new, hopefully improved model can be learned from
the enlarged training set. Not all data points will be equally informative to
the learner. Data points to be labelled are chosen ‘intelligently’ by means of
an AL strategy. Different AL strategies take different approaches to identify the
queries to submit to the oracle. For example, a widely-used approach is to query
for those data points that the model is more uncertain about how to classify;
another approach is to select those data points that will supposedly reduce the
future error of the model.
This dissertation is about Active Learning applied to Recommender Systems.
Oracles in the case of AL are the users of the system. The AL strategy selects
some items and proactively solicits a user’s opinions about them. To the best
of our knowledge, all the research in this area assumes that these opinions will
take the form of explicit feedback (usually numeric ratings for items), and this
dissertation too makes the same assumption. In general, an AL strategy should
select items that it believes will improve subsequent recommendation quality,
but at the same time, they must also be items that the strategy believes will be
familiar to the user, in order to get a successful response from the user.
AL strategies might be deployed during a user’s regular use of a recommender.
However, so far in the RS literature, AL has been almost exclusively employed
to solve the cold-start problem [ME19]. This problem occurs, for example,
during a user’s sign-up phase, when the recommender has no data about the
new user joining the system. This dissertation looks at the effect of using AL for
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One crucial step when designing Active Learning strategies is their evaluation.
AL strategies are typically evaluated offline first, but the traditional AL offline
evaluation methodology described in the literature does not take into account
the bias problem. This problem arises from the use of a biased dataset to per-
form the evaluation. The bias is a result of many factors, known as confounders
[CSE18]. For example, the recommender’s user interface is a confounder: dif-
ferences in the ways items are exposed to users (e.g. position on the screen)
influence the likelihood of a user interacting with those items. Some ways of
mitigating the bias in the data used for the offline evaluation of RSs have been
proposed in the literature, e.g. [SSS+16, BCC17]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no solutions for the bias problem have been proposed so far when
evaluating AL approaches with offline experiments.
Besides the bias problem, in the offline evaluation of AL strategies, so far, the
literature has exclusively focused on assessing the impact of AL on rating pre-
diction accuracy and recommendation relevance. Nevertheless, nowadays, it
is well recognized that a good recommender should provide recommendations
that are not only relevant to a user, but, for example, also diverse, serendip-
itous and novel [KB17]. That is why we argue that an evaluation that does
not account for the AL’s impact in terms of such beyond-accuracy qualities is
substantially incomplete. Moreover, we argue that designing new AL strategies
that focus only on increasing prediction accuracy or recommendation relevance
takes a view that is too narrow. An effective AL strategy should be designed to
improve both accuracy and beyond-accuracy criteria.
In this dissertation, we fill some of the gaps in the literature that we have high-
lighted in this section. We propose a new evaluation methodology for Active
Learning that mitigates the bias problem and offers a more comprehensive eval-
uation of an AL strategy. We use this tool to design new AL strategies that aim at
improving accuracy and beyond-accuracy qualities. We also believe our frame-
work opens up opportunities for practitioners to reconsider the effectiveness of
strategies proposed in the literature, and to design new and more effective AL
strategies to improve recommenders.
1.2 Contributions
The work in this dissertation is about Active Learning applied to Recommender
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they relate to the chapters of this dissertation.
A survey on the bias problem in the offline evaluation of RSs
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to survey the bias problem in
the offline evaluation of recommender systems, and the solutions that have
been explored to cope with it (Chapter 2). In particular, we describe the use of
unbiased datasets and unbiased metrics, as well as the generation of intervened
datasets to debias the evaluation; and we discuss the pros and the cons for
each of them. Additionally, we briefly review some works on mitigating the
bias in training rather than evaluating a recommender. Some of this content is
published in [CB20b].
WTD intervention method
We propose our own solution to debias the evaluation of an RS (Chapter 3).
Our method, which we designate WTD (and its variant WTD_H), intervenes
on biased data to generate data that is less biased. We compare WTD and
WTD_H with SKEW [LCB16], the closest intervention approach to ours. For the
first time in the literature, we provide empirical evidence that WTD, WTD_H
and SKEW are valid methods to perform the desired debiasing action. With
experimental results for two publicly-available datasets, we demonstrate that
our solution more closely approximates the unbiased performances of different
recommender algorithms and, additionally, it enjoys low overheads and high
generality. Most of this content is published in [CB19] and [CB20b].
A comparison of AL in Machine Learning and Recommender
Systems scenarios
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to compare AL across the ma-
chine learning and recommender systems scenarios. We reveal similarities and
differences in Active Learning’s components, from both a theoretical and prac-
tical point of view (Chapter 4). In particular, we describe the characteristics
of the oracles, the query, the strategy, the budget and the cost of AL, and how
those relate to each other. Additionally, we complement the surveys of Settles
[Set12] and Mehdi et al. [ERR16] in machine learning and recommender sys-
tems respectively, by proposing a high-level categorization of AL strategies that
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gories that we consider, we review some strategies that have been proposed in
the literature.
A new, comprehensive evaluation framework for Active Learn-
ing
We are, to the best of our knowledge, the first to review the classical offline
evaluation of Active Learning. Building upon this review, we propose a new
offline evaluation framework for Active Learning, which we believe facilitates a
truer picture of the performance of AL strategies (Chapter 5). The core feature
that most distinguishes our more comprehensive evaluation from the narrow
classic evaluation is that it mitigates the bias in the evaluation by means of the
WTD or WTD_H intervention (a contribution presented in Chapter 3). Another
distinguishing feature is that it can assess the impact of an AL strategy on ma-
ture users (by which we mean users who have more data in their profiles) as
well as cold-start users, and users that are not queried by the AL strategy as
well as users that are queried and especially those who are queried and who
do provide new data. Our framework also assesses the impact of the AL on
aspects of recommendation quality other than accuracy (such as diversity and
serendipity). Using both a classic evaluation and one conducted using our new
framework, we build up a case study that compares five simple AL strategies
from the literature on two widely-used biased datasets. We find that the tradi-
tional biased evaluation shows different outcomes from our debiased one: this
suggests that researchers should reconsider the effectiveness of their proposed
strategies under these new findings. Most of these contributions are published
in [CB18, CB20a].
AL strategies targeting beyond-accuracy objectives
We design new AL strategies and, differently from the ones that have been pro-
posed so far in the literature, the focus of our strategies is on improving not
only the accuracy of the system but also its beyond-accuracy qualities. We pro-
pose new strategies targeted at improving diversity, novelty and serendipity,
and we do it by leveraging new tools that help us in such a design. Addition-
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1.3 Publications
The following are publications produced from the work described in this disser-
tation:
• Diego Carraro and Derek Bridge: A More Comprehensive Offline Evaluation
of Active Learning in Recommender Systems, Proceedings of the Workshop
on Offline Evaluation for Recommender Systems (Workshop Programme
of the 12th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems), 2018.
• Diego Carraro and Derek Bridge: Debiased Offline Evaluation of Recom-
mender Systems: A Weighted-Sampling Approach, in Proceedings of RE-
VEAL 2019, the Workshop on Reinforcement and Robust Estimators for
Recommendation (Workshop Programme of the 13th ACM Conference on
Recommender Systems), 2019.
• Diego Carraro and Derek Bridge: Debiased Offline Evaluation of Recom-
mender Systems: A Weighted-Sampling Approach, in Proceedings of the
35th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC ’20), ACM,
pp. 1435-1442.
• Diego Carraro and Derek Bridge: Debiased Offline Evaluation of Active
Learning in Recommender Systems, in Proceedings of the 33rd Interna-
tional Florida Artificial Intelligence Research Society (FLAIRS) Confer-
ence, AAAI, pp.489-494, 2020.
• Diego Carraro and Derek Bridge: Debiased Offline Evaluation of Recom-
mender Systems: A Weighted-Sampling Approach, in Proceedings of the
Journal of Intelligent Information Systems (JIIS), submitted.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organised as follows.
In Chapter 2, we review the offline evaluation of recommender systems. After
this review, we survey the bias problem in offline evaluation of RS and, briefly,
in the training of a recommender.
In Chapter 3, we present WTD and WTD_H, our approaches to the debiased
offline evaluation of RSs. We analyse the properties of biased and unbiased
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methods. Then, through experiments on two datasets, we prove their effective-
ness and compare them with SKEW, a state-of-the-art intervention method.
In Chapter 4, we provide an overview of the goals of Active Learning when
applied to classical machine learning and recommender systems scenarios. We
review the characteristics of the two. We compare them, and we review and
categorise some AL strategies that have been proposed in the literature.
In Chapter 5, we review the traditional offline evaluation of Active Learning
described in the literature. We propose a new offline evaluation framework
for Active Learning, and we show its advantages by running a case study that
evaluates five AL strategies from the literature.
In Chapter 6, we explore the use of Active Learning from a beyond-accuracy
perspective. In particular, we propose new strategies that aim at improving
diversity, novelty and serendipity, along with accuracy.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions and discusses open strands of research that might





Unbiased Offline Evaluation of
Recommender Systems
The evaluation framework plays an important role when assessing the effective-
ness of new recommendation approaches. Frameworks may rely on both offline
and online settings. Indeed, the most common evaluation scenario includes an
offline set of experiments as its first step, where the main goal is usually to mea-
sure and compare a set of candidate algorithms, or to tune the hyperparameters
of a specific chosen model. Offline experiments are attractive because the costs
of each (in terms, e.g., of design, implementation and run-time) is typically low.
However, this comes, at the same time, at the expense of some compromises:
one drawback is that designers must put in place some simplified conditions for
the experiments, e.g. the behaviour of users interacting with the recommender
must be simulated because real users are not available at this stage [SG11].
Thus, this first step is typically followed by more expensive user studies and
online experiments where promising models can be further assessed in a more
realistic setting. In A/B tests, for example, real users interact with different
versions of a deployed recommender system.
In this dissertation, we focus on the offline evaluation of recommender systems
and of active learning. In this chapter, we review the former. In particular, in
Section 2.1 we describe a general framework for the classic evaluation of an RS.
In Section 2.2, we investigate another of the drawbacks of the offline evaluation
of RS, i.e. the widely-recognised bias problem. Then, in Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
we review three different solutions to this problem that have been explored in
the literature. To conclude, and for the sake of completeness, we review some
8
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works on mitigating the bias in training rather than evaluating a recommender.
2.1 Offline Evaluation of Recommender Systems
We consider a recommendation scenario where we define a user-item space,
U × I, of size |U | · |I|. We denote with u ∈ U = {1, .., |U |} a generic user, and
with i ∈ I = {1, .., |I|} a generic item. Offline evaluation of a recommender
system is done using an observed dataset D, which, within the user-item space,
records interactions that occur between users and items during a given period in
the operation of the recommender system. Without loss of generality, from now
on, unless otherwise stated, we will consider such interactions to be numeric
ratings. A different motivation for confining our presentation of this material to
numeric ratings is the fact that this dissertation is about active learning, which
involves soliciting explicit user feedback, also as numeric ratings (see Chapter
4).
We visualize D as a |U |×|I|matrix, i.e. D ∈ (R∪{⊥})|U |×|I|, where the ru,i entry
records the rating given by the user u to the item i if the rating is observed, ⊥
otherwise. We write ru,i ∈ D if the rating is observed, i.e. ru,i 6= ⊥, and ru,i /∈ D
if the rating is not observed, i.e. ru,i = ⊥. For RS, D is typically sparse, i.e. the
number of observed ratings in D is much smaller than all the possible ratings
in the whole user-item space. We will write |D| for the number of real-valued
entries, i.e. |D| = |{ru,i ∈ D}|. Then, sparsity of the observed dataset means
that |D| << |U | · |I|. We denote with Du the observed ratings of the user u and
with Di the observed ratings of the item i. We use IDu to indicate the set of
items rated by the user u in D, i.e. IDu = {i ∈ I : ru,i ∈ Du}; we use UDi to
indicate the set of users who rated the item i inD, i.e. UDi = {u ∈ U : ru,i ∈ Di}.
We will also define the binary random variable O : U × I → {0, 1} over the set
of user-item pairs in D as O = 1 if the user-item rating is observed (real-valued)
and O = 0 otherwise (equal to ⊥). (Later, however, when writing probabilities,
we will use abbreviation P (O) in place of P (O = 1).)
To evaluate an RS, the observed ratings in D are typically partitioned into a
training set matrix Dtr and a test set matrix Dte; more generally, a training set
and a test set are sampled from D. The training and test sets are typically ob-
tained by performing a random split of the real-valued ratings in D but ignoring
the values of the ratings. Other, more specific protocols are sometimes used. For
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side information such as the timestamp of the ratings to obtain a temporal split
[Kor09, Lat10].
Once the data is prepared, the experiment consists of using the algorithm under
evaluation to train a recommender model on the training set Dtr; then, the
model is tested using the test set Dte to provide one or more measures of the
quality of the algorithm under evaluation. Sometimes this process is performed
k times, with k different training-test splits and results averaged across the k
experiments.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in early work in this field, there was a focus on ac-
curate prediction of users’ ratings. Hence, experiments used evaluation metrics
that compare predicted and actual ratings for items in the test set Dte. Exam-
ples of such metrics are the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE). More recently, the focus has shifted to top-n recomme-
ndation, i.e. whether a recommender model correctly ranks the set of a user’s
unseen items and especially whether it correctly identifies and ranks the first
n such items. For this, we use evaluation metrics such as Precision, Recall and
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). They require a definition of
what it means for a test item that is recommended during the experiment to be
relevant. The typical definition is that a test item i is relevant to user u if ru,i
exceeds some threshold. We write rel(u, i,Dte) for the relevancy function such
that rel(u, i,Dte) = 1 if ru,i is in Dte and is a relevant item, i.e. exceeds a thresh-
old, and is 0 otherwise. Specifically, for 1-5 star ratings datasets used in this
dissertation, we define rel(u, i,Dte) = 1 if ru,i ∈ Dte ∧ ru,i > 3 and 0 otherwise.
Let RLu be the ranking of user u’s unseen items, produced by a recommender
model; we denote with (RLu)N the first N elements of such a ranking. Finally,
we denote with r(i,RLu) the position of item i in the ranking RLu. The metrics
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and IDCG@Nu is the highest possible value of nDCG@Nu.
In this dissertation, we use the phrase accuracy metrics when speaking about
metrics that evaluate the accuracy of predictions of top-n recommendations,
i.e. those mentioned above. However, during the testing phase, we can also use
what we call beyond-accuracy metrics, to complement the accuracy metrics and
give a more rounded evaluation of a recommender. In recent years, the focus
of recommender systems research has shifted to include these beyond-accuracy
qualities because the qualities they try to measure are recognized as crucial to
fully satisfy and engage the users in real-life systems. A comprehensive review
of beyond-accuracy qualities can be found, for example, in [KB17, CHV15].
In this dissertation, we consider diversity, novelty and serendipity. A diverse
set of recommendations contains items that are different from one another, and
therefore, it is more likely to contain one or more items that will satisfy the user.
A novel set of recommendations contains items that are unknown to the user,
i.e. unpopular among the users of the recommender system. A serendipitous
set of recommendations contains items that are surprising, i.e. unexpected, to
a user.
When measuring the beyond-accuracy performance of a recommender model,
we need first to define a pairwise distance metric dist(i, j) between items i
and j. In our case, the distance will be based on item features, such as movie
genres; see Chapter 5 for the definition of dist(i, j) that we use for our datasets.
We use Intra-List Distance, Popularity Complement and Content-Based Surprise
beyond-accuracy metrics. We first define them in formulas 2.4, 2.7, 2.10 where
they give a measure of diversity, novelty and serendipity on any set of items
J ⊆ I, respectively. Then, for each, we derive two measures that can be applied
to the recommendations lists provided by a recommender.
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by [SM01], is defined in Formula 2.4 as the average pairwise distance of the
items in J . Then, Formula 2.5 is the average ILD value computed on the top-n
recommendations of the users. Finally, using the definition provided in [VC11],
we define the Expected Intra-List Distance (EILD) metric, also computed on the
top-n recommendations of the users. Our version of EILD generalizes the ILD in
Formula 2.5 by using the rel(.) function: in the resulting formula, the distance
between pairs of recommended items is taken into account only as much as the
two items are relevant for the target user u.
ILD(J) = 1





















rel(u, i,Dte) rel(u, j,Dte) dist(i, j) (2.6)
Popularity Complement (PC) [VC11] is defined in Formula 2.7: it is based on
the intuition that the more an item (or a recommended item) is novel, the more
the item is unknown to all the users in the system (unpopular, e.g. less rated,
interacted with, consumed). Formula 2.8 is the average PC value computed on
the top-n recommendations of the users. Then, similarly to EILD, we define the
Expected Popularity Complement (EPC) in Formula 2.9, where the novelty of a
recommended item is taken into account only as much as the item is relevant











































In formulas 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, Dtri are the ratings of the item i available in D
tr, i.e.
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Content-Based Surprise (CBS) is defined in Formula 2.10: it is based on the
intuition that an item (or a recommended item) is surprising if it is unlike any
item the user has seen before. We use the lower-bound item distance from
the items in the user’s profile as an indicator of surprise, rather than the mean
distance, because averaging the distance scores results in information loss (es-
pecially if the user has been exposed to diverse items) [KB14]. Formula 2.11 is
the average CBS value computed on the top-n recommendations of the users.
Then, similarly to EILD and EPC, we define the Expected Content-Based Sur-
prise (ECBS) in Formula 2.12, where the serendipity of a recommended item is





























rel(u, i,Dte) dist(i, j) (2.12)
In formulas 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, j ∈ I tru is the set of items of the user u whose
rating is in the training set Dtr and is conventionally referred to as the user’s u
profile.
2.2 The Bias Problem
It has been widely recognised in the literature that the observed datasets used
in the offline evaluation of RSs are biased. The bias in a dataset is caused
by many factors, known as confounders, that influenced the collection of the
dataset ([CSE18, WLCB18]). For example, users usually experience what we
can call item discovery bias because the RS acts as a confounder in the way
that items are exposed to users [CnC18]. Indeed, the recommender’s user-
interface plays an important role as a confounder, e.g. the position of items
on the screen influences the likelihood of a user interacting with those items
[LCMB16]. Also, the recommender’s algorithm sets up a feedback loop, which
results in another confounder: users are typically more likely to interact with
the recommender’s suggestions than with other items. The user’s preferences
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not (item consumption bias) and whether to rate an item or not (rating decision
bias). In a typical RS scenario, users are free to consume the item if they wish
and, usually afterwards, they are free to rate the item or not. Their behaviour
is often guided by their preferences on those items: for example, Marlin et
al. demonstrate that, in a dataset of numeric ratings, the probability of not
observing a specific user-item rating depends on the value associated with that
particular rating: informally, users tend to rate items that they like [MZRS07].
User preferences and the characteristics of an RS are confounders that may
also contribute to the so-called item popularity bias, i.e. the tendency of users
to interact with popular or mainstream items rather than unpopular or niche
items. This bias gives rise to the long-tail popularity curve [Har07], a well-
known phenomenon in many RS datasets, where the distribution of the user
interactions with items is skewed towards a few popular items [Cel08, ABM17];
see Figure 2.1 for an example. There are many publications that measure and
explore popularity bias, for example, [PUG12] and [ABM17].


















Figure 2.1: Long-tail popularity curve for Movielens 1M dataset. The items on
the x-axis are ordered by decreasing number of ratings.
Because of these and other confounders, classical offline evaluations, which
use biased observed datasets, result in biased (i.e. incorrect) estimates of a
recommender’s performance [MZRS07]. They are biased evaluations. For ex-
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mend popular items; or that make recommendations to the more active users;
or that favour recommender approaches that exploit the bias in the dataset
[PUG12, CKT10, BCC17].
Work in the RS field that seeks to handle the evaluation bias problem often
leverages concepts from the fields of missing data analysis or causal inference.
The missing data analysis theories, firstly proposed by Little and Rubin ([LR86])
and later introduced into the recommender systems literature by Marlin et al.
([MZRS07]), categorise different types of datasets based on so-called missing
data mechanisms, which describe the process that generates the interaction pat-
terns in the data. According to those theories, interactions that are missing from
an observed dataset are Missing Not At Random (MNAR) [MZRS07] because of
the many confounders, i.e. the dataset is biased. Nevertheless, classical offline
evaluations using such an observed dataset are in effect making the assumption
that missing interactions are either Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) or
Missing At Random (MAR) instead [MZRS07]. (For the distinction between
MCAR and MAR, see below.) Using MNAR data in an evaluation as if it were
MCAR or MAR results in a biased evaluation.
In work on causal inference, the same missing data mechanisms are typically
called the assignment mechanisms [IR15]. Roughly speaking, in a recommenda-
tion scenario the assignment mechanism exposes users to items and influences
the interaction patterns of such users, e.g. analogously to exposing a patient
to treatment and later observing its outcome in a medical study. As with the
missing data mechanisms, ignoring the biased nature of the assignment mecha-
nism (due to the presence of many confounders) most likely results in a biased
evaluation.
In this dissertation, we use the missing data analysis terminology, i.e. MNAR,
MAR, MCAR, and we want to make clearer how we use it in the following. In
the literature, a distinction is sometimes drawn between Missing Completely At
Random (MCAR) and Missing At Random (MAR). In [LR86, MZRS07], MCAR
means that whether a user-item interaction is missing or not does not depend at
all on interaction values (such as the values of the ratings in a recommender),
i.e. it depends neither on the observed interaction values nor the missing in-
teraction values. MAR, on the other hand, means that whether a user-item
interaction is missing or not may depend on the observed interaction values,
but is independent of the missing interaction values. However, in this disser-
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MNAR to indicate that data is biased because missing interactions depend on
some confounders. Thus we use the terms MNAR and “biased” interchangeably.
We use MAR to refer to data that is unbiased, where missing interactions do
not depend on any confounder. Thus we use the terms MAR and “unbiased”
interchangeably. Although these more informal usages are not properly in line
with the categorisation in [LR86] and [MZRS07], our choice is broadly in line
with other work in the recommender systems literature: what we refer to as
MAR is also called MAR in papers such as [Ste10, CnC18]. But what we call
MAR is also referred to as MCAR in papers such as [SSS+16], [KC14].
There are three ways by which experiment designers address the bias prob-
lem in the offline evaluation of RSs, and each of them will be reviewed in the
following three sections. In Section 2.3, we describe a protocol to collect a
MAR-like dataset which can be used instead of an MNAR dataset for the offline
evaluation. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we describe unbiased metrics and debias-
ing interventions, respectively, two solutions that allow ‘debiased’ evaluations
on MNAR data. There is also a substantial body of work that has been done
in the last few years to cope with bias during the training of RSs models. For
completeness, we review this work in the last section of this chapter (Section
2.6).
2.3 Collection of Unbiased Datasets
The ‘straightforward’ approach for coping with bias in the offline evaluation of
an RS is to separately collect some unbiased data and use it as the test set.
This can be done with what is sometimes called a “forced ratings approach”
[CnC18]. For a ratings dataset, user-item pairs are chosen uniformly at random
and for each user-item pair that gets selected the user is required (“forced”)
to provide a rating for the item. Thus, randomly-selected users are required
to rate randomly-selected items. A dataset that is collected in this way will
largely not exhibit the biases that we find in datasets that are collected during
the normal operation of an RS (see Section 2.2). For example, we get rid of
the item discovery bias and the popularity bias because items are randomly
chosen: no confounders play any role in their selection. Items are not ones that
are being exposed by the RS on the one hand, and users are not free to select
them on the other hand [CnC18]; therefore, it is unlikely that we observe long-
tail phenomenona in such datasets. The forced ratings approach also removes
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user, users are forced to consume or interact with it so that they can rate it
[CnC18]; in a typical RS scenario, by contrast, users are free to consume the
item if they wish. The rating decision bias is also removed because users are
not free to decide whether or not to rate the chosen item; they are required to
rate it [CnC18].
However, datasets collected by the forced ratings approach are MAR-like, rather
than MAR: they may still carry some bias. When building such a dataset, for
example, although invitations are sent to users who are chosen uniformly at
random, those who agree to participate may be atypical, thus introducing bias.
Equally, the fact that, for each user, items to rate are presented sequentially
introduces bias: the rating a user assigns to a particular item may be influenced
by the items she has rated so far. Although this means that these datasets are
less biased, rather than unbiased, to the best of our knowledge, this is still the
best way of collecting this type of data.
Furthermore, the forced ratings approach can only work in certain domains;
for example, it requires that a user who is presented with an item can quickly
consume that item (or part of it) in order to form an opinion of it. In the movie
domain, for example, we almost certainly cannot require a user to watch an
entire movie (although we could require them to watch a movie trailer). Simi-
larly, the forced ratings approach is impracticable in a tourism domain where a
recommender suggests point-of-interests to its users: users cannot really be ex-
pected to visit the selected places in order to ‘consume’ and rate them (although
we could require them to watch an advertisement video about such places).
Datasets collected by the forced ratings approach include Webscope R3
[MZRS07] and cm100k [CnC18] in the music domain, and CoatShopping
[SSS+16] in the clothing domain. We will present these datasets in more detail
and use them in Chapter 3.
2.4 Unbiased Metrics
The majority of the literature tries to overcome the bias in an MNAR test set
by proposing new evaluation metrics which provide unbiased or nearly unbi-
ased measures of performance on the MNAR test data. Such measures are
supposed to be less affected by the bias in the data and therefore, more suitable
for estimating the true performance of a recommender model. In some of the
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often called ‘estimators’: estimators are used in statistics to calculate an esti-
mate of a given quantity of interest (a recommender’s performance in our case)
from observed data (test set data in our case). This terminology might suit an
RS evaluation that takes a statistical framework perspective (e.g. [SSS+16]).
However, in this dissertation, we prefer the term ‘metric’ to indicate a tool that
measures a recommender performance based on available test data.
In [Ste10, Ste13], Steck designs ATOP, a new ranking metric that corrects for
the biased measurements of Recall on an MNAR test set. However, this metric
is unbiased only under two mild assumptions that must hold for the test set
data. The first is that relevant ratings (which are typically a tiny fraction of
all the possible ratings in the user-item space) are Missing At Random in the
observed data. The second, regarding the non-relevant ratings, is that they are
missing with a higher probability than the relevant ratings. In practice, the
two assumptions allow the author to ‘ignore’ the missing data mechanism for
non-relevant missing ratings (i.e. no missing data model is required). Also,
there is no need for a missing data model for the missing relevant ratings at all
(because they are missing at random). However, unbiasedness of ATOP is not
always guaranteed, i.e. in datasets where these assumptions are unrealistic.
There is also work that tries to tackle specific biases in the data. For example,
in [Ste11], Steck designs a modified version of the Recall metric that corrects
for the long-tail item popularity bias. He modifies the definition of Recall by
introducing weights that are proportional to the inverse popularity of the test
set items. The resulting metric, which he calls Popularity-Stratified Recall, is
considered a nearly unbiased metric under the assumption that no other con-
founders besides item popularity bias occur in the test data.
In [SSS+16], Schnabel et al. derive ‘unbiased’ versions of many widely-used
metrics, both for ratings prediction (e.g. MAE and Mean Square Error) and top-
n recommendation (e.g. Precision and nDCG). The ‘unbiased’ versions are based
on the concept of Inverse-Propensity-Scoring (IPS) [IR15], [LR86], [Tho12]. A
propensity score of a particular user-item pair Pu,i is the probability of that pair
being observed. IPS-based metrics use the propensity scores to weight the pre-
diction/ranking errors on the test data computed by one of the standard metrics
above. Schnabel et al. propose two different ways of estimating propensities for
MNAR ratings datasets: one using Naive Bayes, and the other using Logistic Re-
gression. While the former is an inexpensive approach, it requires a sample of
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data but it is instead more expensive and requires additional data (side data)
about users and items (e.g. user gender and item features).
There is other work that uses IPS-based techniques to design unbiased metrics.
For example, similarly to [SSS+16], Yang et al. in [YCX+18] propose new un-
biased metrics to obtain widely-employed ranking measures (e.g. Recall and
nDCG) on implicit MNAR datasets. The propensity score is modelled around
the concept of item popularity and, in practice, it is calculated as the product of
the probability that an item is recommended to the user and the probability that
the user interacts with the item (given that the item has been recommended).
However, the calculation makes strong assumptions about how data is gener-
ated. The assumptions include, for example, that the propensity scores are
user-independent (i.e. Pu,i = Pi); that the user interacts with all the items she
likes in the recommended set; and that her preferences are not affected by such
recommendations. These assumptions do not hold in general, thus limiting the
usefulness of this framework.
Lim et al. also propose a metric for implicit MNAR datasets [LML15]. They
first assume a missing data model under which the observed dataset has been
collected. Essentially, this model is that items that are relevant to users are
Missing At Random. (This is like one of the assumptions in [Ste10]). Then,
they design a novel evaluation measure, which they call Average Discounted
Gain (ADG), that is built upon the nDCG metric. Unlike nDCG, they show that
ADG allows unbiased estimation of top-n recommendation performances on
test data which complies with their missing data model.
Finally, [KR20] is another interesting work on implicit datasets that investigates
the effectiveness of what the authors call ‘sampled metrics’. Sampled metrics
are common evaluation metrics such as, for example, Precision and Recall, but
used to measure a recommender’s quality with a testing procedure that speeds
up the evaluation (i.e. typically, the evaluation is performed by randomly sam-
pling a small set of irrelevant items and ranking the relevant test set items only
among this smaller set, instead of ranking test set items against the entire item
catalogue), e.g. [CKT10, ESF18]. The authors show that a sampled metric can
be a poor estimator of the true performances of recommender algorithms and
suggest that the use of sampling in the evaluation should be avoided when pos-
sible. However, when sampling is required, the authors propose modifications
that correct sampled metrics measurements and give a better estimate of the
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Although unbiased metrics, to some extent, achieve the desired goal of ob-
taining ‘unbiased’ measures of a recommender’s performance, they suffer from
some potential drawbacks. One of these is that they may not be general enough
to overcome all sources of bias, i.e. they are often designed to compensate for
a specific kind of bias (e.g. the popularity bias in [Ste11]). Another is that
their unbiasedness might be proven only if the data used satisfies some specific
conditions (e.g. the assumptions of [Ste10, Ste11, LML15] or the somewhat ar-
tificial recommendation scenario in [YCX+18]). Another drawback is that unbi-
ased metrics might need additional data (e.g user gender and item features in
[SSS+16]). Finally, they might require computationally expensive calculations
(e.g. to estimate propensities in [SSS+16]).
2.5 Intervened Datasets
The third solution to the problem of bias uses what we will call an intervention
approach, in contrast with the regular approach (with no intervention). In the
latter, widely used in literature and explained earlier, the test set is typically
generated by randomly sampling a portion of the available MNAR data, which
gives rise to a biased RS evaluation. The former, instead, uses non-random sam-
pling to produce a MAR-like test set, the intervened test set, which is supposedly
less biased. The intervened test set is used in place of the regular (MNAR) test
set to perform an unbiased RS evaluation.
The SKEW method by Liang et al. [LCB16] samples user-item pairs in inverse
proportion to the item’s popularity. This generates an intervened test set which
has roughly uniform exposure distribution across items, thus reducing the item
popularity bias in the test set. Liang et al. in [LCB16, WLCB18] and Bonner
et al. in [BV18] use this technique for test set generation to evaluate causal
approaches to recommendation. However, none of the three works that we have
just cited either explain or verify empirically why SKEW should be effective as
a debiasing technique. In this dissertation, we fill the gap by providing such
contributions (see Chapter 3). Also, because of the similarity with our own
work on debiased RS evaluation, we use SKEW as a state-of-the-art strategy to
compare against our own approach (called WTD and WTD_H, see Chapter 3).
Cremonesi et al. in [CKT10] construct an intervened test set by removing rat-
ings for the most popular items in the dataset from the MNAR test set, with
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recommender’s quality is assessed on long-tail items only, while the recommen-
dation of frequently-rated items is ignored. This is different from SKEW, which
does not remove popular items but, rather, samples in inverse proportion to
item popularity. Discarding all popular items may lead to specific insights but is
generally too restrictive for a comprehensive evaluation. There is also a techni-
cal difficulty: given a specific dataset, it is not always clear what proportion of
the items should be removed, leaving the evaluation quite arbitrary.
Bellogin et al. also sample an MNAR dataset to try to overcome the item pop-
ularity bias in the evaluation of a recommender, by means of two approaches
[BCC17]. Their first approach (which is a percentile-based approach) is a form
of stratification, in which training and test ratings are sampled from a partition
of the data. In practice, the set of items is partitioned into m bins, based on
item popularity, and the ratings of the items belonging to a bin form a popular-
ity stratum. Then, for each stratum: a training set and a test set are sampled
(typically by means of a random split of the ratings available in the stratum);
and a recommender model is trained on the training set and tested on the test
set. Results for the whole evaluation are obtained by averaging the recom-
mender’s performance across the m strata. One drawback of this methodology
is the need to choose a value for the parameter m: it is not clear what m should
be. The fact that the whole evaluation is broken down into m experiments is
another drawback. The consequence is that an evaluation of this kind assesses
to what extent a recommender is good at recommending items within a given
popularity stratum. Bellogin et al.’s second approach (which they call Uniform
Test Item Profiles) builds a test set with the same number of ratings for each
item. However, this approach is very sensitive to the steepness of the item pop-
ularity curve. It may result in: generating quite small tests sets; and generating
test sets where only a few popular items are included, therefore limiting the
scope of the evaluation.
2.6 Unbiased Training of RSs
To conclude this review, and for completeness, we mention some of the work
that has applied debiasing techniques for training recommender systems.
Bearing in mind that incorrect assumptions about missing data or assumptions
that ignore the missing data mechanism may lead to biased inferences about
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anism. In [KC14, MZ09, HLHG14], for example, a probabilistic model of the
missing data mechanism has been incorporated into existing (probabilistic) rec-
ommender algorithms to handle MNAR training data and improve learning.
Other works employ unbiased metrics as their loss functions when training their
models and, therefore, to correct for the bias in the training set. For example,
Steck uses an objective function based on (a surrogate measure of) the ATOP
metric (presented earlier in Section 2.4) in a matrix factorization model [Ste10,
Ste11]. Lim et al. design an efficient algorithm to optimize the ADG metric
(presented earlier in Section 2.4) on MNAR implicit training data [LML15].
Another way of debiasing learning is to take a causal inference perspective,
where a substantial body of work has been produced. In [JSS17], Joachims
et al. propose a Propensity-Weighted Ranking SVM algorithm to train an unbi-
ased search engine model on biased implicit feedback data. Schnabel et al. in
[SSS+16] use propensities to derive a matrix factorization method for the task
of ratings prediction on biased explicit datasets. In [LCB16, LCMB16], Liang
et al. develop a causal inference approach which models the user exposure sig-
nals, i.e. how users discover items, along with user preferences, to correct for
the exposure bias in the training set. Schnabel and Bennett implemented an
algorithm for the item-to-item recommendation scenario based on causal infer-
ence, where propensities are estimated leveraging a small annotated dataset of
hand-labeled data [SB20]. In [CTP+20], Christakopoulou et al. focus on the
problem of estimating user satisfaction from user survey data. Given that such
data is typically biased (i.e. a user tends to respond to a survey only when she is
strongly satisfied with the item asked), to debias the training, authors employ
an inverse propensity weighting technique to reweigh survey response exam-
ples by the inverse of their corresponding propensities to respond. Also Yuan
et al. proposed a counterfactual framework, designed to unbiased the training
of a Click-Through Rate (CTR) model for position-aware advertising systems
[YLH+20].
Finally, there are publications that explicitly handle popularity bias in RS train-
ing. For example, in [ABM19], Abdollahpouri et al. explore the use of regular-
ization in the objective function of a matrix factorization model to control the
item popularity bias in the training set. In [PUG12], Pradel et al. employ the
matrix factorization model of [Ste10] to debias the training. Their model uses
a surrogate measure of the ATOP metric (see above) as the objective function;
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regardless of whether a rating is observed or missing in the training set (in the
latter case, a default rating value rm is imputed). Also, during the training, rat-
ings that are observed and are relevant are weighted differently with respect to
ratings that are missing or that are observed but not relevant. Afterwards, the
authors study the influence of different choices for such weights on the ranking
performances and the popularity bias exhibited by the results.
In this chapter, we gave an overview of the offline evaluation of recommender
systems, focusing on the bias problem which affects such evaluation. Then, we
reviewed the main solutions proposed in the literature to solve this problem





Our Approach to Debiased Offline
Evaluation of Recommender
Systems
Designing an offline evaluation methodology which overcomes the bias prob-
lem in the data is crucial to obtaining reliable estimates of recommender perfor-
mance. In Chapter 2, we have presented different solutions that can be found
in the literature of the field. In this chapter, we explain and evaluate our own
contribution to debiasing, which we call WTD (and its variant WTD_H). WTD
and WTD_H are intervention methods (Section 2.5), where the intervention is
performed on MNAR data before using it for the evaluation.
In this chapter, we first analyse properties of MAR and MNAR data (Sections 3.1
and 3.2). Subsequently, we use those properties to shape our WTD/
WTD_H intervention, a sampling strategy in which sampling weights are calcu-
lated by considering the divergence between the distribution of users and items
in the MNAR data and their corresponding target MAR distributions (Section
3.3). Then, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we compare WTD and WTD_H with SKEW
[LCB16], the closest intervention approach to ours. Our experiments on two
different datasets allow us: to empirically evaluate for the first time the effec-
tiveness of SKEW; to verify that SKEW, WTD and WTD_H successfully perform
the desired debiasing action; but also to demonstrate that our strategy more
closely approximates the unbiased performances of different recommender al-
gorithms. Finally, in Section 3.6, we summarize the advantages of using WTD
and WTD_H by discussing their properties.
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3.1 Properties of a MAR Dataset
Using the notation presented in Section 2.1, we refer to two kinds of datasets
over the same U×I space, Dmar ∈ (R∪{⊥})|U |×|I| and Dmnar ∈ (R∪{⊥})|U |×|I|,
which have MAR and MNAR properties respectively. In this section, we analyse
properties of Dmar and in the next section the ones of Dmnar.
To generateDmar, we make use of the forced ratings approach that we described
in Section 2.3. First, we need to randomly sample a set of user-item pairs. Then,
a preference for each pair is collected so that Dmar is obtained. (without loss of
generality, we consider such a preference to be a numeric rating.) Note that, in
order to satisfy the MAR property, the generation of Dmar is totally independent
from the interaction values collected and from the particular identity of the
user-item pair (u, i) as well. We also assume that, once the set of user-item
pairs is determined, we can obtain the interaction values for all such pairs.
(In practice, of course, users may decline the invitation to participate or may
refuse to give some ratings, which is one reason why in reality these datasets
are MAR-like and not MAR.)
Practically, to sample the set of user-items pairs, we make use of the probabil-
ity distribution Pmar(O|u, i), defined over the space U × I, that leads to Dmar.
(We recall that we use the binary random variable O to indicate whether a
rating is observed or not, see Section 2.1). A straightforward choice is to set
Pmar(O|u, i) = P (O) = ρmar, where ρmar represents the desired ratio of observed
entries from U × I.
Now, assuming that a dataset Dmar has been collected using such an approach,













∀i ∈ I (3.2)
whereDmaru andD
mar
i are the observed ratings for user u and item i respectively.
Also, because users and items are drawn independently, we have that their
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Pmar(u, i|O) = Pmar(u|O)Pmar(i|O) ≈
1
|U ||I|
∀(u, i) ∈ U × I (3.3)
for the joint posterior of a specific user-item pair.
3.2 Properties of an MNAR Dataset
MNAR data is, of course, usually collected during the operation of a recom-
mender system. But, similarly to the way we modelled the generation of MAR
data Dmar, we can model the generation of an MNAR dataset Dmnar in terms of
a drawing process.
Differently from the MAR scenario, due to the presence of bias, we cannot as-
sume the sampling distribution Pmnar to be independent from the rating values
Dmnar (or from other confounders too, including, e.g., the specific user-item
pair (u, i)). In other words, in an MNAR dataset the draw is generally guided
by some unknown probability Pmnar(O|u, i, Y,X ), where Y represents the com-
plete set of user-item ratings and X represents a set of features (covariates,
confounders) which influences the sampling probability (e.g. user demograph-
ics, item features, characteristics of the system such as the way it exposes items
to users, and so on).
If an MNAR dataset Dmnar has been collected, we can examine its user and item













∀i ∈ I (3.5)
In general, the users and items are not uniformly distributed and thus, given
that a specific entry is observed, i.e. O = 1, we cannot assume user and item
posterior independence for the joint posterior Pmnar(u, i|O), i.e.
Pmnar(u, i|O) 6= Pmnar(u|O)Pmnar(i|O) ∀(u, i) ∈ U × I (3.6)
However, the formulation that we have given here provides us with a solid
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3.3 Intervened Test Sets
To conduct unbiased evaluation from biased data, we generate and use inter-
vened test sets in place of classical random heldout test sets. We begin by
presenting this approach in general (Section 3.3.1), and then we present the
specifics of our approach (Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).
3.3.1 The intervention approach
The intervention approach consists in performing a debiasing intervention on
MNAR data Dmnar by means of a given sampling strategy, denoted with S. The
result of the intervention is the dataset DS such that |DS| ≤ |Dmnar| and with
the objective that DS has unbiased-like properties. Formally, we denote with
S : U × I → {0, 1} the binary random variable that takes the value 1 when a
particular user-item pair is sampled from Dmnar, 0 otherwise. (Again, we will
use abbreviation P (S) in place of P (S = 1).) A particular strategy S is character-
ized by the expression of the probability PS(S|u, i,O),∀(u, i) ∈ Dmnar, which is
the probability distribution responsible for guiding the sampling on Dmnar. (In
practice, only user-item pairs where a real-valued rating is available in Dmnar
can be sampled.) We present our sampling approach in the next section.
3.3.2 WTD: weights for the sampling
In this section we present WTD, our debiasing intervention on MNAR data: we
will start by assuming the availability of some MAR-like data Dmar in addition
to MNAR data Dmnar. In fact, we will see in Section 3.3.3 that we can use our
approach even in cases where we do not have any MAR data.
Our main idea is to make the posterior probability distribution of each user-item
pair in the sampled DS, i.e. PS(u, i|S), approximately the same as the posterior
probability distribution observed for the corresponding user-item pair in Dmar,
i.e. Pmar(u, i|O). In other words, we want to make DS similar to Dmar in terms
of its posteriors. Writing this as a formula, we want:
PS(u, i|S) ≈ Pmar(u, i|O) ∀(u, i) ∈ DS (3.7)
To obtain this approximation, we adjust the posterior distributions of the sam-
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(similarly to [MGGR14]). We denote the modified weighted MNAR posteriors
by Pmnar(u, i|O, w). The goal is to find weights w so that:
Pmnar(u, i|O, w) = Pmar(u, i|O) ∀(u, i) ∈ Dmnar (3.8)
From the fact that a typical MAR dataset is uniformly distributed over users and
items, we use the independence of Formula 3.3 to re-write the right-hand side
of Formula 3.8 to obtain:
Pmnar(u, i|O, w) = Pmar(i|O)Pmar(u|O) ∀(u, i) ∈ Dmnar (3.9)
Similarly to Formula 3.6, which considers user and item MNAR posteriors, user
and item weighted MNAR posteriors will not in general be independent. How-
ever, we are going to treat them as if they were independent, to obtain the
following:
Pmnar(u, i|O, w) = Pmnar(i|O, w)Pmnar(u|O, w) ∀(u, i) ∈ Dmnar (3.10)
While Formula 3.10 is not true in general, we justify it by showing empirically
in Section 3.5 that it does obtain good results.
Now, using 3.10, we can split Formula 3.9 into the two following equations:
Pmnar(u|O, w) = Pmar(u|O) ∀u ∈ U (3.11)
Pmnar(i|O, w) = Pmar(i|O) ∀i ∈ I (3.12)
As a consequence of formulas 3.11 and 3.12 for the weighted MNAR posteriors,
we can define and calculate user-specific weights w = (wu)u∈U and item-specific
weights w = (wi)i∈I instead of weights that are user-item specific. Having
independent user and item weights also has an advantage in terms of scalability.
We need to calculate only |U | + |I| weights instead of |U × I|. This is good for
scalability because |U × I| >> |U | + |I| for the values of |U | and |I| that we
typically find in recommender domains.
We propose the most straightforward solution to model the weighted MNAR
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and 3.12 and we obtain wuPmnar(u|O) = Pmar(u|O), wiPmnar(i|O) = Pmar(i|O)
for each user and item weighted distribution respectively. Simply reversing








∀i ∈ I (3.14)
We can think of the calculated weights as quantities that measure the diver-
gence between the MNAR distributions of the sampling space and the target
MAR distribution. Because a specific weight adjusts the corresponding MNAR
distribution, we directly use weights to model the sampling distribution, i.e.
PS(S|u, i) = wuwi. During the sampling, the effect of the weights is to increase
or decrease the probability that a particular user-item pair is sampled depend-
ing on how divergent are the user and item posterior probabilities in the MNAR
sampling space with respect to the MAR distributions.
In fact, based on preliminary experiments, we use PS(S|u, i) = wu(wi)2 instead.
This variant, denoted by WTD in the rest of this dissertation, raises the impor-
tance of the item-weight relative to the user weight. Specifically, (wi)2 will be
bigger than wi if wi is greater than one, and (wi)2 will be smaller than wi if
wi is less than one. This choice makes sense in the light of previous research
reported in the literature which identifies item popularity as one of the most
impactful confounders in MNAR data, e.g. [PUG12, Ste11].
3.3.3 WTD_H: hypothesized distributions for the weights
Up to this point, we assumed the availability of some MAR-like data in order
to give us the posteriors that we need to approximate. But MAR-like data is
expensive or impossible to collect, as we discussed when presenting the “forced
ratings approach” earlier. Furthermore, in those cases where we do have a
reasonable amount of MAR-like data at hand, we could use it directly as an
unbiased test set. Using it to calculate weights so that we can intervene on
MNAR data to produce a more MAR-like test set would then be pointless.
In fact, when we do not have any MAR-like data, we can still use our approach.
We know that the posterior probability distribution for MAR data is uniform
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approach. Therefore, we can use this hypothesized distribution when calculat-
ing the weights, avoiding the need for a MAR-like dataset. We call this strategy,
WTD_H (where the H stands for “hypothesized”).
3.4 Experiments
The goal of the offline experiments presented in this section is to assess the
‘goodness’ of different ways of producing intervened test sets. The measure
of ‘goodness’ is how much results obtained by evaluating a recommender on
an intervened test set resemble the results we would obtain on an unbiased
test set. We assess our solutions, i.e. WTD and WTD_H, and compare them
to SKEW [LCB16] and to two baselines, FULL and REG. We consider SKEW,
which we presented in Section 2.5, to be the state-of-the-art strategy that most
closely relates to our approach; FULL and REG perform a non intervention and
a random intervention (which, in practice, is equivalent to no intervention) on
MNAR data, respectively.
When deciding which intervention strategies to include in our investigation, we
discarded some of the ones described in Section 2.5. Cremonesi et al.’s ap-
proach [CKT10] is one of them because it generates a test set devoid of ratings
on the most popular items: it turns out that, by doing this, it is impossible to
assess the quality of a recommender when recommending popular items, thus
limiting the evaluation. We also do not include the two strategies of Bellogin
et al., i.e. the percentile-based approach and the Uniform Test Item Profiles
approach [BCC17]. The percentile-based approach trains a recommender and
tests its performance on separate popularity segments of the item catalogue.
Even though the quality of a recommender is inferred by averaging the perfor-
mances across the segments, we argue that this approach still carries a similar
limitation to Cremonesi et al.’s one (i.e. it compromises the representativeness
of the whole experiment). The Uniform Test Item Profiles method also most
likely discards ratings of some items (the least popular ones this time); and it
may result in quite small test sets if the long-tail curve is very steep.
To note, the experiments in this section are published in [CB20b]. However,
in this section, we report a more comprehensive analysis of the results (see
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Table 3.1: Datasets statistics
WBR3 COAT
MAR MNAR MAR MNAR
# ratings 54k 129k 4640 6960
# users 5400 5400 290 290
# items 1000 1000 300 300
avg. # ratings per user 10 23 16 24
avg. # ratings per item 54 129 15 23
avg. rating value 1.81 2.87 2.22 2.61
sparsity 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.92
3.4.1 Datasets
We use two publicly available ratings datasets: Webscope R31 (WBR3) from the
music domain [MZRS07] and CoatShopping2 (COAT) from the clothing domain
[SSS+16]. Both of them are ideal for our purposes because they are composed
of two parts, one having MAR properties (Dmar), and the other having MNAR
properties (Dmnar). However, the two datasets have been collected in quite
different recommender scenarios which, we argue, might influence our experi-
mental results (see Section 3.5). Note that we did mention earlier (Section 2.5)
that we know of one other MAR-like dataset, collected by the forced ratings
approach, namely cm100k from the music domain [CnC18], but we cannot use
this in our experiments because it does not have any corresponding MNAR data.
COAT’s users are Amazon Mechanical Turkers who were asked (through a sim-
ple web-shop interface with facets and paging) firstly to find the coat they
would have liked to buy the most and, afterwards, to freely rate 24 coats among
the ones they had explored; those are the ratings that compose the Dmnar por-
tion of the dataset. It is not clear for how long users were allowed to interact
with the system. The forced ratings approach described earlier was used to
additionally collect the Dmar portion of the dataset.
For WBR3, data was collected over a 20 days window. During this period, users
used the LaunchCast Radio player, which gave them the freedom to rate songs
(at any time and in any quantity) and receive personalised recommendations,
and this produced the Dmnar portion of the dataset. Again, additionally the
Dmar portion was collected using the forced ratings approach. It follows, for
the reasons we gave earlier (see Section 2.5), that the Dmar portions of both
WBR3 and COAT are almost but not completely unbiased.
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For both datasets, ratings are on a 1 to 5 scale; we also recall that we consider
an item as relevant to a user if the item has a rating above 3, non-relevant
otherwise (see Section 2.1).
For each dataset, we applied a preprocessing step to ensure that both Dmar and
Dmnar have a common user-item space U × I: specifically, we keep those users
and items that belong to the intersection of the two portions. Table 3.1 gives
statistics of the final resulting datasets that we used in the experiments.
3.4.2 Methodology
In our experiments, we randomly split Dmnar in each dataset into a training set
Dtr and a heldout set Dhe with proportions 60%-40% respectively. Since the
split is random, MNAR distributions are preserved. Dhe is what one would use
as a traditional test set. But, in our case, we use Dhe as the sampling space: we
sample it to obtain different intervened test sets DS. For each sampling strat-
egy (REG, SKEW, WTD, WTD_H, explained in Section 3.4.3), we generate 10
different intervened test sets, each of which is obtained by sampling a portion
ρp from Dhe. The parameter ρp takes all the values in {0.1, 0.2, .., 1} and repre-
sents the size of DS with respect to the size of Dhe (e.g. ρp = 0.5 means that
|DS| = 0.5|Dhe|). We can view ρp as the parameter that guides the strength of
the debiasing action on Dhe: the smaller is ρp, the smaller but more debiased is
DS; the bigger is ρp, the bigger and less debiased is DS, i.e. because it is more
similar to Dhe. In Section 3.5, we will see the impact of different ρp values on
the results. To note, in the experiment of [CB20b], we only report results for
ρp = 0.5.
We also randomly split Dmar into three, i.e. Dw, Dval and Dgt with proportions
15%-15%-70% respectively. Since the split is random, MAR distributions are
preserved. Dw is used to calculate the weights for WTD (see Section 3.4.3 for
more details of the calculation). We use Dval as the validation set to optimize
recommender system hyperparameter values (Section 3.4.4). (In reality, the
ratings one would use to optimize hyperparameter values would either be a
portion of Dtr or a portion of an intervened test set produced from Dhe. We de-
cided it was better in the experiments that we report here to minimise the effect
of hyperparameter selection on our results. Hence, we selected hyperparameter
values using ‘unbiased’ data, Dval.)
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recommender on Dgt can be considered to be its “true”, unbiased performance
(the ground-truth). We want the performance of a recommender on an inter-
vened test set to be close to its performance on this unbiased test set. The best
intervention strategy is the one that produces test sets where performance most
closely resembles performance on Dgt.
We train the five recommender systems presented in Section 3.4.4 using ratings
in Dtr. Each recommender produces a ranked list of recommendations which
are tested on the unbiased test set Dgt and the intervened test sets. We have
computed Precision, Recall, MAP and NDCG on the top-10 recommendations.
Results are averaged over 10 runs with different random splits.
Figure 3.1 summarizes for each split the experimental methodology that we
have just explained.
3.4.3 Sampling strategies for the intervention
We formally present here the sampling strategies that we use to produce the
intervened test sets in our experiments. Each strategy samples an intervened
test set DS from Dhe. For each strategy we give the corresponding probability
sampling distribution, i.e. PS(S|u, i). In addition to SKEW, WTD and WTD_H,
we also employ two baselines. REG is a random sample from Dhe, correspond-
ing to an intervention that does not try to compensate for bias. FULL represents
the test set in the classic evaluation, where the test set is Dhe (therefore no
intervention).
• FULL: PS(S|u, i) = 1. A test set sampled with FULL is what one would use
as a traditional test set.
• REG: PS(S|u, i) = 1/|Dhe|. Every (u, i) has a constant probability of being
sampled and so we obtain a test set that is a random subset of Dhe. We
would expect this to behave very similarly to FULL test set, even though
it is smaller.
• SKEW: PS(S|u, i) = 1/|Dtri |, where |Dtri | counts the number of ratings that
item i has in Dtr [WLCB18, BV18] (see also Section 2.5).
• WTD, WTD_H: PS(S|u, i) = wu(wi)2. These are the two alternatives of our
approach, presented in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Weights are calculated
using formulas 3.13 and 3.14. WTD uses formulas 3.1 and 3.2 to calculate
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posteriors instead. They both use formulas 3.4 and 3.5 to calculate exact
MNAR posteriors from Dtr.
Note that, in each of SKEW, WTD and WTD_H, if the distribution PS does not
sum to 1 (necessary for a probability distribution), we include a normalization
step on PS to ensure that this property is achieved.
3.4.4 Recommender systems
We train five recommender models, all of them producing a ranked list of rec-
ommended items. AvgRating and PosPop are non-personalised recommenders
which rank items in descending order of their mean rating and number of pos-
itive ratings in the training set, respectively. UB_KNN and IB_KNN are user-
based and item-based nearest-neighbour algorithms [CKT10]. MF is the Matrix
Factorization algorithm proposed by Pilaszy and Tikk [PZT10]. For UB_KNN,
IB_KNN and MF we use the implementations available in the RankSys library3.
We used our own implementations of AvgRating and PosPop.
The UB_KNN, IB_KNN and MF algorithms have hyperparameters. We select
hyperparameter values that maximize Recall for top-10 recommendations on
Dval (Section 3.4.2). For UB_KNN, IB_KNN, we choose the number of neigh-
bors from {10, 20, .., 100}. For MF, we choose the number of latent factors from
{20, 40, .., 200} and the regularization term from {0.001, 0.006, 0.01, 0.06, 0.1,
0.6}.
3.5 Results
We report the results of our experiments in Figures 3.2 & 3.3 and Tables 3.2 &
3.3.
To analyse the difference between the various sampling strategies, we plot the
distribution of the rating values of each of the intervened test sets and we com-
pare them with the unbiased test set Dgt (similarly to Marlin et al.’s analysis in
[MZRS07]).
Firstly, Figure 3.2 confirms the difference between unbiased (i.e. Dgt) and bi-
ased distributions (i.e. FULL and REG) for both datasets. In general, unbi-
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of rating values of the unbiased test set Dgt, the base-
lines and the intervened test sets in WBR3 and COAT.
ratings, confirming that in biased datasets users tend to rate items that they
like [MZRS07]). This difference is less evident in COAT than WBR3 and we
argue that this is due to the more artificial conditions under which COAT’s
MNAR portion was collected [SSS+16] compared with the MNAR portion of
WBR3. WBR3’s users experienced a standard recommender scenario (see Sec-
tion 3.4.1) whereas COAT’s users were not influenced by a recommender. The
COAT users, being Mechanical Turkers, are mere executors of a task and there-
fore less likely to care about their experience of using the system; therefore, we
argue that COAT is more randomized and accordingly less biased (i.e. more sim-
ilar to an unbiased dataset). To confirm those findings, we observe values for
FULL and REG in Table 3.2 where we report Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
scores between the intervened sets and the ground truth for both datasets. This
KL divergence is much greater for WBR3 (approximately 0.4) than it is for COAT
(approximately 0.07).
Compared with FULL and REG, the distributions of rating values in the inter-
vened test sets (i.e. SKEW, WTD and WTD_H) are closer to the distribution in
the unbiased ground truth for both datasets (although only to a limited extent).
This can be observed in both Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2, and it shows the first
evidence that intervention might be a good solution to unbiased evaluation.
In Table 3.3, for each recommender, we show its ground-truth Recall@10 per-
formance on the unbiased test set Dgt and its relative performance (in terms
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Table 3.2: Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence scores for WBR3 and COAT: scores
represent the divergence of the baselines and the intervened test set rating
values distribution with respect to the true unbiased rating values distribution
of the unbiased test set Dgt.
FULL REG SKEW WTD WTD_H
WBR3 0.417 0.417 0.359 0.347 0.343
COAT 0.072 0.073 0.058 0.06 0.047
Table 3.3: Recall@10 results for WBR3 and COAT. We report ground truth
performances on test set Dgt in terms of Recall@10. We show the percentage
difference of the best performances on the baselines and the intervened test
sets with respect to Dgt (in brackets the test set proportion ρp where this best
performance is achieved).
Dgt FULL REG SKEW WTD WTD_H
WBR3
PosPop 0.056 +280 +244(0.1) +6(0.6) -14(0.7) +32(0.8)
AvgRating 0.016 -77 -76(0.8) -5(0.1) -1(0.2) -3(0.2)
UB_KNN 0.073 +274 +239(0.1) +5(0.3) -15(0.5) +7(0.6)
IB_KNN 0.071 +313 +270(0.1) -1(0.2) -8(0.5) +11(0.6)
MF 0.077 +258 +226(0.1) +23(0.1) -8(0.3) -15(0.4)
COAT
PosPop 0.066 +133 +108(0.2) +17(0.1) +7(0.6) -1(0.7)
AvgRating 0.068 +61 +44(0.1) +15(0.2) -6(0.1) +9(0.2)
UB_KNN 0.067 +229 +210(0.1) +117(0.3) +9(0.3) +1(0.3)
IB_KNN 0.073 +236 +208(0.3) +99(0.2) +4(0.2) -1(0.3)
MF 0.063 +180 +154(0.3) +122(0.3) +60(0.1) +49(0.1)
to this ground-truth. For each of REG, SKEW, WTD and WTD_H, we show the
best performance among the ones obtained in the 10 different test sets (one
for each different ρp) and we show in brackets the test set size ρp for which
this best performance is achieved. Results for Precision, NDCG and MAP are
omitted because the percentage differences have a very similar trend to the Re-
call ones. The statistical significance of the results is assessed by performing a
pairwise comparison test between the performance of each recommenders on
the five different test sets, i.e. the baseline sets (FULL, REG) and the intervened
sets (SKEW, WTD and WTD_H). For such tests, we use a two-tailed Wilcoxon
signed rank test4 with p < 0.05, and the results are reported in Table A.1.
Results on WBR3 show that WTD and WTD_H outperform SKEW only for the
4The version of the Wilcoxon test that we use includes zero-differences in the ranking pro-
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MF recommender (where all differences are statistically significant). This is
however a good result if we consider that WTD and WTD_H are best at debi-
asing the evaluation of one of the most successful and widely-used recomme-
nders in the literature [KBV09]. SKEW is superior to WTD and WTD_H for the
PosPop and IB_KNN recommenders (with statistically significant differences).
For the UB_KNN recommender, WTD_H and SKEW are equally good (their per-
formances are not statistically significantly different) and superior to WTD; for
the AvgRating recommender, all three are equally good because performances
are not statistically significantly different from each other. The superiority of
SKEW for PosPop is somehow expected because SKEW is an intervention that
is specific to popularity-bias; its superiority for UB_KNN can be explained by a
similar reason, i.e. UB_KNN has also been proved to be a recomender with a
popularity-bias [CnC17].
We also observe that SKEW obtains its best performances on intervened sets that
are smaller than the ones of WTD and WTD_H. However, this fact could raise
questions about the reliability of SKEW’s results due to discarding the majority
of the available test data.
Comparing only WTD and WTD_H performances, we find that in general WTD
is better than WTD_H, with the only exception being for the AvgRating recom-
mender (where their performances are not statistically significantly different)
and UB_KNN (where WTD_H is better than WTD).
The results for COAT in the lower half of Table 3.3 show that WTD and WTD_H
are equally good because performances are not statistically significantly differ-
ent from each other. Also, they more closely approximate the ground truth
for the personalised recommenders but not for the non-personalised recomme-
nders. Indeed, their performances are not statistically significantly different to
the one of SKEW for PosPop and the ones of REG and SKEW for AvgRating.
Finally, in both datasets, baselines FULL and REG are very far from the ground-
truth, showing that ‘intelligent’ intervention strategies provide an effective de-
biasing technique in offline evaluations. Indeed, SKEW, WTD, WTD_H achieve
statistically significantly different performances with respect to FULL and REG
with the exception of SKEW for MF on COAT. In general, FULL and REG have
similar results, regardless of the fact that the best performances of REG is gen-
erally achieved on a test set which is much smaller than FULL (except for the
one of AvgRating in WBR3). This means that what matters is the strategy that
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Figure 3.3: Kendall’s concordance coefficient (τ) values for WBR3.
Figure 3.3 reports an additional investigation on the results of Table 3.3. An
offline evaluation typically ranks recommender algorithms from best to worst.
This helps to narrow the number of different recommender algorithms that
needs to be evaluated in costly user trials and online experiments. In our case
then, it is important that performance estimates on intervened test sets, not
only get close to the ground truth performance, but also rank different recom-
menders in the same way they would be ranked by performance estimates on
the unbiased test set.
Before seeing whether the ranking of the recommenders on intervened sets
corresponds to their ranking on the ground truth, we wanted to make sure
that the ground truth ranking was reliable. Thus, we first computed statistical
significant tests on the ground truth ranking. The statistical significance of
the results is assessed by performing a pairwise comparison test between the
performances of the recommenders on the unbiased test setDgt, again using the
two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test described earlier (see Tables A.2, A.3). We
found that, for WBR3, recommender performances are statistically significantly
different from each other, except for the pair UB_KNN & IB_KNN. Unfortunately,
for COAT, no recommender performance is statistically significantly different
from any other, except for the pair MF & IB_KNN. We argue that this is due
to the small size of the COAT training set. This means that for COAT there is
no point in comparing the rankings produced by the different intervened test
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We use Kendall’s concordance coefficient (τ) to compare the ground truth rec-
ommender ranking obtained on the unbiased test set with the ones produced by
the different interventions. For the reasons above, Figure 3.3 reports the results
for WBR3 only: for each of the intervention approaches we show concordance
coefficients obtained in their 10 different intervened test sets. The figure shows
that the ‘intelligent’ interventions are superior to FULL and REG, i.e. SKEW,
WTD and WTD_H have values no smaller than the ones of REG (with the only
exception of WTD & WTD_H when ρp = 0.1).
In more detail, FULL, REG and SKEW have constant τ values (0.6, 0.6 and 0.8,
respectively), with SKEW being the best of the three. WTD and WTD_H have
different values, depending on the size of their test sets. In general, both are
superior to SKEW from ρp = 0.9 down to ρp = 0.6, achieving perfect correlation
(τ = 1) when ρp = 0.8 (WTD_H), ρp = 0.7 (WTD & WTD_H) and ρp = 0.6
(WTD). SKEW, WTD and WTD_H have τ = 0.8 for ρp = 0.6, but SKEW is
superior to all the other strategies from ρp = 0.1 up to ρp = 0.4 inclusive.
We would argue that the results obtained by our debiasing strategies are more
valuable than those of SKEW and REG because they are superior when sampling
most of the data available for testing. Indeed, ρp values smaller than 0.5 can
result in intervened test sets that are too small to give reliable results.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented WTD and WTD_H, our new sampling strategies
that generate intervened test sets with MAR-like properties from MNAR data.
These intervened test sets are more suitable for estimating how a recommender
would perform on unbiased test data. One of the sampling strategies, WTD,
requires that some MAR-like data be available since it approximates posterior
probabilities calculated from that data. The other strategy, WTD_H, approxi-
mates the probabilities that we expect MAR data to exhibit.
The chapter assesses the effectiveness of these two strategies and it assesses, for
the first time, the effectiveness of an existing intervention strategy from the lit-
erature, namely SKEW, which samples from MNAR data in inverse proportion to
item popularity. With the use of essentially unbiased test sets as ground-truth,
we showed these three sampling approaches to be successful in mitigating the
biases found in a classical random test set. In general, we found SKEW to be
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selves suffer from a popularity-bias (i.e. PosPop and both nearest-neighbour re-
commenders). Item popularity-bias is the kind of bias for which SKEW was
designed. But our new strategies are the most robust across various recomme-
nders (MF on WBR3 and all the personalized recommenders on COAT) since
they most closely approximate the unbiased ground-truth performances. The
WTD strategy requires MAR data, which is rarely available, but we found that
WTD_H, which uses a hypothesized MAR distribution, does work well, so MAR
data is not necessary.
Our approach brings several intrinsic benefits. First of all, it enjoys low over-
heads.
• Its design is simple and easy to implement and it does not require any
learning phase for the weights, contrary to some unbiased estimators wh-
ich might require expensive learning (e.g. [SSS+16], where propensities
are found via logistic regression).
• Moreover, intervention reduces the computational costs of testing a rec-
ommender because it generates smaller test sets.
Another advantage of our approach is that it has high generality.
• It works for both implicit and explicit datasets because it is independent
of the interaction values (e.g. ratings) in the dataset.
• Despite the fact that WTD and WTD_H are close to SKEW on some recom-
menders, our way of calculating weights is less heuristic than the one of
SKEW and, unlike SKEW, it is not tailored to item popularity-bias.
• Our approach can be extended to training a recommender, without any
modification. Training a recommender on an intervened training set,
instead of on a classical biased training set, might improve the recom-
mender’s model and therefore boost prediction or top-n recommendation
performances. We leave this as future work.
• Intervened data can be used to train existing recommender systems and to
test recommender systems using existing metrics. Debiased training and
testing hence become widely applicable without designing special models
and special metrics. This feature is particularly desirable when bench-





Active Learning and Recommender
Systems
Active Learning (AL) is the sub-area of Machine Learning ML in which a learn-
ing algorithm seeks to improve its performance by asking questions. Even
though those questions might be posed in different forms by the learner, most
of the AL literature is related with the labelling process, where questions are
posed to oracles and take the form of data points to be labelled so that they
can be used in a supervised or semi-supervised classic ML setting (almost ex-
clusively for classification tasks). Most recommender systems use interaction
data, similar to the labels used in classic supervised learning, and are therefore
amenable to a similar kind of active learning.
In Section 4.1, we describe the principles of AL, i.e. its goals, its components
and how the latter interact with each other in the AL cycle. In Sections 4.2 and
4.3, we frame AL within ML and RS scenarios respectively: we compare the
two fields by exploring similarities and differences from both a theoretical and
practical point of view. Finally, in Section 4.4, we present some AL strategies
that have been applied within ML and RS scenarios, framing each of these
strategies into one of five main categories that we consider. Methodologies
for evaluating AL strategies are also important, but we will postpone reviewing
the appropriate literature on this topic until we make our own proposals in the
next chapter.
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4.1 The Active Learning Cycle
In supervised settings, learning algorithms make use of labelled data instances
to train a model, such as a classifier or a recommender, which is afterwards able
to perform new tasks (e.g. image classification, spam filtering, or movie recom-
mendation). In order to perform adequately, quite often such a model needs
to be trained on a considerable number of labelled instances. However, getting
labels for instances might be expensive in terms of time, effort and cost, while,
on the other hand, unlabelled data is often available in large volumes in our
present data-driven society. One example (in ML) is the automatic document
classification task, where unlabelled data (i.e. documents) is available on the
web in large quantities, but it usually requires manual labelling from human an-
notators, which is a slow and challenging process. Another example (in RS) is
an online retailer recommender, where the item catalogue might be composed
of millions of products (e.g. as is the case with Amazon) but having enough
user data (e.g. ratings or reviews) for each of those items is often challenging
due to the low rate of user feedback.
For the above reasons, the labelling process might be a bottleneck in many
supervised settings: reducing its cost can be achieved using Active Learning.
Indeed, a strong motivation behind the use of AL is that not all the labels are
informative in the same way, i.e. labelling some of those unlabelled instances
would make little or no difference from the perspective of the learner. Obtaining
the label for a data point might result in having noisy or duplicated training
data, or data which has no useful features for the learning task. For example,
for many kinds of models such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), labelling
examples that do not lie on any class boundaries might make no difference to
what is learned. AL is therefore applied under the following belief: if it was the
learner who directly chose data instances to be labelled, then it would select the
most informative ones. If this happens, on the one hand, the expense for new
training data would be reduced because only useful data would be labelled and
used for training. On the other hand, the learner’s utility would be increased
thanks to this new informative labelled data. It turns out that the ultimate goal
of AL is subject to a trade-off between utility and cost, and the effectiveness of
every AL approach depends on it.
We can divide an Active Learning framework into different components that
interact with each other in what we can call the Active Learning cycle. In Figure
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Figure 4.1: The AL cycle in the typical supervised setting.
we discuss its operation.
In the common AL terminology, the learner is responsible for building the query
that is posed to the oracle; the oracle is the information source that is respon-
sible for providing an answer to the query, which is used to update the model
that is being learned. The relationship between the learner and the oracle can
be seen as the one between a student (i.e. the learner) and a teacher (i.e. the
oracle): in an AL framework, oracles are supposed to be experts in the do-
main of the application and therefore able to be reliable information sources;
the learner instead proactively gathers new information from the oracle to im-
prove its effectiveness at accomplishing a specific task in the domain of the
application. However, in this dissertation, we partition the role performed by
the learner into three components, i.e. the strategy, some additional sources of
knowledge, and the learning algorithm with the model that it learns, to make
more of the details of its operation explicit.
In more detail, the strategy is the component which builds the content of the
query: this means the query should contain an information request that, if
successful, will maximize utility to the learner while minimizing the associated
acquisition cost to the learner and the oracle. To do so, the strategy often
uses the characteristics of the model and perhaps some additional knowledge
sources. Characteristics of the model might be, for example, the type of the
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support vectors of an SVM classifier); additional knowledge sources might be,
for example, information about the nature of the oracles (e.g. whether they are
human annotators, or whether they are other models) or a knowledge source
might even be another model that can help select the content of the query.
The vast majority of AL approaches in the literature, both in ML and RS scenar-
ios, investigate the use of pool-based sampling, where the strategy typically se-
lects one unlabelled data point from a pool of available unlabelled data points,
i.e. a candidates set. Concretely, the strategy evaluates the informativeness of
all of the data points (one by one) in the candidates set and chooses the one to
query. An alternative to pool-based sampling is stream-based sampling: in this
case, firstly, one single unlabelled data point is sampled from the unlabelled
input source available. Then, the strategy makes a real-time choice about to
whether or not to select the data point for the query (discarding it otherwise).
When discarding the data point, another data point is sampled and evaluated
for the query, and so on. While pool-based sampling might require expen-
sive computational times in assessing the informativeness of all of the data
points available, stream-based sampling supposedly enjoys reduced computa-
tional time instead, because many fewer data points are evaluated. Examples
of its application are [ACL+90, CAL94, Yu05, MNS+07a]. A third well-known
approach in the literature is query synthesis sampling, where the strategy synthe-
sizes (i.e. artificially creates) the data point which composes the query (and the
synthesis usually leverages information from the data input space). However,
labelling artificial data might be a problem if, for example, such generated data
is ambiguous or difficult to interpret for the oracles (e.g. in image classification
tasks, when images make no sense for human annotators). Query synthesis is
used, for example, in [LB92, KWJ+04] and it is particularly suitable when there
is a lack of unlabelled data for a particular task.
Once the query is submitted to the oracle, she may label the data point in
the query and return its label. The new labelled data point is therefore avail-
able in addition to the already-labelled dataset and can be used to train a new
and hopefully better model. Training the model after each new incoming label
might be an expensive process. To reduce the expense, an alternative is to fill
the query with more than one data point (sometimes called batch mode Active
Learning), so that the model is only trained after a consistent amount of new
data is labelled. Under this setting, stream-based and query synthesis samplings
repeat their single-selection procedures until n data points are selected to com-
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data points to compose the query, among the m available in the pool. In the
following chapters of this dissertation, we will evaluate and design active learn-
ing approaches where the query is composed of more than one unlabelled data
point. But, in the rest of this chapter that reviews the AL literature, unless said
otherwise, we will consider the traditional single-instance query when referring
to a query.
What we have just described is one iteration of the AL cycle. Typically, this cycle
is repeated multiple times and stopped when some conditions are matched, e.g.
a maximum number of iterations is reached, or a budget for querying is spent;
see Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
So far, we described Active Learning in relation to a labelling process, i.e. the
query is composed of unlabelled data and oracles are asked to label the data.
However, variants of Active Learning can also, for example, be used to ask for
rules, advice, or feature values; see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for examples of this
kind.
In the next two sections, we will explore more closely applications of AL on the
two different scenarios of our interest: ML and RS.
4.2 Active Learning in Machine Learning Scenar-
ios
As mentioned earlier, most of the literature explores the use of AL in classical
ML scenarios, i.e. in supervised settings and mostly for classification tasks. For
example, under the framework in Section 4.1, we can imagine building a fraud
detection model that can detect fraudulent transactions in the activities within
an organisation. In order to improve such a model, an AL approach is designed
to query a single human, financial expert (i.e. the oracle, who can always pro-
vide the correct answer to the query) for new labels; the queries should contain
unlabelled transactions that would increase the accuracy of the classifier while
minimizing the associated acquisition cost of such labels. As typically happens,
we assume the labelling cost is proportional to the number of unlabelled trans-
actions queried, i.e. the fewer unlabelled transactions queried to the oracle,
the lower the cost. Thus, a good AL strategy will improve the classifier at a
low expense. However, such a scenario very often does not reflect the situa-
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regarding many components of the AL framework. In the following sections,
we plot some relaxations to this scenario and discuss AL approaches that are
designed according to these alternative scenarios.
The cost and the budget of AL
An assumption in the example given previously regards the cost of AL, calcu-
lated in terms of the number of queries submitted to the oracle. However, the
cost of querying can be expressed in terms of effort, money, additional data re-
quired, etc. A more realistic approach is calculating the cost as a function that
depends on the strategy applied, the query and the oracles at the same time.
Some AL strategies might require little or no computations to select the content
for the query, while some might require expensive computations instead. Some
queries might require more effort than others to be labelled: an example is in a
text document annotation task, where long documents often require more time
to label compared with short ones. Another example is related to the character-
istics of the oracle: some oracles might demand higher pay than others; some
might be faster than others in labelling. All this should be taken into account
by the designers of the AL; but the dynamic nature of the AL cost is not easy
to capture and to model and it is highly domain-dependent. That is why, as we
said, most of the literature relies on the number of question asked to oracles or
even avoids modelling the costs at all.
While most of the ML literature takes a simple view of the AL costs or avoids
modelling them, there are a few exceptions. For example, cost-sensitive app-
roaches have been proposed by [BO04, CM05a, CKMV06, FRH+12], where the
authors use an automatic pre-annotation step, i.e. the learner’s predictions are
used to entirely or partially label queries before being submitted to the oracle.
The goal of this approach is, therefore, to reduce the workload of the oracle,
which should place its effort on what is left to label. However, in general, auto-
matic pre-annotation does not model the intrinsic cost of labelling (e.g. it does
not establish the cost associated with labelling a text document), but only tries
to reduce it by indirectly minimizing the effort of the oracles.
In other work, such as [KWJ+04, KHB07], the AL strategy aims at selecting the
cheapest query to be labelled, making its choice based on a query-based model
cost. There is also work where the cost of labelling is subject to some dynamic
domain conditions (e.g. the cost is a function of the elapsed annotation time)
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An aspect of AL that is cost-related and can be taken into account in AL design
is the AL budget, i.e. the amount of resource available to cover the cost of the
AL interactions. This budget is instantiated by the strategy or by the designers
of the learning system. The majority of the literature in AL assumes the budget
to be the maximum number of queries that can be posed to oracles; often, this
is infinite. An alternative is, for example, the work of Vijayanarasimhan et al.,
where the budget is a limited amount of time to spend on annotation [VJG10].
The AL budget can be interpreted as the stopping criterion for an AL strategy,
i.e. the method by which the system stops asking questions. However, different
stopping criterion, unrelated to the budget, might be used as well or instead.
For example, in [Vla08, BVS09, OT09], the system stops querying oracles when
the latest new labelled data do not improve the performance of the learner.
The oracles
AL strategies also need to be aware of the nature of the oracles. In ML scenarios,
most of the active learning literature assumes the oracle to be omniscient so
that she is always able to provide the correct answer for the questions being
asked. But this paradigm usually fails to hold in real-world applications, most
of the time because oracles are human experts in the domain of the problem at
hand. Humans are fallible; they can make mistakes during the labelling process,
despite their expertise in the task, introducing errors or noise in the system (e.g.
labelling handwritten digits might be a difficult task for human annotators).
In the extreme case, they could even be dishonest or biased in their answers.
There might also be situations in which an oracle gives an answer with a certain
amount of uncertainty; or she may also not be able to provide an answer (or a
complete answer) to the query, due to a lack of expertise, for example.
The ML literature also generally assumes that questions are asked to a single
(and always the same) oracle. But a possible and more general scenario is
instead the one where more oracles are assigned to the labelling process. For
example, hiring multiple oracles might be less costly than having a single oracle;
or it might be a better choice for the particular task at hand; or a single oracle
might be unable to answer all she is asked due to a lack of expertise. Employing
multiple oracles introduces new opportunities and challenges for AL. Opportu-
nities because it is now possible to assign different data points to be labelled
by different oracles, based on their level of expertise or their labelling cost, for
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instead of a single one; an example of this is the crowdsourcing mechanism
used in Amazon Mechanical Turk. Leveraging multiple oracles can also help la-
bel ‘difficult’ instances for some domains (e.g. in the radiology field, specialists
often disagree on the diagnosis for the same radiological image). In this latter
case, the system can query more than one oracle with the same data point and
combine their answers afterwards. At the same time, having multiple oracles
in the AL framework poses new challenges: problems arise such as the possi-
ble inconsistency across oracles, e.g. some of them might be more reliable than
others in general; some of them might be less accurate or biased than others
depending on the query being asked; there is also concern on how to combine
answers from different oracles in cases where more than one is assigned the
same data instance to label and when they disagree on the answers.
Finally, in an ML scenario, oracles are considered to be consistent: if asked
twice the same question, they are expected to answer in the same way. Some
exceptions might be when an oracle increases her expertise, so that her response
accuracy increases as well; or when an oracle makes a mistake, either in the first
or second time that she is asked the question.
AL strategies that relax these oracles-related assumptions have been proposed.
For example, Donmez & Carbonell presented a decision-theoretic approach
where imperfect multi-oracles are queried. In their work, oracles might refuse
to answer, make mistakes and charge different fees to label queries [DC08].
In [DL10], Du & Ling study the impact of a noisy oracle. Other examples are
[YRFD11, ZC15] where the AL strategies model the oracle’s expertise in a multi-
oracle framework [YRFD11].
Different ways of querying
Alternative ways of querying an oracle have also been explored in ML scenarios.
For example, feature-based Active Learning, where the oracle is asked to supply
the values of features, has been applied in settings where the labels of the
instances are known but many feature values associated with the instances are
unknown (e.g. in medical applications). In what is sometimes called active dual
supervision, the AL can ask queries to elicit either feature values or labels, e.g.
[Set11, DSM09]. Another example is given by Raghavan et al.: they proposed
a text classifier which interleaves queries for labels with feature-based queries
[RMJ06].
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ing, rather than being naturally-occurring examples, AL strategies might pose
questions in terms of class labels. In this case, the oracle is asked to provide
examples of instances of a particular class, in a sort of reverse of classical Active
Learning, e.g. [LBA+07].
In domains such as protein family modelling, image retrieval, stock market
prediction, and drug activity prediction, instances might be naturally organised
into “buckets”. Each of the buckets will be assigned a label and each instance
inside a particular bucket has the same label. In this scenario, Multi-Instance
(MI) Active Learning has been applied: oracles are asked to assign a label to a
set of instances rather than to a single instance, e.g. [SCR07].
4.3 Active Learning in Recommender Systems Sce-
narios
In an RS scenario, personalized recommender systems acquire user profiles (e.g.
in terms of ratings), and from those profiles, they build a model. Using the
model, they provide recommendations to individual users. Other things being
equal, the better the profiles, the better the model; and the better the model,
the better the recommendations. Growing a user’s profile is therefore of vital
importance for a recommender, especially in situations where there is an evi-
dent lack of data, i.e. to solve the specific problem of cold-start users — new
and low-activity users whose profiles contain little data.
Profiles are typically populated initially during a sign-up process, where a new
user states her preferences for a small subset of the items. Some systems may
choose this subset of items at random and ask a user, of the ones she is familiar
with, to rate as many as she wishes, maybe until a certain minimum profile
size is reached. Other systems allow users to freely search or browse the item
catalogue instead. Subsequently, profiles grow either by observing the user’s
interactions with items (in the case of implicit ratings) or by acquiring the user’s
opinion of an item after she has consumed it (in the case of explicit ratings).
One way to intelligently acquire new informative data, i.e. data that would
enrich the quality of the profiles, is to employ Active Learning, where the rec-
ommender system proactively solicits the user’s opinions for selected items. AL
strategies might be deployed during sign-up or during a user’s regular use of
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utility-cost trade-off by maximizing the quality of the recommendations while
minimizing the cost of obtaining new data. So far, in the RS literature, AL has
been employed to solve the cold-start problem (e.g. [ME19, ZYZ11]). However,
AL’s generality suggests that it could also be employed for more mature users
(by which we mean users who have more data in their profiles), e.g. to regularly
acquire fresh data and stimulate new recommendations. (Indeed, in Chapters
5 and 6 of this dissertation we study AL beyond the cold start scenario.)
While AL’s goals are very similar for ML and RS scenarios, the characteristics
of their frameworks are different: in the following, we give details about such
differences.
The oracles
In an RS scenario, the assumption often made in ML of a single omniscient
oracle is lifted. In real-world RS applications, oracles are also humans, i.e.
typically users who joined the recommendation platform. But, importantly, they
are not considered to be experts in the domain of the recommender, at least not
in the same way as they are considered experts in an ML scenario. For example,
the average user of a music recommender is not necessarily a musicologist or
a music expert but, usually, she is just a music consumer (listener). The most
one might assume is that the user is an expert in the matter of her own tastes,
although even this is open-to-discussion.
In AL for RS, users are typically asked to provide ratings for items from the
recommender’s catalogue. Their answers strongly depend on their preferences,
their knowledge, or their previous experiences with such items. Informally
speaking, it turns out that oracles in RS provide subjective judgments on the
queried items, i.e. judgments influenced by personal tastes, rather than the ‘ob-
jective’ judgments provided by the expert oracles in ML. For example, if a clas-
sifier asks the oracle to classify whether a certain image contains a cat, while
there may be uncertainty, there is only one correct and ‘objective’ answer for
the label (i.e. “yes, the image contains a cat” or “no, the image does not contain
a cat”). On the other hand, if a movie recommender asks a user for a rating
for the movie “Titanic”, there is no ‘correct’ rating: the user gives her personal
subjective opinion on the movie. Despite this distinction between ML and RS,
the RS literature does include work in which attempts are made to identify and
correct user ratings that are considered noisy (e.g. incorrect, biased, or unreli-
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Pham et al. propose a methodology to identify incorrect ratings (i.e. ratings that
do not reflect a user’s preferences) and subsequently correct them by leveraging
a group of ‘expert’ users (nominated based on the users’ preferences) [PJN12].
Adomavicius et al. study a way of correcting user ratings affected by bias intro-
duced by the system’s recommendations; they propose a user-interface which
supposedly reduces such bias for a user when rating an item [ABSZ14a].
Related to the subjective nature of user ratings is the issue that user consistency
is not always ensured. Indeed, users’ preferences and opinions may vary over
time. For example, a user may give a 5-star rating to the movie “Titanic” at first.
After six months, if asked again, the same user may give a 4-stars rating because
she has experienced many better movies in the meantime, which re-calibrate
her judgement of “Titanic”. In studies such as [HSRF95] and [CLA+03], for
example, it has been shown that users are quite consistent in their ratings when
re-rating after six weeks [HSRF95] but less consistent when re-rating occurs
later [CLA+03]. It may not be just subsequent experiences that influence a
user’s judgements over time: recency plays a part, for example. Consistency,
in general, may depend on factors such as the use of different rating scales
([CLA+03]) or the number and identity of items that a user is asked to rate
together.
In RS scenarios, users are not obliged to provide an answer when queried by an
AL system: they may refuse to answer (e.g. for privacy reasons); or they may
not know the answer to the question. A common situation, indeed, is when
a user is asked to provide a rating for an item that she has not consumed or
purchased yet. For example, if asked to rate the movie “Titanic”, a user may
not be able to do it because she has not watched it yet. Therefore, in selecting
items to ask about, a good AL strategy must choose items, not just on the basis
that ratings for these items will improve the quality of the recommendations,
but also on the basis that they are ones that it predicts are familiar to the user,
since there is little point in asking about items the user is unlikely to be able to
rate. Therefore, some strategies try to maximize the probability that the items
being queried are familiar to the user. A strategy based on item popularity,
i.e. selecting the most popular items (the ones which have the highest number
of ratings) is probably the simplest strategy to achieve that. However, even if
this strategy usually collects lots of ratings, it has been shown that these are
mainly positive ratings because popular items are most of the time liked by the
majority of the users. It turns out that acquiring positive ratings for popular
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[ERR16], i.e. it leads to little improvement in the final recommendations. An
effective alternative strategy is proposed by Elahi et al., named Binary Predicted
[ERR14]. It leverages a factorization model (built on binarized data) to predict
which items have been consumed by the users (and therefore which items can
be rated by users). Another example can be found in [EBRT13], where Elahi
et al. aim at the same goal by leveraging a factorization model enhanced by
side data about the users (e.g. gender, age group and the scores for the Big Five
personality traits [MJ92]). Finally, in [RAC+02], Rashid et al. ask a user to rate
the items with the highest similarity to the user’s previously-rated items, with
the assumption that the user is familiar with items like those that she has rated
before.
Obvious too from the previous discussion is that in AL for RSs, there are multiple
oracles rather than a single oracle. In truth, to some extent, we could still look
at AL interactions in recommenders as many one-to-one interactions between
the recommender and each of its users. However, in this dissertation, we choose
to consider AL in RS as a multi-oracle framework, because the system also
generally has the freedom to query (or not to query) each of its users. The
system may even decide to query some users more often than others. Since
these decisions are part of the AL strategy, the multiple oracle framework is
more suitable to describe active learning in the RS scenario.
The gain, the cost and the budget of AL
As mentioned before, improving recommendation quality while minimizing the
cost of obtaining improvement is the main goal of an AL strategy in an RS
(and ML) scenario. When querying a user, a good strategy should ask for infor-
mation that, if acquired, would improve recommendations for the user. How-
ever, such information is potentially useful to improve the recommendations
of other users of the system: this happens, for example, in collaborative fil-
tering recommenders that leverage all users’ data to recommend to a single
user. (In fact, in Chapters 5 and 6 we will investigate AL under this perspec-
tive as well.) Newly acquired data is also potentially useful to solve the cold-
start item problem (as opposed to the cold-start user problem), i.e. when a new
item is introduced into the catalogue, it will have no or little interaction data.
Work in the AL literature that explicitly address this issue includes, for example,
[ZLH+20, AAAE+15, ABBC17].
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egy to generate the query, there is the cost to the users who have to provide
the corresponding answers. To the best of our knowledge, the RS literature
always assumes that this cost is proportional to the number of items the user is
asked about; we are unaware of any work on modelling these costs in a more
sophisticated way. Indeed, in the typical AL scenario, the budget is chosen in
a simple, heuristic and single-user way: for example, the system is allowed to
ask a given user to rate up to a maximum number of items (i.e. a batch query),
where the maximum is chosen heuristically based on thoughts about screen
size and the burden placed on users. There may also be a maximum num-
ber of users that the AL system is allowed to interact with. In evaluating AL
strategies, this maximum number of items and the maximum number of users
may be allowed to vary, to assess their impact on RS performance. A more in-
depth and interesting investigation on user-related costs is from Cremonesi et
al.: they empirically demonstrated (by means of a user study) that the cost for
the users (i.e. in their case, the user-perceived effort) is somehow proportional
to the number of items they are asked to rate; but, interestingly, global user
satisfaction is not negatively affected by the increased effort when balanced by
significantly better recommendations [CGT12]. Different cost-budget models
have also been considered when the query is posed to the user differently: e.g.
pairwise queries, group queries, etc; see below for explanations of these. How-
ever, even in this work, costs and budgets are always modelled in terms of the
number of queries posed to users; alternative models are not explored.
Different ways of querying
Research has also been done in RS scenarios on AL strategies that pose differ-
ent kinds of queries to users (i.e. different from asking them to rate a single
item). Some work has been done on pairwise preference elicitation, where
users are presented with two items and asked to choose which one they pre-
fer, e.g. [BR15, KRG18, SKRdR18]. Other AL strategies provide users with a
decision-tree based questionnaire (i.e. a sequence of items that the user can
either like, dislike or skip [GKL11], or rate [KNST14]). Others ask users to
compare groups of items (and choose the best one), in an attempt to also re-
duce the user effort in the elicitation process [LHZ14, CHT15]. Finally, there
is work on contextual elicitation [BR17], where users are asked to provide, in
addition to the rating of the item, some contextual situations (e.g. weather,
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Table 4.1: Categorization of AL strategies.
Category Objective
Uncertainty Sampling
Strategies that query for data which the model
is most uncertain about.
Expected Error Reduction
Strategies that query for data that will suppos-
edly reduce the future error of the model.
Expected Model Change
Strategies that query for data that will suppos-
edly change the model by the greatest extent.
Representativeness-based
Strategies that query for data which better
represent the data space already available for
training the model.
Hybrid
Strategies that combine different criteria to
build the query.
4.4 A Categorization of AL strategies
Different AL strategies take different approaches to selecting what to query. In
this section, we review examples of strategies that have been proposed in ML
and RS scenarios and belong to one of five main categories, summarised in
Table 4.1. However, framing all the strategies proposed in the ML and RS liter-
ature into one of those categories is a quite hard task because, as we analysed
in the previous section, ML and RS are quite different scenarios after all. Our
categorisation that we present here focuses on the objectives that an AL strat-
egy seeks, rather than the particular scenario of its application (i.e. ML or RS).
In other words, in this section, we look at which kind of data is of interest for
a particular strategy, where the approach for querying such data is common in
both ML and RS scenarios. Alternative and complementary categorizations are
given by Settles [Set12] and by Elahi et al. [ERR16] in ML and RS scenarios,
respectively. For the sake of the exposition, all the strategies we present when
exemplifying the categories build the queries in a pool-based sampling fashion.
In examples of AL for RS, unless stated otherwise, we consider the common
scenario where an AL strategy asks a user to rate items drawn from the pool of
unrated items for that user.
4.4.1 Uncertainty sampling
This class of strategies asks questions to get to know information about wh-
ich the learner is most uncertain. In ML, such strategies select the unlabelled
examples which the learner is least certain how to label [LC94]. Uncertainty
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output probabilities which represent the classifier’s confidence about each pos-
sible label for a given unlabelled instance. However, this AL class generalises
well to other kinds of classifiers; the key point is to have a metric to measure the
uncertainty of unlabelled instances. Different works propose different metrics:
a least-confident-based metric, e.g. [LG94, CM05b, CPLS20]; a margin-based
metric, e.g. [SDW01]; and entropy [Sha48], e.g. [Hwa04].
Uncertainty sampling strategies have been applied to RS too. Similarly to ML,
attempts have been made to provide a measure of uncertainty or confidence
for the predictions of a recommender: useful overviews about this topic can
be found, for example, in [BGOZ18, ZOBG18]. Concretely, confidence met-
rics are based on a few simple non-personalised approaches, sometimes being
combined (e.g. [HBOT13]). An item’s popularity is one of those: when giving
a confidence score for a particular user-item pair prediction, practitioners use
the number of ratings associated to the item (i.e. the more popular is the item,
the higher is the confidence on the prediction) [MLG+03, AKK07]. Thus, se-
lecting popular items for the query aims at acquiring many ratings (since many
users are likely to known about popular items) [RAC+02, TCRC02]; selecting
unpopular items aims at reducing the uncertainty of the predictions on those
unpopular items.
The item rating variance confidence score is another metric used to measure
uncertainty. It relies on the intuition that items rated diversely by the users are
controversial items; therefore, making accurate predictions on those items is
difficult and recommending those items is risky. Works such as [AKK07, Maz13]
leverage rating variance to refine recommendations of collaborative filtering
algorithms; [KM01, TCRC02] use it as an AL strategy: it selects the items with
the highest variance for the queries. Entropy scores are also used in RS by AL
strategies, where items with the highest entropy are selected to be rated by
users [KM01, RAC+02, BZM03, RKR08].
Besides being non-personalised, item popularity and item rating variance are in-
dependent of the recommendation algorithm used to predict and recommend.
This makes such metrics unlikely to provide reliable scores for different kind
of recommendation models. Differently from ML applications and to the best
of our knowledge, a recommender’s model whose outputs explicitly and in-
trinsically include personalised confidence scores for the recommendations and
predictions provided to its users has not yet been proposed. However, Koren
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(calculated afterwards) from the model’s predictions. Indeed, their OrdRec
recommender outputs a full probability distribution of the expected ratings for
each user-item pair, rather than only a single rating prediction. Afterwards, con-
fidence level scores are associated with the amount of concentration of those
rating distributions, i.e. in terms of standard deviation, entropy, or Gini impu-
rity. Confidence scores so defined are therefore personalised and algorithm-
dependent.
Uncertainty sampling strategies are widely-used because they are usually easy
to implement and computationally cheap when building the query. For these
reasons, they are particularly well-suited to the AL pool-based sampling frame-
work where typically lots of candidates need to be evaluated in order to com-
pose the query. However, they are a somewhat heuristic approach because they
do not guarantee performance improvements for the system. For example, in a
collaborative-filtering recommender, querying items with high rating variance
might be querying controversial, unpopular items that do not guarantee to im-
prove future recommendations (i.e. because ratings for such items weakly affect
the predictions of the ratings of other items).
4.4.2 Expected Error Reduction (EER)
This class of strategies tackles the problem of selecting the most informative
data points for the learner by directly looking at the expected performance of
the model. EER strategies build queries that, once the answers are obtained,
will most likely reduce the error of the model on its task. One problem is that
the learner does not know what the answer of the oracle will be beforehand.
Additionally, even if the strategy knew in advance the oracle’s answer, the future
error of the updated model will be still unknown; that is why EER strategies
seek to minimize the expected value of such future error, rather than the real
unknown value.
Concretely, when evaluating one candidate data point for the query, the gen-
eral idea is to estimate the expected future performance of the model were it
to be trained on the training set augmented by the instance that comprises the
candidate and its elicited label. Because the true label of the candidate is not
known, the calculation is usually done using expectation over all possible labels
under the current model. Alternatively, but often more expensively, all different
instance-label combinations are evaluated. This procedure is iterated over all
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selected. Examples that use the EER approach in the ML scenario are the Naive
Bayes text classifier in [RM01]; the SVM classifier used for host intrusion de-
tection in [MNS+07b]; and the Gaussian random field model for handwritten
digit recognition and text classification tasks in [ZLG03].
In the RS scenario, EER strategies are designed on the same principles. Indeed,
queries are built in order to improve the expected predictive accuracy of the
recommender at hand (or to reduce the error of its predictions). An exam-
ple is by Golbandi et al. [GKL10], where the authors design an AL strategy for
interviewing new users to improve a factorized item-item model [Kor10]. In
subsequent work, the same authors explore the use of a decision tree-based AL
strategy to interview users [GKL11]. Both strategies select items which mini-
mize the RMSE over the training set. Another example is [SKRdR18], where
an optimal pairwise preference elicitation strategy is designed to mitigate the
cold-start problem.
EER strategies in both ML and RS share the same pros and cons. Strategies of
this kind have the great advantage of being near-optimal in the sense that they
do not rely on heuristics; they optimize directly for the utility of the system
instead. The utility can be expressed by different metrics (e.g. 0/1-loss, log-loss
& ROC curve in ML classifiers, and recall, precision & RMSE in recommenders)
with no other modification to the approach at all. The approach is also mostly
model-independent: we just need to define an appropriate objective function to
be optimized as a selection criterion. The main drawback of EER strategies is
their high computational cost: optimizing a utility function is generally costly,
and this has to be often done separately for each of the data instances in the
candidate pool. Where possible, incremental training can be used to mitigate
this problem (at the probable expense of the model’s accuracy).
4.4.3 Expected Model Change (EMC)
The intuition behind this class of strategies is that the instances (once labelled)
that are able to produce the greatest change in the current learned model are
the most informative ones — or, at least, are potentially the most informative.
EMC covers many strategies, each tied to the different model or models being
used for a particular task. In ML, for example, the EMC approach is applied to
improve performances of models where gradient-based training is used [SCR07,
SC08]. In such settings, the instance that would produce the greatest change
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In RS, an example is the method designed by Rubens and Sugiyama [RS07],
in aid of a user-based collaborative filtering model. They propose an influence
criterion that measures the effect that rating a candidate item potentially has
on the predicted ratings of other unrated items, i.e. because each new rating
has a potential impact on the user-neighbourhood calculations of the model.
The candidate item with the largest expected change in the predictions of the
unrated items (and therefore in the model’s user-neighbourhoods) is selected
for the query.
Similarly, Mello et al. seek to query for ratings that most impact the model’s
predictions for other unrated items, where such predictions are made by a user-
based bipartite graph model [MAZ10]. In their strategy, the item whose rating
will impact the highest number of predictions is selected for the query.
Similarly to uncertainty sampling, EMC’s heuristics do not establish a link be-
tween queries and performance improvements, i.e. changing the model does
not ensure a boost in performances. Also, like for EER, because the strategy
does not know in advance the label that will be attached to the query, the strat-
egy has either to evaluate the impact of all possible labels on the model (which
is computationally expensive) or to ignore the labels that might be obtained by
the data point queried (like in [RS07, MAZ10] for example).
4.4.4 Representativeness-based sampling
Uncertainty Sampling strategies suffer from the fact that outliers or unrepre-
sentative data instances are often selected for the query. This is because the
approach reasons about the uncertainty of single instances only. EER and EMC
are different because they look at the impact of both the candidate for the query
and the rest of the labelled data available on the aggregate. Thus, unrepresen-
tative or outlier-like queries are avoided. This idea of representativeness is the
key ingredient of a set of strategies whose goal is to query for data that well
resemble the characteristics of the data already available for training. In ML,
examples of this kind are density-weighted strategies. Their general goal is to
select one or more among the most informative queries (by using one of the pre-
viously presented strategy classes) but at the same time weighting the choices
by favouring those which resemble the characteristics held by the training data
distribution [SC08]1. Other examples can be found in [FTIT98, MN98, NS04].
1To note, this kind of strategy might be considered as a hybrid approach, but in this disserta-
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In RS, one strategy of this kind is co-coverage [GKL10], that selects highly co-
rated items, which are likely to be ones that can improve the accuracy of a
factorized item-item model. Another example, by Liu et al. [LMLY11], uses a
modified matrix factorization algorithm, which they call Representative-Based
Matrix Factorization (RBMF), to first identify the most representative users and
items in the system. Then, as an AL strategy, representative users and items are
used as targets from which to elicit ratings to solve the new item and new user
problems, respectively.
On the one hand, employing representativeness-based strategies can result in
queries that avoid selecting outliers (in ML) and obscure or rare items (in RS),
both of which might lead to acquiring little informative data. But, on the other
hand, it might turn out that such strategies bring little or no explorative value
in their queries. This is because representativeness-based strategies exploit the
characteristics and the distribution of the data already available, giving less
scope for obtaining new diverse and heterogeneous data.
4.4.5 Hybrid
A single criterion, i.e. like each of the ones presented so far, may fail to success-
fully identify the data instances that are worthy of being labelled. For example,
attempting to reduce the uncertainty of a model is simple and cheap but might
lead to selecting outliers or unrepresentative data; selecting data which directly
minimizes the future error of the model is a nearly-optimal approach to AL,
but it comes with expensive computation costs; EMC strategies might be ex-
pensive and are heuristic; representativeness-based strategies are also heuristic
and may result in lack of exploration in the data space. For these reasons, it is
natural to think about designing new strategies which are combinations of two
or more strategies in an attempt to obtain the best features brought by each of
the individual methods.
Hybridization can be obtained in different ways. Voting-based hybridization is
one solution, i.e. each individual strategy votes for data instances in the pool
and the instances with most votes compose the queries, e.g. [ERR11]. An-
other solution is where each individual strategy scores the data instances in
the pool, and those scores are combined (e.g. by a linear combination) to pro-
duce a final score which is used to build the query. In ML, some hybridiza-
tion examples are [DCB07, HRJL08, HJZ10, XYT+03]. Examples in RS are
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[ERR14, ERR11, RAC+02, RS07, RKR08, KFNS11, ZYZ11]. Although hybrid
strategies can be very effective in selecting useful data for the learner, the asso-
ciated computational cost might be problematic; parallelisation, when possible,
might be used to mitigate this problem. Also, deciding how many and which
strategies will be part of the hybrid and how to practically combine and tune
their output might be difficult.
In this chapter, we have described the principles of Active Learning, framing
their application in RS scenarios in addition to the classical ML scenarios. To
the best of our knowledge, for the first time in the literature, we also proposed
a review that explores differences and similarities of AL goals and approaches
through a comparison between ML and RS scenarios. In the next chapter, we






A New Active Learning Evaluation
Framework
As with the evaluation of recommender systems, preliminary evaluation of AL
strategies for recommender systems must be done offline, with some simulation
on a pre-collected dataset. Promising strategies can be further evaluated both
in user trials and online in, for example, A/B experiments within a deployed
recommender system. The offline evaluation can help to narrow the number of
strategies that need to be evaluated in costly user trials and online experiments.
Essentially, the offline evaluation involves simulated users who, when prompted
by the AL strategy, may reveal ratings that were previously hidden from the
recommender system.
Where the literature describes an offline evaluation of Active Learning, the eval-
uation is relatively narrow and incomplete: mostly, the focus is cold-start users
(see Section 4.3); the impact of newly-acquired ratings on recommendation
quality is usually measured only for those users who supplied those ratings;
and impact is measured in terms of recommendation accuracy only. Moreover,
the traditional AL offline evaluation methodology does not take into account
the bias problem in RS offline evaluation. As shown in Chapter 3, the use of
a biased dataset affects the results of an RS evaluation. However, we argue, it
also affects the evaluation of AL strategies as well.
In this chapter, we describe the new offline evaluation methodology that we are
using to evaluate Active Learning. One of its core features is that it mitigates the
bias, which facilitates a more authentic picture of the performances of the AL
strategies under evaluation. We do so by means of our intervention approach,
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presented in Chapter 3.
Additionally, we argue that:
• Active Learning may benefit mature users (by which we mean users who
have more data in their profiles), as well as cold-start users;
• in recommender systems that use collaborative filtering, the newly-ac
quired ratings may have an impact on recommendation quality even for
users who did not supply any ratings; and
• the new ratings may have an impact on aspects of recommendation qual-
ity other than accuracy (such as diversity and serendipity).
Differently from the narrow classic offline AL evaluation, our more comprehen-
sive offline method can assess the impact of an AL strategy concerning these
three aspects.
In Section 5.1, we describe the solutions provided by the literature to evaluate
Active Learning, also introducing the terminology that will be used later on.
Building upon this review, in Section 5.2, we present our new comprehensive
framework to evaluate Active Learning. In Section 5.3, we present a case study
to compare our new evaluation methodology to the classic one, to show the
greater analysis potential brought by the former. We draw conclusions about
the chapter’s content in Section 5.4.
5.1 Classic Offline Evaluation
5.1.1 Background
In early work, AL was used to improve recommendations either for users who
had small user profiles (i.e. cold-start users) or new users (sometimes known as
extreme cold-start users). For these new users, AL has been used in the sign-up
process to assist them in building their initial profiles (see Section 4.3). How-
ever, AL’s generality suggests that it could also be employed for more mature
users (by which we mean users who have more data in their profiles), some-
times referred to as ‘warm users’, e.g. [XYT+15]. For these users, AL might be
used, for example, to regularly acquire fresh data and stimulate new recommen-
dations. To the best of our knowledge, only Carenini et al. [CSP03] and Elahi
et al. [ERR14] consider non-cold-start users in the AL scenario. Carenini et al.
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ever, even this work is quite narrow since its evaluation is confined to users who
have 50 ratings; no other scenarios are considered. By contrast, in the work of
Elahi et al., the AL strategy is applied to all the users, irrespective of the sizes
of their profiles. Therefore, Elahi et al.’s evaluation includes cold-start users
but more mature users too. Unfortunately, they do not then break their results
down. Therefore, we cannot discern whether a strategy has a different impact
on cold-start users from the one it has on more mature users. Instead, our
methodology, described in Section 5.2, addresses this, allowing one to measure
Active Learning’s benefits on both cold-start and mature users.
Elahi et al. also make the point that all of the offline evaluations of AL strategies
that are reported in the literature (apart from their own) take what they call
a user-centric approach: results are reported only for the subset of simulated
users who participate in the AL interactions (typically again, just the cold-start
users). Elahi et al. pioneer the idea of a system-wide evaluation, in which they
report the impact of the AL on the whole user population. This is important in
recommender systems that use collaborative-filtering where new ratings might
influence the recommendations made to other users, not just the users who par-
ticipate in the AL. In practice, both user-centric and system-wide perspectives
must be measured: there is a time cost, and perhaps a cognitive cost, to provide
a rating, so those who participate must generally benefit, but those who are not
participating should also benefit or, at least, see no worsening of performance.
Thus, in our proposed evaluation, we break down the sets of users even further.
We also note that, in early work, the impact of the AL strategy on the quality
of the recommendations is measured by computing prediction error on the test
set using metrics such as MAE or RMSE, e.g. [RKR08]. In the same way that
prediction error has been displaced in recommender system evaluation by met-
rics such as Precision, Recall and nDCG (see Section 2.1), this has happened
in the evaluation of AL strategies too, e.g. [ERR14]. A few of the evaluations
that are reported in the literature employ other metrics such as Average Popu-
larity [FTBE+16], Coverage [ERR14], and Spread [FTBE+16, PQEC17]. But it
is also recognized that satisfaction nowadays with recommendations is not just
a question of their accuracy [MRK06]. It may be desirable for a set of recom-
mendations to be diverse or for the recommendations to be serendipitous. A
wide range of metrics has been proposed to measure these ‘beyond-accuracy’
aspects of recommendation quality, especially for offline evaluation (see Sec-
tion 2.1). To the best of our knowledge, none of the evaluations of AL that
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our proposed methodology, we aim at measuring the impact of AL in terms of
‘beyond-accuracy’ qualities, as well as accuracy.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature on
debiasing an offline Active Learning evaluation. However, we argue that if one
wants to obtain reliable results from the offline evaluation of an AL strategy, the
bias in the data should be mitigated. Thus, our proposed AL framework that we
describe in Section 5.2 makes use of WTD_H intervention to provide a debiased
evaluation.
5.1.2 Setup and notation
Offline evaluation of recommender systems typically involves a snapshot, mea-
suring how one or more models (built from training data) perform on one or
more test sets. Offline evaluation of AL strategies for recommender systems, on
the other hand, requires that we simulate the behaviour of users and measure
recommender performance both before and after the application of the strategy
to see how performance changes. This requires the dataset to be split into at
least three parts: the known ratings, the hidden ratings and the test ratings.
The known ratings are the ones on which the initial recommender model is
built; the known ratings are also the ones on which the AL strategy generally
operates. The hidden ratings are the ones which the simulated user might re-
veal to the system if prompted to do so by the AL strategy. Subsequently, these
elicited ratings can be added to the known ratings, and a new recommender
model can be built. The performances of the initial recommender model and
the new recommender model are measured against the ratings in the test set,
i.e. the test ratings. We refer to this as a single-iteration AL evaluation (see Sec-
tion 4.1), since it measures the effect of a single application of the AL strategy,
and this is the focus in this dissertation. In Chapter 7, we discuss multi-iteration
AL evaluation, which simulates more than one application of the strategy.
We will now formally describe the typical offline evaluation framework, em-
ployed by most of the works in the literature. The setup that we describe cap-
tures the most typical scenario for the evaluation. However, some small differ-
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How to prepare the dataset for the evaluation
The first step consists in preparing the dataset for the experiment’s execution.
As in most of the literature, we will assume a dataset of explicit ratings (see
our statement in Section 2.1). However, the principles of this setup easily adapt
to implicit ratings datasets. We recall the notation introduced in Section 2.1,
where we indicate with D such a dataset of explicit ratings. We denote with
ru,i ∈ D the rating of the user-item pair (u, i): ru,i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (i.e. ratings
are in a 1 to 5 stars scale) if the rating is observed, ru,i /∈ D if ru,i = ⊥ otherwise.
We start by eliminating users who have too few ratings (i.e. each user must have
enough ratings so that we can meaningfully partition them for the purposes of
the experiment) or too many ratings (i.e. to avoid outliers).
To assess the benefit of Active Learning, we want to evaluate a single AL it-
eration, i.e. performance before and after using the AL strategy. If we do this
for just one user, we are unlikely to see any impact. In even the best of cir-
cumstances, so few new ratings will be acquired that the difference in recom-
mender performance will be negligible. So, we randomly select a group of
users to whom the AL strategy will be applied. Let’s call these the Active users,
UActive ⊆ U . The choice of how to sample UActive depends on the objective of the
AL investigation. For example, in [ERR14] we have UActive = U , so that every
user is queried by an AL strategy: this is done to consider the evolution of the
global system performance under the application of an AL strategy applied to
all the users. In [HY08] and [CSP03], by contrast, the set of Active users is a
subset of the total users in the system: in the former, Harpale et al. simulate a
cold-start scenario for Active users; in the latter, Carenini et al. simulate a sce-
nario where Active users have already been through the initial sign up process
(i.e. mature users).
Next, we randomly partition the ratings inD of the Active users into three parts:
K (the known ratings), H (the hidden ratings) and T (the test ratings). On this
point, the literature is divided into those who generate the three parts by means
of a random user-based split, e.g. [HY08], and those who use a simple random
split e.g. [ERR14]. The user-based split ensures each user has a fixed proportion
of her ratings (and the same for all users) in each of the three partitions, e.g.
60% in K, 20% in H, 20% in T . The simple random split will randomly partition
the ratings, e.g. 60% in K, 20% in H, 20% in T , with no user-based constraints.
In this dissertation we choose to consider the simple random split alternative
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with Ku and Du being u’s ratings in K and D respectively. Kbefore
is the entire set of ratings known by the recommender at the initial stage of the
experiment and includes all the known ratings of the Active users and all the
ratings of the non-Active users available in D.
Figure 5.1: High-level visualization of the dataset split for the classic and our
new evaluation methodologies. NA stands for Not Available for the experi-
ments, i.e. a rating that is either not available in D or discarded when debias-
ing the data (see Section 5.2 for the latter reason). In the classic evaluation
(a), Active users have ratings in Kbefore, H and T ; non-Active users have ratings
only in Kbefore. They have no ratings in H (they are not queried by the AL strat-
egy), and none in T (the recommender’s performance cannot be tested on such
users). Instead, in our evaluation (b), non-Active users also have ratings in T ,
so that the recommender’s performance cannot be tested on such users. In both
splits (a) and (b), UActive are randomly-selected from U . The figures simplify by
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In Figure 5.1, we illustrate graphically an example of how the dataset matrix D
looks after the described partition.
An AL iteration
Algorithm 1 formally describes how an AL strategy composes the query for an
Active user u. We define an AL strategy SAL as a function SAL(u, nq, Cu, G) of
four arguments, such that it returns a query Qu for the user u. The query Qu
is a set of items (of size nq, i.e. the budget available to SAL) to be eventually
rated by the user u (i.e. in a batch query fashion). The items that SAL returns
are selected from a pool of candidate items Cu, i.e. this is pool-based AL, where
Cu ⊇ Qu.
Two main alternatives have been employed in the literature to identify the can-
didate items set Cu for the user u. We call these the artificial setting and the
realistic setting.
• Artificial setting: In some works (e.g. [SKRdR18, JS04]), these candidate
items are ones that have a corresponding rating available in the hidden
set, i.e. Cu = {i ∈ I | ru,i ∈ Hu}; this means candidates are items whose
ratings can be successfully elicited in the offline evaluation. Although this
is an unrealistic setting because it implies that the AL strategy knows in
advance the hidden preferences of the user, it can be very much useful in
the design of new AL strategies: indeed, we will make use of it in some
experiments of Chapter 6 (and its advantages will be clear at that point).
• Realistic setting: A more realistic setting is when these candidate items
are ones for which u’s rating is not currently known by the recommender,
i.e. Cu = {i ∈ I | ru,i /∈ Kbefore}. In our analysis and experiments of this
chapter we consider this second alternative when referring to Cu.
The strategy SAL also has a parameter G, which designates the data that the AL
strategy can use when selecting Qu from Cu. Most commonly, G is simply the
set of ratings that are currently known by the recommender, i.e. G = Kbefore. It
is conceivable, however, that G contains knowledge from other sources too (see
Section 4.1), for example user personality data [FTBE+16]. The only constraint
is that, of course, it must be knowledge that the system has acquired before this
AL iteration.
At the core of a strategy SAL, there is a function fS(u, i, Cu, G), which is respon-
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Algorithm 1 Query Selection algorithm for an SAL
Input: u, nq, Cu, G
Output: Qu, where |Qu| = nq
1: Qu ← {}
2: while |Qu| ≤ nq do
3: i∗ ← arg max
i∈Cu
fS(u, i, G,Qu)
4: delete i∗ from Cu
5: Qu ← Qu ∪ i∗
6: return Qu
different SAL will have different fS(u, i, G,Qu), and therefore different ways of
scoring a candidate item. In Section 5.3 and in Chapter 6, we will define an
AL strategy SAL by giving the expression for this fS. Referring to Algorithm 1,
the items filling Qu are iteratively chosen in the loop of lines 2-5. In each loop
iteration, fS assigns scores to all candidates items in Cu and the item with the
biggest score is picked to be included into Qu and removed from Cu. (Of course,
in practice, when fS is independent ofQu, i.e. fS(u, i, G,Qu) = fS(u, i, G), scores
can be assigned only once for all the items in Cu, rather than being assigned
afresh on each iteration.) Of course, our framework provides just one of many
possible ways of defining a SAL: different frameworks might consider, for ex-
ample, giving a score to a group of items instead of single items; or picking the
items with the minimum score to be added to Qu; or not using scores at all.
In an online evaluation, the items in Qu would be presented to the user u,
and she would be invited to rate as many of them as she cared to. In offline
evaluation, this is where we use the hidden set of the user u, i.e. Hu. The
simulated user provides to the system her hidden ratings for items in Qu. We
will call Eu = {ru,i ∈ Hu | i ∈ Qu} the elicited ratings of the user u. Note
that, by this approach, if the simulated user has the rating, she supplies it. This
may seem unrealistic: real users are likely to ignore at least some of the requests
made by an AL strategy or, even if willing to engage, may not be familiar enough
with the items Qu and thus unable to provide ratings. This is anticipated in
the design of this offline evaluation (at least in the so-called realistic setting)
because the overlap between the items in Qu and the ones whose ratings are
available in Hu will typically be small, and often there will be no overlap.
Now that we have established the notation, we can show how to evaluate the
impact of an AL strategy SAL. We must measure recommender performance
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Before:
1. Build a recommender model from Kbefore.
2. Test the model (see below).
AL interaction:
1. For every Active User u ∈ UActive,
(a) Build the query Qu by means of SAL, i.e. Qu = SAL(u, nq, Cu, G).
(b) Obtain the ratings for these items Eu = {ru,i ∈ Hu | i ∈ Qu}
2. Update the recommender with the elicited ratings Kafter = Kbefore ∪⋃
u∈UActive Eu.
After:
1. Build a new recommender model from Kafter .
2. Test the new model (see below).
Testing the quality of the recommender (above) is the same both before and
after the AL interaction. For every user u ∈ U , we use the recommender model
to obtain a set of recommendations for u and then compute the value of each
evaluation metric by comparing the recommendations with u’s test set Tu.
Note that where there is more than one strategy to compare, the activities la-
belled Before are run just once. But the AL iteration and After activities are run
once per strategy. All this is to ensure every strategy is assessed in the same
conditions before applying their elicitation phase.
5.2 A More Comprehensive Offline Evaluation
In this section, we present our new AL offline evaluation, introducing a few
changes with respect to the traditional evaluation described in the previous
section. We recall that the core of our solution is to have a debiased evaluation
that assesses the impact of an AL strategy on different perspectives (i.e. user-
centric and system-wide); on different kind of users (i.e. cold start and mature
users); and that measures the benefit of an AL strategy not only in terms of
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5.2.1 Partitioning the dataset
After the same preprocessing step on D applied in the classic evaluation, i.e.
filtering out users with few ratings or too many ratings (see Section 5.1), we
randomly partition the dataset into three parts: Kbefore (the known ratings),
Hhe (the heldout hidden ratings) and T he (the heldout test ratings). Like what
we described in Section 5.1, Kbefore is the entire set of ratings known by the
recommender at the initial stage of the experiment; but differently from what
we described previously, Hhe and T he are instead heldout sets, used as sampling
spaces to generate the final debiased hidden and test sets, H and T respectively
(Section 5.2.2). The partition into Kbefore, Hhe and T he is performed by means
of a simple random split. This is more suitable for our methodology than a
random user-based split: the latter split would not be suitable for the purpose
of debiasing the evaluation itself (see Section 5.2.2).
Another major difference with respect to the classic evaluation is when to select
UActive: in our evaluation, we do it after having partitioned D, while in the
classic evaluation this is usually done beforehand. Our approach is supported
by two reasons. First, we do not want the choice of UActive to affect the partition
of D into Kbefore, H and T . Second, partitioning D prior to choosing UActive will
allow us to test the impact of AL not only for Active users but also for all the
other users, because all users U will have ratings in the test set T .
5.2.2 Debiasing the evaluation
As we showed in Chapter 3, debiasing the evaluation of an RS is a key feature
to obtain reliable results for an offline experiment. There, the biased dataset
D was partitioned into two MNAR biased parts, i.e. training set and test set,
prior to the WTD/WTD_H intervention on the test set. But, AL strategies are
evaluated by splitting the dataset into three MNAR parts: the known set, the
hidden set and the test set (as we did in the previous section, partitioning the
dataset into Kbefore, Hhe and T he). We could potentially debias any of these
three sets.
Debiasing the test set
It is obvious that, if we want an unbiased evaluation, then we must, at the
least, debias the test set. To the best of our knowledge based on the literature,
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Debiasing the hidden set
In the offline evaluation of AL strategies, the hidden set has a significant impact
on the final performance of an AL strategy. We can imagine, for instance, that
an AL strategy that asks the users to rate popular items might have success in
eliciting many ratings from the simulated users in an offline evaluation if the
ratings in the hidden set are skewed towards popular items. However, that
does not mean that the same AL strategy would perform as well in practice.
Its performance in practice will only be similar to performance in the offline
evaluation if opinions that the user has not revealed to the system have the
same distribution like the ones in the hidden set.
A user’s unrevealed opinions are unlikely to be MAR. Users are influenced by
external confounders. For example, a user is more likely to have opinions about
items that she has been exposed to, such as items that are popular in general
or that have been suggested by her friends. So, her unrevealed opinions are
MNAR. But a user’s unrevealed preferences are also unlikely to have the same
distribution as the ratings in the RS’s observed dataset, even though this is also
MNAR. This is because, as we have discussed, the observed dataset is influenced
by the RS itself. The RS acts as a source of several confounders: the user-
interface makes some items more prominent and therefore more likely to be
rated; the RS’s recommendations are more likely to be rated than items that it
does not recommend; and so on.
If we debias the hidden set, we make it more MAR-like, which, by the reasoning
of the previous paragraph, is not necessarily correct. However, if we leave it
unchanged, then it is distributed like the whole observed dataset D, which,
again using reasoning from the previous paragraph, is not necessarily correct.
We choose to report results from both, i.e. one set of results where we debias
the hidden set (see INT_HT below) and one set of results where we do not (see
INT_T below). True performance should lie somewhere between the two. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the only one in the literature to explore
this issue.
Debiasing the known set
Finally, we could debias Kbefore also. We know that, if we build a model on
the known ratings without debiasing, then both the model and the AL strategy
might be biased; for example, the popularity bias in the data might result in a
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However, this dissertation explores the bias in the evaluation of AL strategies
(and the same was true for the evaluation of an RS in Chapter 3, i.e. there we
debiased only the test set) even though we will develop new AL strategies in the
following chapters. Our main goal is to show how our approach to unbiased
evaluation gives more robust insights into the performance of AL strategies.
Therefore, in this dissertation, we will not debias the known ratings set, nor
the recommender model or the AL strategies. We will discuss this further in
Chapter 7.
WTD_H
In Section 5.3, where we present our experiments (but also in the next chap-
ters), we will use WTD_H (see Chapter 3.3.3) when debiasing hidden and test
sets. (We use WTD_H, the version that leverages hypothesized MAR distribu-
tions, rather than WTD, because the datasets we employ do not have any MAR
portion, see Section 5.3.1.) When debiasing the held out hidden set Hhe from
the previous section, we will generate a final hidden set that we will designate
by H; similarly, when debiasing the held out test set T he, we will generate a
final test set that we designate by T .
We highlight the fact that our methodology has high generality: a different
technique can be used to debias each of these sets: once the held out sets
(Hhe and T he) are generated, any debiasing technique can intervene, without
affecting the design of the rest of the evaluation.
In Figure 5.1.b, we illustrate graphically an example of how the dataset matrix
D looks after the processes described so far in our proposed methodology.
5.2.3 Measuring the impact of Active Learning
After dataset D is partitioned and properly debiased according to Sections 5.2.1
and 5.2.2, in order to evaluate an AL strategy we will perform an AL iteration in
the same way described in Section 5.1. However, differently to a classic evalu-
ation, our methodology allows us to assess the impact of the strategy in a more
comprehensive way. Indeed, thanks to the fact that all users in U have some
ratings in the test set T , we can evaluate an AL strategy on different perspec-
tives, i.e. we can measure different metrics and report the average values for
the following groups of users:
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• Active users, UActive, i.e. just those users who are randomly selected to be
the ones to whom the AL strategy is applied.
• Respondents, {u ∈ UActive | Qu 6= { } ∧ Eu 6= { } }, i.e. just those Active
users who provide at least one rating.
• U -less-Respondents, i.e. everyone who did not provide a rating either be-
cause they were not asked for one or because they were asked for ratings
but did not provide any.
Furthermore, the way in which we generate Kbefore, H and T will allow us to
have both cold-start users and mature users to be tested. Also, every user in U
can potentially be in a different scenario, e.g. being a cold-start Active user; or
a mature Active user; or a cold-start non-Active user; or a mature non-Active
user. In this way, we can assess the impact that AL has on the recommendations
for many different kinds of users.
Finally, the quality of recommendations for a single user might be measured
with different metrics and values averaged across the different groups of users
described so far. In the case study presented in Section 5.3, we will use four
metrics, both accuracy and beyond-accuracy.
5.2.4 Setting the values of hyperparameters
Both the recommender model and the AL strategy may have hyperparameters
whose values need to be tuned. The AL literature says little on this, and we
want to distinguish our work by providing a more rigorous exposition.
We begin by deciding what metric we wish to optimize in hyperparameter tun-
ing. For example, for the recommender model, we might want hyperparameter
values that give the highest Recall across all users. For now, we assume that hy-
perparameters for the AL strategy should also optimize Recall across all users.
Suppose a dataset has been prepared in the way described in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2
so that we have generated Kbefore, H and T . Hyperparameter values must be
chosen before running the AL iteration. The only data that can be used for this
isKbefore. If we use any hidden ratings or any test ratings, then we have leakage.
We further split Kbefore in the same way as described in Section 5.2.1 so that
we obtain Kval, Hval, T val, respectively the training set, the hidden set and the
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intervention neither to Hval nor to T val. We will justify this when presenting
our experiments, in Section 5.3.
We tune the recommender model’s hyperparameters first. For each configura-
tion of hyperparameter values, we train a recommender on Kval. We measure
recommender performance using T val, and we select the hyperparameter values
that optimize the metric we chose earlier (e.g. Recall across all users).
Now we can tune the AL strategy’s hyperparameters. For each configuration of
hyperparameter values, we run an AL iteration by using Kval, Hval, T val. The AL
strategy queries all Active users previously selected, i.e. the ones in UActive. We
choose the hyperparameter values that optimize the metric we chose previously
(e.g. Recall across all users).
5.3 A Case Study
In the case study that we report here, our goal is not to find the best AL strategy
among the five ones evaluated. Instead, our goal to show the potential of our
evaluation framework when assessing and comparing different AL strategies.1
5.3.1 Datasets
We use the Movielens 1M dataset (ML1M)2 and the LibraryThing dataset (LT)
[CdVR08]. ML1M is one of the most widely used datasets in recommender
systems research; it has user ratings on movies. Among the meta-data available
for ML1M, we only consider the movie genres, of which there is a total of 18. LT
has the ratings that users have given to books, and the tags they have assigned
to them. We retrieved a maximum of the 10 most popular tags for every book
and kept tags that appeared in the profiles of at least 10 books.
Both datasets have ratings on a 1 to 5 scale in steps of 1 for ML and steps of
0.5 for LT. For test sets, we consider a rating to be relevant if it is above 3
and non-relevant otherwise. We perform the preprocessing step described in
Section 5.1 to ML1M and LT, where we remove users with less than 30 ratings
and users with more than 500 ratings. In Table 5.1 we report the statistics of
both datasets after this preprocessing step. To note, in this case study, we do not
1The case study that we report here is an extended version of the one appearing in [CB20a].
Also, the results of the AL strategies that appear here are slightly different from those in [CB20a]
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Table 5.1: Statistics of the datasets
ML1M LT
# ratings ∼693k ∼622k
# users 4893 5940
# Active users 1467 1784
# items 3610 37220
avg # ratings per user ∼141 ∼104
avg # ratings per item ∼192 ∼17
sparsity 0.96 0.998
run experiments with the Webscope R3 and CoatShopping datasets (previously
used in Chapter 3). Although they are desirable because they have MNAR and
MAR portions, their size is very small in comparison with the ones of ML1M
and LT and are therefore not suitable for an AL evaluation.
5.3.2 Active Learning strategies
Of the AL strategies that we have implemented, the ones that appear in this
case study are ones that are simple to implement but at the same time useful
for our goals. Each of them implements Algorithm 1 for building the queries to
the users, and we will give, or describe in words, their different definitions of
fS. We employ:
• Random (RND): Active user u’s candidate items, i.e. Cu, are assigned a
random score in the interval (0, 1) and the nq items with the biggest scores
are selected. These are the query items that the Active user is asked to
rate. We use this strategy as a baseline to verify that more ‘intelligent’
strategies can perform better than this.
• Popularity (POP): This strategy scores each candidate item by the total
number of ratings for that item in Kbefore. The nq items with the biggest
scores are selected. This strategy is not personalized: if two users have
the same pool of candidates Cu, then their Qu will be the same.
• Similarity-To-Profile (S2P): Inspired by [RAC+02], we designed a person-
alized strategy that asks a user to rate items which are similar to ones she
has already rated, under the assumption that such items are likely to be
known by the user. Formally, S2P scores each candidate item by using
fS(u, i, G = Kbefore) =
∑
j∈Iu 1(i, j), where Iu = IKbeforeu are the items rated
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i is one of the NS2P nearest neighbors of the item j, i.e. i ∈ KNN(j), 0
otherwise. The NS2P neighbors of an item j are calculated using the co-
sine similarity of their ratings as the similarity metric. Once scores are
calculated, the nq items with the biggest scores are selected.
• Highest-Predicted (HP) [ERR14]: For every Active user u ∈ UActive and for
each item in the candidate set of the user u, i.e. Cu, the Matrix Factoriza-
tion recommender M (see next section) predicts the user’s rating r̂u,i, so
that fS(u, i, G = M) = r̂u,i. Once scores are calculated, the nq items with
the biggest scores are selected. This strategy is personalized, choosing
items which the recommender thinks the user will most like.
• Binary-Predicted (BP) [ERR14]: The matrix Kbefore is binarized to give a
new matrix B, where bu,i ∈ B is 1 if the corresponding rating is available
inKbefore, i.e. ru,i ∈ R and bu,i is 0 if the rating is not available, i.e. ru,i = ⊥.
An implicit Matrix Factorization model M is built from B. For every Active
user u ∈ UActive and for each item in the candidate set of the user u, the
implicit model predicts the user’s score r̂u,i, so that fS(u, i, G = M) =
r̂u,i. Once scores are calculated, the nq items with the biggest scores are
selected. The strategy is personalized, choosing items that are likely to be
familiar to the user.
5.3.3 Methodology
Firstly, we randomly partition D into Kbefore, Hhe and T he where Kbefore is 60%,
Hhe is 20% and T he is 20% of D.
Based on the discussion in Section 5.2, we can distinguish three evaluation
methods, which differ depending on which sets are debiased. The three evalu-
ation methods differ in how H and T are generated, as follows:
• INT_HT: In this method, we use WTD_H to intervene on T he to generate
an unbiased test set T . The size of T will be ρT ×|T he|, where ρT ∈ [0, 1] is
a sampling rate. In this method, we also use WTD_H to intervene on Hhe
to generate an unbiased hidden set H. The size of H will be ρH × |Hhe|,
similarly. We recall that this method aims to mitigate the bias in both the
test and hidden sets.
• INT_T: This method aims to mitigate the bias in the test set only. In this
method, we again use WTD_H to intervene on T he to generate an unbi-
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use WTD_H to debias the hidden set, Hhe. However, to ensure a fair com-
parison between INT_HT and INT_T, we need to make INT_T’s hidden set
the same size as INT_HT’s. Otherwise, differences in the results of exper-
iments might be due to INT_T having a larger hidden set. Hence, in this
method, we randomly sample H from Hhe using the same sampling rate
ρH to produce a hidden set H.
• CLASSIC: This method corresponds to the traditional way of evaluating an
AL strategy, where there is no attempt to mitigate the bias in the dataset
(i.e. similarly to the one described in Section 5.1). To make comparisons
between CLASSIC, INT_HT and INT_T fair, we randomly sample from T he
and Hhe to get T and H using the same sampling rates as above, ρT and
ρH , respectively.
To generate H from Hhe and T from T he, we set ρH = ρT = 0.5. We set this
proportion to 0.5 based on results obtained in Section 3.4 where WTD_H was
found to be a lower bound for effectively debiasing a test set. Of course, here
we are using different datasets from those used in Section 3.4. The values of
the sampling proportion to debias a test set we found previously for WBR3 and
COAT may not carry over to the ML1M and LT datasets and, without any MAR
data for ML1M and LT, we cannot find ρH and ρT in the way we did before.
However, we pick ρH = ρT = 0.5 as a compromise that allows us to perform
a substantial debiasing action on Hhe and T he; we argue that smaller values
than 0.5 can result in intervened sets that are too small to give reliable results;
larger values than 0.5 can mean that intervened sets are not appreciably dif-
ferent from the biased heldout sets. We also recall that, when using WTD_H
above, we use formulas 3.13 and 3.14 but we must calculate different weights
for each different intervention. For the MAR posteriors, we use the hypothe-
sized distributions that we gave earlier (i.e. Pmar(u|O) = 1/|U | ∀u ∈ U and
Pmar(i|O) = 1/|I| ∀i ∈ I).
At this point, for each of the three evaluation methods, we have generated
Kbefore, H and T . All three methods have the same (biased) training set Kbefore.
CLASSIC and INT_T have the same (biased) H, but different T , i.e. biased for
CLASSIC, debiased for INT_T. INT_T and INT_HT have the same (debiased) T ,
but different H, i.e. biased for INT_T, debiased for INT_HT. To complete the
setup of our comprehensive evaluation, we must now choose a group of users
to be Active users: we randomly select 30% of the users among the ones that
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tice exists in the literature to fix this proportion. We chose this in order to have
enough Active users and non-Active users to be able to show both user-centric
and system-wide results. Also, we take Kbefore and, following the procedure de-
scribed in 5.2.4, we obtain Kval, Hval and T val with proportions 60%-20%-20%
of |Kbefore| respectively. We will use Kval, Hval and T val to tune hyperparameters
of the recommender and the AL strategies. Figure 5.2 represent graphically the
three evaluation methods.
We evaluate each of the AL strategies described in Section 5.3.3 by means of
an AL iteration. First, we must perform the Before step, i.e. training an RS
on Kbefore. We use Matrix Factorization with a ranking loss function [PZT10].3
This RS has two hyperparameters, i.e. the number of latent factors and a regu-
larization term. We follow the procedure described in Section 5.2.4 to set them,
where the former hyperparameter takes values in V = {20, 40, .., 200} and the
latter in Z = {0.001, 0.006, 0.01, 0.06, 0.1, 0.6} and we optimize for Recall on the
top-10 recommendations list of each user in Kbefore. Some AL strategies have
hyperparameters too. S2P has NS2P , and its value is selected from V following
the procedure described in Section 5.2.4, again optimizing for Recall on the
top-10 recommendation lists of the Active users in UActive. Hyperparameters for
HP do not need to be tuned, because the recommender model is used to score
the candidates. BP also uses a factorization model, where the number of latent
factors (chosen from V ) and a regularization term (chosen from Z) do need to
be tuned. Therefore, we tune them in the same way we did for the HP recom-
mender but instead optimizing them for Recall on the top-10 recommendation
lists of all users in U , where all items in T val are relevant items.
To allow a fair comparison between AL strategies and across the three evalua-
tion methods, this Before step is performed only once. Then, each AL strategy
performs its AL interaction step, where it produces a query composed of nq = 50
items for each Active user, for a total AL budget of 50|UActive| rating requests.
Of course, in practice it is unlikely that an RS would ask a user for 50 ratings.
Our choice of nq = 50 is experimentally motivated by the fact that we need to
elicit enough ratings for there to be an appreciable change in the performance
of the RS.
Testing the quality of the recommender is the same both Before and After the
new ratings are acquired. For each method, we compute Recall, EILD, EPC and
ECBS for top-10 recommendations on T , for each user in UActive (see formulas
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the dataset split for CLASSIC, INT_T and INT_HT
methods. NA stands for Not Available for the experiments, i.e. a rating that
is either not available in D or discarded when debiasing the data. Also, in all
three methods, UActive are randomly-selected from U . The figures simplify by
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Table 5.2: ML1M. The table reports, for each strategy and for each evaluation
method, the average number of elicited ratings, the average number of elicited
ratings per Active user and the average number of users who are Respondents.
Averages are calculated across the 10 folds.
CLASSIC / INT_T INT_HT
# elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp. # elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp.
RND 304.2 0.21 260.8 302.7 0.21 263.7
POP 3428.6 2.34 1166.3 512.5 0.35 426.4
S2P 5108.7 3.48 1323.3 3947.0 2.69 1290
HP 5995.2 4.09 1372 3107.6 2.12 1241.7

















































Figure 5.3: ML1M. Values distribution for the elicited ratings by different AL
strategies.
2.2, 2.6, 2.9, 2.12 in Section 2.1 respectively). EILD, EPC and ECBS need a
pairwise item distance metric dist(i, j) to be defined. In this case study, we use
the Jaccard distance between the features of items i and j. As item features, we
use the movies’ genres in the case of ML1M and tags in the case of LT.
There is, of course, the usual danger that the results obtained are specific to
this particular split of the data. Hence, we re-partition D and repeat the AL
iteration 10 times, and report the average results over these 10 runs.
5.3.4 Results for ML1M
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3 help to run a preliminary analysis on ML1M results.
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ratings. To note, CLASSIC and INT_T have the same values because they share
the same Kbefore and H, hence the same sets of ratings get elicited; CLASSIC
and INT_T differ only in their test sets, which affects the performance results
that we show later. As we can see, the RND AL strategy is unaffected by whether
we debias the hidden set (INT_HT) or not (CLASSIC, INT_T), and it is able to
elicit very few ratings from roughly only a quarter of the Active users. But the
‘intelligent’ strategies (POP, S2P, HP, BP) are affected. These strategies elicit
more ratings on average when the hidden set is not debiased (CLASSIC, INT_T)
than when the hidden set is debiased (INT_HT). But, interestingly, the number
of users from whom ratings are elicited is close in CLASSIC/INT_T and INT_HT
(except for POP). Moreover, looking just at the results for debiased hidden sets
(INT_HT), we see that S2P, HP, BP are the strategies which elicit the largest
number of ratings; and we have that POP elicits a slightly larger number of
ratings than RND. We would expect this too, if we have successfully removed
popularity bias from the hidden sets. Lastly, HP and BP have very similar results
both in CLASSIC/INT_T and INT_HT but we observe they elicit more ratings
than S2P according to CLASSIC/INT_T, while it is the opposite for INT_HT.
Figure 5.3 tells us how rating values elicited by different strategies are dis-
tributed. Both CLASSIC/INT_T and INT_HT show similar behaviours for all the
strategies. As expected, RND elicits ratings which are distributed very simi-
larly to the ones available in the hidden sets (where the distribution is slightly
skewed towards relevant ratings, i.e. roughly, relevant ratings account for the
60% of the total number of hidden ratings in CLASSIC/INT_T, and 55% in
INT_HT). ‘Intelligent’ strategies increase this skew, eliciting many more rele-
vant ratings than non-relevant ones (especially POP and HP, which is to be
expected).
Results for Active users and system-wide perspective
Now, we analyse the impact of AL on the recommender’s performances. The
heat map in Figure 5.4 reports results on two groups of users, i.e. Active users
and all users in U , i.e. the latter being the system-wide perspective. The statis-
tical significance of the results is assessed by performing two sets of tests. The
first applies to each AL strategy independently, where we determine whether
the recommender performance before the AL iteration is statistically different
from its performance after the strategy has elicited some ratings. The second
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Figure 5.4: ML1M. The heat maps for ML1M show results on two groups of
users, i.e. Active users and U . For each different strategy and for each different
metric, values are expressed in terms of percentage difference between the rec-
ommender’s performance before applying the AL iteration and after applying
the AL iteration.
whether the recommender’s performance after the AL iteration performed by
one strategy is statistically different from the recommender’s performance after
the AL iteration performed by another strategy. All these tests are performed
using the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank tests presented earlier and results
are available in Tables A.4 and A.5.
The first observation is that AL helps an RS improve its recommendation qual-
ity: this is demonstrated by all three evaluation methods where the heat map
shows positive percentage differences across all metrics and for both groups
of users. As expected, percentage differences are generally higher for Active
users than when considering results from all the users in the system. (Later in
this section, we will also analyse the impact of AL for Respondents and non-
Respondents only.)
In detail, for Active users and for all U , RND brings a non statistically significant
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methods. Table 5.2 shows indeed that asking users about random items elicits
very few ratings on average and the new ratings seem to make no difference
for the system. Results for the other strategies are as follows:
• For Active users under the CLASSIC method, HP and BP show the best
improvement over the other strategies and they are really similar in this
setting (their performances are not statistically significantly different from
each other except for EILD and EPC). Performances of POP and S2P are
worse than HP/BP, better than RND, and similar to each other (not statis-
tically significantly different from each other except for EPC and ECBS).
• Things change when we look at Active users under INT_T and INT_HT.
In particular, POP’s performance is now low and similar to RND’s (indeed
they are not statistically significantly different from each other for except
for ECBS). POP’s performance on INT_T (where H is biased) can be ex-
plained by the fact that the strategy acquires a good number of ratings for
popular items (because ofH ’s bias), which might bias the RS towards pop-
ular recommendations; such a recommender will perform poorly when
evaluated on a debiased test set. On INT_HT (where H is debiased), POP
can acquire only a few more ratings than RND; consequently, we argue
that this is not enough to make its performance stand out from RND. S2P,
HP and BP are the best strategies under both INT_T and INT_HT and they
are similar to each other (indeed, their performances are not statistically
different to each other for most of the metrics).
• Similar conclusions to the ones above apply for the U group (the system-
wide results) according to all three evaluation methods, so that full analy-
sis can be omitted.
To sum up our analysis for Active users and the system-wide perspective accord-
ing to all three evaluation methods, the baseline RND does not bring any benefit
to the recommender, as expected. Regarding the other four strategies, the tradi-
tional evaluation and our debiased evaluation reveal different findings. While
HP and BP are the best strategies for both methods, POP and S2P are good
strategies for CLASSIC, while the debiased evaluation uplifts S2P to be one of
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Results for Respondents
This section focuses our lens on those users who provide at least one rating dur-
ing the AL iteration, i.e. the Respondents. Also, from now on we will consider
only results when debiasing both the hidden and the test sets, i.e. INT_HT, wh-
ich we believe is the most reliable method to evaluate the impact of AL. (How-
ever, results on INT_T are similar.) Additionally, we exclude from our analysis
the RND strategy, which was shown earlier to be ineffective at impacting the
recommender’s performance (and therefore not really interesting to us).
For Respondent users, in Figure 5.5 we plot the Recall percentage difference val-
ues against the number of ratings elicited per user (subplot 5.5.a) and against
different beyond-accuracy measurements (subplots 5.5.b, 5.5.c, 5.5.d). Subplot
5.5.a shows to what extent the number of elicited ratings impacts the Recall
performances of the recommender, across different strategies. We can see there
is a (rough) linear correlation between the two measurements, such that the
more ratings elicited, the better the Recall improvement. This is expected to
some extent: while POP elicits very few ratings per user (bringing a small and
not statistically significant improvement to Recall), S2P, HP and BP elicit many
more ratings, impacting the Recall improvement by more than 10%. Although
S2P, HP and BP display Recall improvements which are close to each other, in-
terestingly HP obtains the highest value despite eliciting the fewest ratings per
user of these three strategies. This suggests that HP’s elicited ratings are qual-
itatively better than the ones elicited by the other strategies. HP seems to be a
better strategy also according to the other three subplots. In other words, it is
also the best at improving diversity (EILD), novelty (EPC) and surprise (ECBS).
Table 5.3 and Figures 5.6 and 5.7 can help to figure out the reason why AL
strategies have different performances. In particular, Table 5.3 shows how dif-
ferent are the top-10 recommendations lists provided to Respondents after the
AL step (with respect to the ones provided to them before the AL step). As we
can see, the recommendations provided after the strategies have elicited some
ratings contain between 12% and 19% of items that were not included before.
It is quite surprising that recommendations after HP change by a smaller extent
(12%) than the ones provided by BP and S2P, regardless of the fact that HP
gets the best improvement over all metrics (Figure 5.5). A slightly different
but related outcome is found for POP: recommendations produced afterwards
for those who provided some ratings are quite different (17%) but performance
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Figure 5.5: ML1M. Respondent users results for the INT_HT evaluation method.
All four subplots display the Recall percentage difference values on the y-axis.
On the x-axis, we display the average number of elicited ratings per user in sub-
plot a; we display EILD, EPC and ECBS percentage difference values in subplots
b, c and d respectively.
of the ratings elicited that impact the recommendations provided by the recom-
mender (and consequently performances too). New ratings from POP are able
to change the recommendations quite significantly but with a limited benefit for
the users; on the other hand, new ratings from HP and BP change recommen-
dations less than the ratings from POP, but the changes have a much greater
benefit for the users. S2P is between the two. For comparison and complete-
ness, Table 5.5 also includes the same statistics for users that did not provide
any new ratings. Those results will be discussed in the next section.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 drill into the results by analysing user-item pairs that are
selected by each strategy for composing the queries for the Active users (Figure
5.6) and by analysing user-item pairs where a rating is successfully elicited
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Table 5.3: ML1M. Average percentage difference of the top-10 recommendation
lists for Respondent users provided by the recommender after the AL step with
respect to the ones provided before the AL step. To note, we chose Recall
























Figure 5.6: ML1M. Overlaps between queries made to Active users by different
AL strategies. Proportions are calculated with respect to the total number of
ratings requested by each strategy.
The Venn diagram in Figure 5.6 shows that roughly 10% of user-item pairs
are selected by all strategies, which is a not negligible percentage. This means
that these strategies agree on the usefulness of considerable number of the
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which they agree result in ratings being elicited, i.e. a quite small percentage
compared with the other ones in the Venn diagram of Figure 5.7.
Something emerging from Figure 5.6 is that each strategy selects its own set of
‘unique’ questions for the users, and percentage values for these are among the
highest. We can observe a similar trend in Figure 5.7, where, for each of the
considered strategies, the majority of its elicited ratings are exclusively elicited
by only one strategy (except for POP, that can elicit less than 1% of the hid-
den ratings in any case). This suggests that strategies are substantially different
from each other, in the first place because of what they ask users to rate, and
second (and, to some extent, consequently) because of what they elicit. An
exception to this finding is the pair HP and BP. The diagrams show that: they
ask similar questions to Active users (roughly 70%) and their intersection is
much bigger than all the other pairwise intersections; and they also share many
elicited ratings (roughly 12%). These similarities between HP and BP can ex-
plain why their performances are close to each other more than to any other
strategies. To conclude the analysis, we can observe from Figure 5.7 that the
majority of the hidden ratings (roughly 74% of them) have not been elicited
by any strategy. This raises a further, and still unanswered, question: what
would the performances have been like if those ratings were elicited? In other
words, how useful would they have been at improving the recommender’s per-
formance? In Section 6.1.2 we will address those questions when evaluating
new AL strategies that we design.
Results for U-less-Respondents
One of our objectives in designing our more comprehensive evaluation frame-
work was to be able to measure the impact of AL on users who do not provide
any ratings. Here, we report results for INT_HT only (like before). However,
in this case study, only a few performance values are statistically significant:
the ones of POP (-1% percentage difference on Recall and -1.4% percentage
difference ECBS) and one of HP (+1.1 percentage difference on EPC). Thus,
we claim that such evidences are not strong enough to consider any strategies
to be really effective on helping those type of users.
Results by profile-size
In this section, we show results by profile size. This enables us to compare
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Figure 5.7: ML1M. Overlaps between elicited ratings of different AL strategies.
Proportions are calculated with respect to the total number of hidden ratings
belonging to the Active users, i.e. such ratings that could have been elicited.
objectives for this evaluation. To do this, we put each Active user u into a bucket
based on her initial profile size |Kbeforeu |, i.e. the one available in the training set
before running the AL iteration. The design of the buckets in this case study
is somewhat heuristic. The first bucket comprises user profiles that contain 1-
20 ratings: we define such users to be cold-start users. This is inspired by the
literature (e.g. [KK14, FTBE+16]), where a user is labelled as a cold-start user if
her profile is in this specific range. We define mature users to be ones associated
with profiles that contain more than 20 ratings and the buckets which contain
such users are chosen in a way that ensures that each bucket contains at least
50 users. After this bucketing procedure, users are divided into seven buckets,
with ranges 1-20, 21-50, 51-100, 101-150, 151-200, 201-300, >300. Also,
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Figure 5.8: ML1M. Active user results by profile size. On the top of each bar,
we report the average number of ratings elicited by the corresponding strategy.
tailed Wilcoxon signed rank tests presented earlier and results are available in
Table A.6.
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Table 5.4: LT. The table reports, for each strategy and for each evaluation meth-
ods, the average number of elicited ratings, the average number of elicited rat-
ings per Active user and the average number of users who are Respondents.
Averages are calculated across the 10 folds.
CLASSIC / INT_T INT_HT
# elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp. # elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp.
RND 24.6 0.01 23.8 24.0 0.01 23.8
POP 1303.8 0.73 767.1 7.3 0.004 7.3
S2P 2701.8 1.51 1171.1 1202.3 0.67 591.3
HP 3464.1 1.94 1328.3 1156.4 0.65 679.4
BP 3308.7 1.85 1276.5 896.7 0.50 548.7
HP and BP are effective strategies across all buckets and all metrics, while POP
again is poor. (Indeed, we will leave out POP from the rest of the analysis).
We can observe that, for cold-start users, despite the fact that HP elicits roughly
the same amount of ratings as S2P and BP, it is the best strategy according to
all metrics. However, statistical tests on such results strongly limit this finding.
HP’s performances are: not statistically significant for EILD; not significantly
different from the ones of S2P; and significantly different only from BP on Recall
and EPC.
For mature users, in the first bucket (i.e. 21-50) HP is still superior to S2P
and BP. In the rest of the buckets, it is not clear which of the strategies is
the best one (apart from being able to elicit a different number of ratings),
because none of the three consistently outperforms the others, i.e. we cannot
infer a clear pattern along buckets and across the metrics. This is confirmed
by the statistical significance tests performed, where performances of S2P, HP
and BP are not statistically different to each other most of the time. However,
these findings are somehow expected, considering the results analysed earlier
for Active users (Figure 5.4).
5.3.5 Results for LT
In this section, we describe results for LT. However, this report will be shorter
due to the similarity of the results with the ones of ML1M.
In Table 5.4, we show the statistics of the elicitation process. The situation is
quite similar to the one in Table 5.2 for ML1M. RND elicits very few ratings,
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Figure 5.9: LT. The heat maps for LT show results on two groups of users, i.e.
Active users and U . For each different strategy and for each different met-
ric, values are expressed in terms of percentage difference between the recom-
mender’s performance before applying the AL iteration and after applying the
AL iteration.
but not the INT_HT method (where it is even worse than RND). S2P, HP and BP
are much superior, with HP being the best at acquiring ratings from many users
according to CLASSIC/INT_T. An interesting finding also is that, according to
INT_HT, S2P acquires the greatest number of ratings but from fewer users than
HP, i.e. the number of Respondents for HP is bigger than for S2P. BP is between
HP and S2P on CLASSIC/INT_T and the worst of the two on INT_HT.
Results for Active users and system-wide
Figure 5.9 for LT is very similar to Figure 5.4 for ML1M and both Active users
and system-wide results follow the same trend (and the statistical significance
tests performed on those results are reported in Tables A.7 and A.8.). RND
is the worst strategy, and brings a not statistically significant improvement to
the recommender for all metrics. According to CLASSIC, HP and BP are the
best strategies (and their performances are not statistically different to each
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POP S2P HP BP
Figure 5.10: LT. Respondent users results for the INT_HT evaluation method.
All four subplots display the Recall percentage difference values on the y-axis.
On the x-axis we display the average number of elicited ratings per user in sub-
plot a; we display EILD, EPC and ECBS percentage difference values in subplots
b, c and d respectively.
better than POP. This changes for INT_T and INT_HT: POP does not bring a
statistically significant improvement to the recommender for all metrics; HP is
definitely the best strategy, while S2P and BP are inferior to HP and similar to
each other (and their performance is most of the time non statistically different
to each other across the various metrics).
Results for Respondents
Results for LT Respondents in Figure 5.10 are similar to the ML1M results in
Figure 5.5. According to the INT_HT method, HP brings the most benefit to
the users who provide ratings (even though BP is very close to it on EPC and
ECBS). However, differently from the ML1M results, POP percentage differ-
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Figure 5.11: LT. Active users results by profile size. On the top of each bar, we
report the average number of ratings elicited by the corresponding strategy.
recommendations. Note, however, that POP’s performances are from just seven
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Results by profile-size
Finally, LT results by profile size in Figure 5.11 are also similar to the ones for
ML1M. A difference is in the bucket of the cold-start users, where BP seems
to be the most effective strategy across all the metrics, except for EILD. How-
ever, statistical significance tests reported in Table A.9 show that results for this
bucket are not significant. For mature users, HP is consistently superior to S2P
and BP up to the 151-200 bucket, according to all metrics; for subsequent buck-
ets, it is not clear which strategy is the best. However, statistical significance
tests show once again that performances of S2P, HP and BP are not significantly
different to each other most of the time.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a new offline experimental methodology to eval-
uate the effectiveness of AL strategies for RSs. One goal of the evaluation
methodology is to mitigate the bias introduced by the use of an MNAR ob-
served dataset, which is a problem not considered by the traditional evaluation
methodology widely used in the literature. We presented two alternative meth-
ods for conducting such a debiased evaluation: one debiases only the test set;
the other debiases both the test set and the hidden set. Another goal of our
evaluation methodology is to assess an AL strategy’s performance more com-
prehensively than the classic evaluation: our framework allows to evaluate an
AL strategy by considering its impact under different perspectives, e.g. on ma-
ture users and cold-start users; on users who provide new data, who do not
provide any new data and all the users in the system; and on beyond-accuracy
qualities of recommendations provided to users.
Using both classic and debiased evaluations, our case study compares five sim-
ple AL strategies from the literature on two widely-used MNAR datasets. Those
strategies are: RND, which asks the users to rate random items; POP, which
asks the users to rate the most popular items in the system; S2P, which asks a
user to rate items similar to the ones in her profile; HP, which asks users to rate
items that the recommender thinks they will like; and BP, which asks users to
rate items that most likely are familiar to them.
Results on both datasets show similar outcomes. In general, the best strategies
are the ones that can elicit lots of ratings, i.e. there is a positive correlation
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provement of the recommender. But, we also found that the traditional biased
evaluation shows different outcomes from the debiased one. In particular, ac-
cording to our debiased methodology, performance of POP and RND are very
similar, while on the classic method POP was unfairly uplifted with respect to
RND. Regarding the other three strategies, experiments show that asking users
to rate items selected intelligently has a positive impact on the systems. How-
ever, if the classic evaluation elects BP and HP as the best strategies for users
who are queried and for the system-wide perspective, our debiased evaluation
shows that also S2P is very close to the other two. (Indeed, most of their per-
formances in terms of accuracy and beyond-accuracy measurements are not
statistically different from each other across all metrics employed).
We also found that new ratings from Respondents do not have a significant im-
pact on the recommendations provided to non-Respondents, irrespective of the
strategy used. Despite this, we argue that such an analysis is still important
to properly evaluate an AL strategy because our findings might be limited to
the specific recommender model that we used, i.e. Matrix Factorization. In-
deed, recommendations provided by a different recommender model to non-
Respondent users might be impacted to a greater extent by those new ratings.
One decision to be made is whether to debias both the hidden set and test set,
or just the test set. Our initial results revealed similar insights for both meth-
ods. Hence, it remains unclear whether one should be preferred over the other.
However, we argue that it is probably more meaningful to evaluate a strategy
in a setting where the strategy is given the chance to exploit as little bias as
possible, i.e. when both the hidden set and the test set are debiased. Therefore,
we performed the remainder of our analysis in the setting where both the hid-
den and test sets were debiased. We presented results for Respondent users,
where HP is shown to be the best strategy according to all metrics (although
S2P and BP are both close to it). Also, we analysed results by profile size, but
finding little that was new: the three best strategies are still S2P, HP and BP
and their performances are very close to each other, regardless of the size of a
user’s profile. HP and BP appear to be weakly superior for cold-start users on
ML1M and LT respectively.
In the light of these findings, this suggests to practitioners the need to recon-
sider results presented in the literature by using instead a debiased evaluation
method, as we did in this chapter. In the next chapter, we will focus on the












The main goal of the AL strategies that have been proposed in the literature so
far is to improve the accuracy of the recommender at hand. In this chapter, we
design new AL strategies, but this time the focus will be on beyond-accuracy
qualities. However, this does not mean that accuracy will be ignored or pe-
nalised: we argue that an AL strategy has to preserve accuracy as much as
possible, along with increasing other beyond-accuracy qualities.
In the previous chapter, we proposed a new debiased evaluation methodology,
i.e. INT_HT, that allows researchers to evaluate the effectiveness of an AL strat-
egy at improving the quality of a recommender system. In this chapter, we use
the methodology to evaluate our new AL strategies. Again using the ML1M and
LT datasets, we compare the new strategies with HP, the best strategy accord-
ingly to the results obtained in the case study of Section 5.3.
In Section 6.1 we will provide useful tools that will help us in designing new
strategies. In Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, we propose new strategies targeted
at improving diversity, novelty and serendipity respectively. In Section 6.5 we
propose hybridization approaches to AL, and in Section 6.6 we wrap up with
conclusions for this chapter.
6.1 On Designing New Strategies
Designing and evaluating a new AL strategy that is effective is challenging.
There is the initial challenge of designing a function fS for scoring candidate
items (Algorithm 1) that encapsulates whatever approach is being considered,
e.g. error reduction, uncertainty sampling, etc. But additionally, the design
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must take into account the time complexity and practical efficiency of fS, wh-
ich affect both how easy it will be to evaluate the strategy and its subsequent
use in a deployed system. Once a particular fS is defined, another challenge
is in the evaluation of the strategy, both offline and online. For example, of-
fline experiments such as the ones we have performed in the case study of
Section 5.3 require substantial computational costs to complete even for just a
few strategies. Moreover, as we emphasised in the previous chapter, designers
are typically required to evaluate many strategies in offline experiments before
finding the ones that are promising and can be moved into a subsequent (and
likely more expensive) online evaluation.
For these reasons, in this section we propose two additional tools which might
help when designing and evaluating new AL strategies. In Section 6.1.1, we
conduct an investigation that gives us insights into the relationship between
the characteristics of users’ profiles and performances of the recommender; this
will be useful when designing a strategy for a specific beyond-accuracy ob-
jective. Then, in Section 6.1.2, we describe the usefulness of performing the
evaluation of an AL strategy under an artificial setting (introduced earlier in
Section 5.1.2) for both filtering out the weaker strategies and speeding up the
whole evaluation. Using this setting, we also discuss an upper bound on the
performances achievable by an ‘ideal’ AL strategy.
6.1.1 On the relation between user profiles and performance
In Active Learning, when designing a new strategy, we must bear in mind that
the final goal is to improve the performance of the model at hand. In a recom-
mender system scenario, besides Active Learning, we argued that the quality
of the recommendations depends on the quality of the user profiles (see the
discussion in Section 4.3). In other words, there is a correlation between the
quality of a user profile and the recommendations provided to the user. For
this reason, an AL strategy that improves the quality of a user profile is likely
to (indirectly) benefit the recommender’s performance as well. Defining the
recommender’s quality as the quality of its recommendations (e.g. a recomme-
ndation that is relevant and serendipitous to a user is a good recommendation)
is widely accepted by practitioners. However, defining the quality of a user pro-
file is not so straightforward. What does a ‘good’ user profile look like? How do
we measure the quality of a user’s profile? To the best of our knowledge, these
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provide a partial answer to them, by first proposing a few measurements that
reflect the quality of a user u’s profile; then, we try to link the quality of the
profile with the quality of the recommendations provided by the recommender
to the same user u.
We run our investigation on the ML1M and LT datasets. For each dataset, we
use the data split presented in Section 5.3.3. In particular, we analyse user
profiles of the training set, Kbefore. For the sake of the exposition here and
in the rest of this chapter, we denote with Iu = {i ∈ I : ru,i ∈ Kbeforeu } the
profile of the user u, i.e. the items rated by u in Kbefore; and we denote with
I+u = {i ∈ Iu : ru,i ∈ Kbeforeu ∧ ru,i > 3} the profile of the user u restricted to
items that are relevant to u.
For a user u ∈ U , we propose to measure the quality of her profile by using the
following metrics:
• size of u’s profile, i.e. |Iu|;
• diversity of u’s profile, in terms of ILD (see Formula 2.4), i.e. ILD(Iu) for
all the items in u’s profile and ILD(I+u ) for all the relevant items in u’s
profile;
• novelty of u’s profile in terms of PC (see Formula 2.7), i.e. PC(Iu) for all
the items in u’s profile and PC(I+u ) for all the relevant items in u’s profile;
• average rating of u’s profile, i.e. avg(Iu) = 1|Iu|
∑
i∈Iu ru,i
To measure recommendation quality, we consider the top-10 recommendation
list provided to u and we measure the diversity of the list in terms of ILD and
EILD (see formulas 2.5 and 2.6); novelty in terms of PC and EPC (see formulas
2.8 and 2.9); and serendipity in terms of CBS and ECBS (see formulas 2.11
and 2.12). We calculate the Pearson coefficient r to measure the correlation
between the quality of the user profiles and the quality of the recommendations
provided to the users.
Results
Results are reported in Tables 6.1 and 6.2: they mostly reveal a weak or no
correlation between the measure of profile quality and the measures of recom-
mender performance. In both datasets, quite strong correlations are found for
the (ILD(Iu), ILD) pair (r = 0.67 for ML1M, r = 0.53 for LT), meaning that a
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Table 6.1: ML1M. Pearson coefficients between the quality of the user profiles
and the recommender’s performance. Each row corresponds to a measure of
profile quality, while each column corresponds to a measure of recommender
performance. In the table we only report coefficients r > |0.25|, i.e. where at
least a weak correlation is found.
Recall ILD EILD PC EPC CBS ECBS
|Iu| -0.42





Table 6.2: LT. Pearson coefficients between the quality of the user profiles and
the recommender’s performance. Each row corresponds to a measure of profile
quality, while each column corresponds to a measure of recommender perfor-
mance. In the table we only report coefficients r > |0.25|, i.e. where at least a
weak correlation is found.







diverse; and for the (PC(Iu), PC) pair (r = 0.65 for ML1M, r = 0.64 for LT),
meaning that a user profile made of novel (unpopular) items favours a set of
recommendations which is novel.
The Tables also show that CBS is weakly influenced by a few measures of profile
quality. One of these is the profile size (only for ML1M, r = −0.42), i.e. the
bigger is a user profile, the less serendipitous are the recommendations made
to the user: we argue that, when a user profile is big, it is difficult for the
recommender to recommend items which surprise the user (i.e. items that are
different from the ones already included in the profile). Moreover, the diversity
of a profile influences the serendipity of the recommendations (r = 0.28 for
ML1M, r = 0.42 for LT).
Finally, we note we obtained contradictory results for the novelty of a user
profile in relation with the CBS of a recommendation list. In LT, we get a











































(d): r = 0.64
Figure 6.1: For each subplot, on the x-axis is a measure of profile quality; on
the y-axis is a measure of recommendation quality. Subplots (a) and (b) are
from ML1M; subplots (c) and (d) are from LT.
a user’s profile, the more a recommendations list is surprising to the user. But,
in ML1M, the opposite is true (the correlation value is similar but negative,
r = −0.26), i.e. the more unpopular are the items in a user’s profile, the less
a recommendation list is surprising to the user. We also note that none of
the measures of profile quality seem to influence the Recall. Furthermore, the
novelty of profiles calculated on only relevant items and the average ratings of
the profiles do not seem to have any bearing on any recommendation quality.
In Figure 6.1, we show scatter plots that correspond to four of the entries from
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, choosing entries where the quality of the profiles is some-
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Conclusions
The motivation behind this investigation was to get some insight into how to
design a new effective AL strategy. In particular, we explored the idea that
improving a user profile can improve the recommendations provided to the
user. As a consequence, an AL strategy that improves a user profile indirectly
improves the recommendations provided to the user. We proposed six different
ways of modelling the quality of a user profile, and we analyse their influence
on the quality of the recommendations.
The results of the investigation revealed that the diversity and the novelty of
the user profile are the qualities that most impact the recommendations made
to the user. In particular, although accuracy (in the form of Recall) seems not to
be affected by any measure of profile quality, we have that the diversity, novelty
and serendipity of recommendations are indeed impacted to some extent. In
the next sections, we will use these findings when designing new AL strategies.
6.1.2 Evaluating a strategy under an artificial setting
In Section 5.1.2 we described an AL evaluation methodology under what we
called an artificial setting as an alternative to what we called an evaluation
under a realistic setting (the latter being what we employed in the experiments
of Section 5.3). Under the artificial setting, the methodology sets the candidate
items set of a user u to be her set of hidden items, i.e. Cu = Hu. Practically, this
means that a user u will always be able to provide the rating for an item when
asked, as if the strategy knew beforehand which ratings are known by the user.
A consequence is that, for queries where |Qu| = nq, for a given user, different
strategies will elicit the same number of ratings.1
Although unrealistic, the artificial setting is useful for at least two reasons. First,
it is complementary to evaluation under the realistic setting. Evaluation un-
der the realistic setting reveals how good an AL strategy is at eliciting ratings
in terms of quantity (how many ratings) and quality (how useful they are at
improving the recommender’s performance). Under this setting, it is easy to
establish how many ratings are elicited by each strategy (and therefore, which
strategy is the best at doing that). However, more difficult is to determine the
quality of the elicited ratings, because performance will be affected by quantity
1A particular user u gives up to nq ratings (indeed, u might have fewer than nq ratings in
H). However, the experiment is fair to all strategies compared because they elicit the same
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as well (see the discussion in Section 5.4). On the other hand, in the artificial
setting each strategy elicits the same number of ratings, and so the evaluation
allows one to answer the following question: “what would the performance chan-
ges brought by different AL strategies be like, if they all had the possibility to elicit
the same number of ratings?”.
The second main advantage of the artificial setting is that it speeds up the run-
ning of the experiments themselves because the candidate items sets are very
much smaller than the ones in the realistic setting. Indeed, recalling the Query
Selection Algorithm 1, an AL strategy is now required to score |Hu| items in
each loop iteration (see line 3) when composing the query for the user u, i.e.
|Cu| = |Hu| << |I|.
Evaluation under the artificial setting can be used in a preliminary stage of the
entire offline evaluation. In this chapter, we will make use of it to reveal the
quality of an AL strategy when having lots of new strategies to compare; we
will filter out those that do not show good performance improvements. When
using the artificial setting, each AL strategy will produce queries for five items,
i.e. nq = 5. When tuning an AL strategy’s hyperparameters (Section 5.2.4), we
will be consistent and use the artificial setting for that stage too.
The ideal AL strategy
When evaluating AL strategies, we might be interested in the highest perfor-
mance achievable, i.e. an upper bound. We can refer to this as the performance
obtained by a fictitious ‘ideal’ AL strategy. It might be though that this ‘ideal’ AL
strategy will be one that is able to elicit all the ratings in the hidden set. But, this
is not the case. A recommender that is built on a training set that additionally
includes all the hidden ratings might actually perform worse than one built on
a training set that includes a subset, including none, of the hidden ratings. For
example, this might happen when some of the elicited ratings worsen the rec-
ommender’s performance, instead of improving it: perhaps they are noisy, for
example. In other words, we argue that the ‘ideal’ AL strategy is not necessarily
the one able to elicit all the ratings in the hidden set, rather it is the one that
improves the recommender by the greatest extent, regardless of the number of
ratings elicited. Most of the time the performance upper bound is unknown
because the ideal strategy is unknown. A procedure to reveal this upper bound
is to train recommenders on a training set augmented by every possible subset
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Table 6.3: Percentage differences between the omniscient strategy’s perfor-
mance in comparison with HP (under the INT_HT evaluation methodology)
.
ML1M LT
omniscient HP omniscient HP
Recall 15.27% 10.39% 16.35% 8.91%
EILD 36.93% 23.59% 46.75% 20.24%
EPC 17.99% 13.20% 20.20% 10.70%
ECBS 7.35% 6.60% 20.26% 7.30%
Avg. # of
elicited ratings 14.13 2.10 10.44 0.65
However, the performance of a recommender built on a training set that in-
cludes all the hidden ratings does establish a reference point for the evaluation
of new AL strategies. Let’s refer to an AL strategy that can elicit all the hidden
ratings as omniscient.2 In Table 6.3, we show the performance achieved by
this omniscient strategy for Active users. (We omit results on the system-wide
perspective, as they are similar.)
As expected, performances achieved by the omniscient strategy are better than
the ones obtained by HP, even though it was the best strategy in the experi-
ments in the case study of Section 5.3. However, for ML1M, despite the huge
difference in the number of ratings elicited (about 2 ratings per Active user for
HP and about 14 for omniscient), their performances are quite close to each
other. For LT, the difference in the number of elicited ratings is even bigger
between the two strategies and so is the difference in their performance. As
stated before, we will use performances obtained by the omniscient strategy as
a reference, keeping in mind also that, after all, HP is still a good strategy.
6.2 Strategies Targeting Diversity
In this section, our goal is to design new strategies that will help the rec-
ommender to provide recommendation lists that are more diverse. In Sec-
tion 6.1.1, we found that the diversity of a user profile impacts the diversity
of the recommendations: thus, increasing the diversity of the users’ profiles is
the focus of the new strategies that we propose.
• Diversity-For-Profile (Div4P): The goal of the strategy is to elicit ratings
2As per the discussion of the preceding paragraph, the strategy is omniscient only in the
sense that it knows which ratings it will obtain; it does not know what subset of these ratings
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for items that will increase the diversity of a user profile Iu. The strategy
uses fS(u, i, G = Iu) = ILD(Iu ∪ i) to score candidate items. To note, this
strategy can speed up the computation of Qu by scoring each candidate
item just once, because fS does not depend on Qu.
• Diversity-For-Profile-Relevant (Div4PR): This is similar to Div4P, but this
time a user profile is composed of relevant items only, i.e. I+u . Thus, the
strategy uses fS(u, i, G = I+u ) = ILD(I+u ∪ i) to score candidate items.
(Again, scoring each candidate item can be done just once.)
• Diversity-For-Profile-Diversity-For-Query (Div4P-Div4Q): One goal of this
strategy is the same as Div4P, i.e. to increase the diversity of a user pro-
file Iu. But, additionally, another goal is to diversify also the query Qu
itself. We argue that similarly to a diverse recommendation list, a di-
verse query might increase the chance of obtaining ratings. To the best
of our knowledge, only the approach of Kohrs and Merialdo in the RS
literature tries to diversify the query items (and they use a ratings-based
similarity metric as a proxy for items diversity) [KM01]. Thus, we de-
sign a strategy which combines two scores for a candidate item i: the
score of Div4P and a second score which measures the diversity of the
query if i is included; the final score for i is given by a linear combination
of the two scores, controlled by a parameter λ. fS(u, i, G = Iu, Qu) =
λ ILD(Iu ∪ i) + (1− λ) ILD(Qu ∪ i).
• Diversity-For-Profile-Relevant-Diversity-For-Query (Div4PR-Div4Q): This
is similar to Div4P-Div4Q, but this time a user profile is composed of rele-
vant items only. Thus, the strategy uses fS(u, i, G = I+u , Qu) = λ ILD(I+u ∪
i) + (1− λ) ILD(Qu ∪ i) to score candidate items.
All four strategies are personalised. Div4P-Div4Q and Div4PR-Div4Q have a
hyperparameter λ which values are selected from Vλ = {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}:
we tune it following the same procedure described in Section 5.2.4 and we opti-
mise again for Recall. Although it might have made sense to choose to optimize
a diversity metric instead of Recall (because such strategies are supposed to
target diversity), we argue that increasing accuracy remains the main objective
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Figure 6.2: ML1M results for strategies targeting diversity (Active users, artifi-
cial setting).
6.2.1 Results
6.2.1.1 Experiments under the artificial setting
Following the methodology described in Section 6.1.2, we first run experiments
under the artificial setting, to reveal the potential benefit of the four designed
strategies (and we use the same data splits we obtained in 5.3.3). Figures 6.2
and 6.3 show results for Active users for both ML1M and LT. (Note that, in the
artificial setting, Active users and Respondents are now the same set of users
because all users provide the same amount of ratings under this setting). HP
consistently outperforms all four new strategies, except for one case in ML1M,
where Div4P is competitive with HP according to ECBS.
6.2.1.2 Experiments under the realistic setting
Results for experiments under the realistic setting are not shown here because
all four strategies are inferior to HP. We argue this is mainly due to the low
number of ratings acquired by all four new strategies; we obtain ratings from
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Figure 6.3: LT results for strategies targeting diversity (Active users, artificial
setting).
6.2.2 Conclusions
In this section, we explored the idea of diversifying the query of a user (i.e.
so that the query is composed of a set of diverse items) in addition to asking
the users to rate items which make their profile more diverse. However, both
ideas fail to rival HP both in improving the diversity of recommendations and
also in improving the other accuracy and beyond-accuracy measures. However,
in Section 6.5, we will propose a hybrid strategy that leverages these ideas to
design new strategies.
6.3 Strategies Targeting Novelty
In Section 2.1 we defined novelty in terms of popularity by using the Popular
Complement (PC) metric: the less popular among users a set of items is, the
greater is the score of this metric (see Formula 2.7). Section 6.1.1 suggests
that the novelty of a user profile is positively correlated with the novelty of
the recommendations received by the same user; and that this is also true for
the serendipity of the recommendations for LT (although there is a negative
correlation with serendipity of the recommendations for ML1M).
Therefore, an effective strategy aiming at increasing novelty might be one that
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tem. It will be interesting also to see the effect of this strategy on the other
beyond-accuracy metrics, especially for serendipity. We propose three different
strategies:
• Item-Novelty (ItemNov): The goal of this strategy is to elicit ratings for
items that are unpopular (i.e. less rated), in an attempt to explore whether
a user is aware of the parts of the item catalogue ignored so far by most
of the users. The strategy uses fS(u, i, G = Iu) = 1/|Ui| to score candidate
items, with Ui = {u ∈ U : ru,i ∈ Kbefore} being the set of users that
have rated the item i in Kbefore. Note that this strategy can speed up the
computation of Qu by scoring each candidate item just once, because fS
does not depend on Qu.
• Features-Novelty-avg (FeatNov-avg): The goal of this strategy is to elicit
ratings for items that have unpopular item features, by which we mean
those features that belong to items that have fewer ratings. We denote
with f ∈ F a generic item feature in the feature space F and with Fi ⊆ F
the set of features of the item i. The strategy uses fS(u, i, G = F) =
(avg
f∈Fi
|{j ∈ I : f ∈ Fj}|)−1 to score candidate items, where we use the
inverse to penalise items with popular features. Note that, because fS
does not depend on Qu, this strategy can speed up the realisation of Qu
by scoring each candidate item just once.
• Features-Novelty-max (FeatNov-max): The goal of this strategy is the
same as that of FeatNov-avg above. The only difference is that FeatNov-
max considers the inverse of the maximum popularity instead of the av-
erage in FeatNov-avg, i.e. fS(u, i, G = F) = (max
f∈Fi
|{j ∈ I : f ∈ Fj}|)−1.
Once again, this strategy can speed up the computation of Qu by scoring
each candidate item just once because fS does not depend on Qu.
None of these strategies is personalized (although the queries might be differ-
ent just because the candidate set is slightly different) and none of them has
hyperparameters.
6.3.1 Results
6.3.1.1 Experiments under the artificial setting
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show results of the evaluation under the artificial setting
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Figure 6.4: ML1M results for strategies targeting novelty (Active users, artificial
setting).





































Figure 6.5: LT results for strategies targeting novelty (Active users, artificial
setting).
for one case in LT, where ItemNov is competitive with HP accordingly to Recall.
6.3.1.2 Experiments under the realistic setting
Results for experiments under the realistic setting methodology are not shown
here: HP outperforms all three new strategies and we argue that this happens
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6.3.2 Conclusions
In this section, we explored the idea of eliciting items which are unpopular or
that have unpopular features to increase the novelty of the recommendations.
However, HP still outperforms all the new strategies for all the performance
metrics. In Section 6.5, we will propose a hybrid strategy that uses these ideas
to design new strategies.
6.4 Strategies Targeting Serendipity
In Section 2.1 we defined serendipity in terms of Content-Based Surprise (CBS):
a serendipitous item for a user is one that is unlike any item the user has seen
before, i.e. one that is different to the items in her profile. This time we have
no insights from Section 6.1.1. Our idea for an AL strategy targeting CBS is
one that attempts to discover new tastes for a user, selecting items which are
different from the ones already in the user profile. We therefore design two
new strategies:
• Surprise-To-Profile-min (Surp2P-min): The goal of this strategy is to elicit
ratings for items that are different to a user’s profile in an attempt to
explore new and possibly surprising items that will enrich her profile. For
each candidate item, this strategy calculates how surprising the candidate
item is with respect to the items in u’s profile, i.e. fS(u, i, G = Iu) =
min
j∈Iu
dist(i, j). Because fS does not depend on Qu, this strategy can speed
up the computation of Qu by scoring each candidate item just once.
• Surprise-To-Profile-avg (Surp2P-avg): This strategy is similar to Surp2P-
min, but instead of the lower bound, it uses the average of the item’s
distance from the user profile items as an indicator of surprise (in line with
[VC11, AT14a], for example), i.e. fS(u, i, G = Iu) = avg
j∈Iu
dist(i, j). Because
fS does not depend on Qu, this strategy can speed up the realisation of
Qu by scoring each candidate item just once.
Note that the distance function dist(i, j) that we use is the Jaccard distance
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Figure 6.7: LT results for strategies targeting serendipity (Active users, artificial
setting).
6.4.1 Results under the artificial setting
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show results under the artificial setting for Active users. HP
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6.4.2 Experiments under the realistic setting
Results for experiments under the realistic setting are not shown here. Once
again, HP outperforms both new strategies and we argue that this happens for
the same reason that we gave in Section 6.2.1.2.
6.4.3 Conclusions
In this section, we explored the idea of eliciting items which are serendipitous
to a user, in an attempt to enrich a user profile with new items, different from
the ones already rated so far. However, HP still outperforms all new strategies
for all metrics. In Section 6.5, we will propose a hybrid strategy that uses these
ideas to design new strategies.
In the next section we will combine ideas from Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 to
build new strategies that are more successful at improving the recommender’s
performance.
6.5 Hybrid Strategies
In this section, we explore a hybridization approach to AL strategies, introduced
earlier in Section 4.4: a strategy of this kind combines criteria from different
strategies to build the query. Hybridization can be obtained by using different
schemes, described in works such as [Bur02] and [ERR16]. In [Bur02], Burke
surveys hybrid recommenders; in [ERR16], Elahi et al. survey hybrid methods
applied to Active Learning in recommender systems. Inspired by these works,
we designed and implemented two hybridization schemes. In the following,
we describe these schemes, where each AL hybrid strategy S combines two
individual strategies, S1 and S2, with fS1 and fS2 being their scoring functions
respectively.
• Weighted: fS1 and fS2 compute scores for the candidate items set Cu in-
dividually. Then, those scores are combined together to produce a single
final score. For each i ∈ Cu, the final score is obtained by applying a
linear combination of the two independent scores from fS1 and fS2, i.e.
fS(i) = λfS1(i) + (1− λ)fS2(i). The hyperparameter λ controls the weight
of the single strategies on the final score, so that scores reflect the impor-
tance of every single strategy in the selection. The main drawback of this
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hyperparameters are needed.
• Cascade: The query for a user u is produced by means of a two-stage pro-
cess where, informally, one strategy refines the query given by the other
strategy. More formally, in the first stage the strategy S1 produces the
query QS1u of size |QS1u | = M > nq, following the usual algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1). In the second stage, the candidate items set CS2u that is given
to S2 contains only the items in QS1u , and S2 produces the final query
Qu using Algorithm 1. In other words, S1 is the baseline strategy which
decides which items are promising to be included in the final query; S2
then decides how to compose the final query selecting from those items.
This scheme has a hyperparameter to tune, i.e. M , which somehow con-
trols the weight of each strategy: when M is small, i.e. M → nq, the
final query strongly depends on S1’s selection criteria; when M is large,
i.e. M → |Cu|, the final query strongly depends on S2’s selection crite-
ria. A cascade allows us to filter the whole candidate set of items using
one criterion, while using a second criterion to refine the query on the
remaining items. It turns out that deciding which strategy plays the role
of S1 and which one plays the role of S2 heavily affects the results of the
hybridization under this scheme.
For notation, when we do not need to distinguish between the weighted and
the cascade, we denote the hybrid by S1&S2. When differentiation is needed,
we will denote the weighted scheme by S1 + S2 and the cascade by S1 > S2.
When creating a weighted hybrid, it does not matter which of two AL strategies
plays the part of S1 and which is S2. In a cascade, on the other hand, the choice
is significant.
Each new strategy that we present in the following is the combination of HP and
one of the strategies presented in previous sections of this chapter. The choice
of HP is straightforward: in our experiments, it has been the best strategy for
both datasets, effective at eliciting a large number of ratings and improving
the recommender’s performance (see also the discussion in Section 6.1.2). Ad-
ditionally, HP is computationally fast at calculating scores for the candidate
items, since it uses scores given by the recommender itself.
HP is paired with a second strategy and its choice is justified based on the re-
sults obtained in the previous sections on the two datasets. In general, we
pick the strategies that are successful at improving both Recall and the met-
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employ Div4P and HP&Div4P-Div4Q; among the ones targeting novelty, we em-
ploy HP&ItemNov; and we use both HP&Surp2P-avg and HP&Surp2P-min for
serendipity. In cascades, HP will take the role of S1 and the other strategy takes
the role of S2. We choose HP to be S1 so that HP can effectively identify the
items which are known and useful in first place. Then, S2 can refine the query
by choosing the most useful items according to its own criteria.
In the following list, we present our new strategies:
• HP&Div4P, i.e. the hybridization of HP and Div4P.
• HP&Div4P-Div4Q, i.e. the hybridization of HP and Div4P-Div4Q.
• HP&Div4Q i.e. the hybridization of HP and Div4Q. Similarly to Section
6.2, Div4Q measures the diversity of the query if i is included, using
fDiv4Q(i) = ILD(Qu ∪ i).
• HP&ItemNov, i.e. the hybridization of HP and ItemNov.
• HP&Surp2P-avg, i.e. the hybridization of HP and Surp2P-avg.
• HP&Surp2P-min, i.e. the hybridization of HP and Surp2P-min.
Hyperparameter values for λ (of the weighted hybridization) and for M (of the
cascade hybridization) of every different strategy are selected from Vλ = {0, 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} and VM = {100, 300, 500} respectively, again following the pro-
cedure described in Section 5.2.4 where we optimise for Recall.
To evaluate the effectiveness of these new strategies, we evaluate under the
realistic setting using the data splits obtained in 5.3.3. For comparison, we
include HP’s results, which we obtained in Section 5.3. In the following, we
report and analyse the most significant results of these experiments.
Results for ML1M
In this section, we analyse results obtained on ML1M by the new hybrid strate-
gies. As Table 6.4 shows, HP is still the strategy that elicits the largest number
of ratings and by more users than the other strategies do. The closest strategy is
the hybrid HP&Div4Q, in both weighted and cascade versions (with weighted
slightly better than cascade). The rest of the strategies elicit less than half the
ratings that HP does, with HP&Div4P-Div4Q being by far the worst.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the performances of weighted and cascade hybrid
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Table 6.4: ML1M. The table reports, for each strategy and for each hybridization
approach, the average number of elicited ratings, the average number of elicited
ratings per Active User, and the average number of users who are Respondents.
Averages are calculated across the 10 folds.
# elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp. # elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp.
HP 3107.6 2.12 1241.7 3107.6 2.12 1241.7
Weighted Cascade
HP&Div4P 1485.2 1.01 691.6 1115.7 0.76 655.1
HP&Div4Q 3060.9 2.09 1240.7 1789.7 1.22 969.4
HP&Div4P-Div4Q 172.9 0.12 153.2 98.4 0.07 92.3
HP&ItemNov 1385.1 0.94 578 887 0.60 638.6
HP&Surp2P-min 881.0 0.60 470.7 1377.8 0.94 778.2
HP&Surp2P-avg 1113.8 0.76 561.5 596.4 0.41 366.9
The heat maps confirm the statistics of Table 6.4, where once again the strate-
gies that elicit more ratings are the ones that improve the recommender the
most. For Active users, the few strategies that achieve a statistically signifi-
cantly different performance after the AL iteration (see Tables A.10 and A.12
in the Appendix) are: HP and HP&Div4Q (weighted and cascade) which bring
the best improvement to the recommender, according to all metrics; HP&Div4P
(weighted and cascade) and HP+ItemNov which obtain very similar perfor-
mances but way behind the ones of HP and HP&Div4Q. Among those, HP can
still be considered the best strategy because its performance is the best for all
metrics and it is statistically significantly different from the performance of all
the other strategies. Similar outcomes stand for the System-wide perspective
(see Tables A.11 and A.13 in the Appendix for the statistical significance tests).
We continue our analysis considering only a subset of all the strategies pre-
sented so far, i.e. the best-performing ones. Therefore, we keep HP and the two
versions of HP&Div4Q, along with HP+Div4P and HP+ItemNov.
Figure 6.10 shows results for this group of strategies for Respondents only. For
such users, HP is the strategy that elicits the greatest number of ratings (on av-
erage) and achieves the best improvements across all metrics, except for EILD,
where HP+ItemNov slightly outperforms HP. Regarding the other strategies,
the Figure suggests that HP+Div4Q is the second-best strategy for Respondents,
while HP+ItemNov is also a competitive strategy.
Like in Section 5.3, we analyse the impact of the best-performing hybrid strate-
gies on the Active users grouped by profile size (grouping them in the same way






















































Figure 6.8: ML1M. The heat maps for ML1M show results of the weighted
hybrid strategies on two groups of users, i.e. Active Users and U .
in the Appendix. First, we find out that, when grouping users into buckets, re-
sults for HP+ItemNov are not statistically different after the AL iteration: thus,
we remove this strategy for the rest of the analysis. Also, the last three buck-
ets, i.e. 151-200, 201-300, >300 don’t show statistically significant results. In
the following, we will give an overview of the most important findings of the
remaining results.
For cold-start users, again HP is the best strategy according to all metrics except
for EILD, where the best strategy is HP+Div4Q. However, the performance of
HP, HP+Div4Q and HP+Div4P are not statistically different from each other for
all metrics. We can conclude that all three benefit cold-start users to the same
extent.
For mature users, HP seems the best strategy for the first bucket (i.e. 21-50), but
again performances are not statistically significantly different from HP+Div4Q
and HP+Div4P. In the rest of the buckets, no strategy is consistently the best




















































Figure 6.9: ML1M. The heat maps for ML1M show results of the cascade hybrid
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Table 6.5: LT. The table reports, for each strategy and for each hybridization
approach, the average number of elicited ratings, the average number of elicited
ratings per Active User and the average number of users who are Respondents.
Averages are calculated across the 10 folds.
# elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp. # elicited
# elicited
per user # Resp.
HP 440.4 0.65 679.4 1156.4 0.65 679.4
Weighted Cascade
HP&Div4P 24.1 0.01 23.2 380.6 0.21 290.5
HP&Div4Q 1141.8 0.64 678.1 672.9 0.38 485.7
HP&Div4P-Div4Q 105.3 0.06 96.8 0.0 0.00 0
HP&ItemNov 420.3 0.24 266.3 72.5 0.04 58.2
HP&Surp2P-min 12.9 0.01 12.7 134.3 0.08 111.8
HP&Surp2P-avg 5.4 0.003 4.6 147.6 0.08 126.4
Results for LT
Table 6.5 reports the results obtained on LT: similarly to ML1M, the strategies
that elicit a substantial number of ratings are HP, HP&Div4Q (weighted and
cascade), HP+ItemNov and, differently to ML1M, HP>Div4P.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show performances of weighted and cascade hybrid
strategies respectively, for Active users and for the System-wide perspective.
The heat maps confirm the statistics of Table 6.5, where once again the strate-
gies that elicit more ratings are the ones that improve the recommender the
most. For Active users, only HP, HP&Div4Q (weighted and cascade),
HP+ItemNov and HP>Div4P achieve a statistically significantly different per-
formance after the AL iteration (see Tables A.14 and A.16 in the Appendix).
Among these, HP and HP+Div4Q clearly show superior performances (and in-
deed their performances are not statistically significantly different from each
other). Similar outcomes stand for the System-wide perspective (see Tables
A.15 and A.17 in the Appendix for the statistical significance tests).
For LT, differently from ML1M, the subset of best performing strategies is com-
posed of HP, HP&Div4Q (weighted and cascade), HP+ItemNov and HP>Div4P.
Figure 6.14 shows results of this group of strategies for Respondents only. For
such users, HP is the strategy that achieves the best improvements across all
metrics, and the second-best strategy is HP+Div4Q (which is close to HP).
We again analyse the impact of the best-performing hybrid strategies on the
Active users grouped by profile size, similarly to what we have done for ML1M
(and we report the statistical significance tests in Table A.19). Also here, we




















































Figure 6.12: LT. The heat maps for LT show results of the weighted hybrid
strategies on two groups of users, i.e. Active Users and U .
tistically different after the AL iteration. For cold-start users, HP+Div4Q is the
best strategy accordingly to all the metrics. However, results for these buckets
are not statistically significant. For mature users, results for the last four buck-
ets (i.e. 101-150, 151-200, 201-300, >300) are almost entirely non-significant;
thus, we remove those buckets from the analysis. For the buckets 21-50 and
51-100, HP and HP+Div4Q are the best strategies and their performances are
not statistically different from each other.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we focused on designing new AL strategies with the goal of
increasing not only the accuracy of the recommender, but also its beyond-
accuracy qualities. Our approach to designing new strategies exploited an in-
vestigation into the relationships between some characteristics of the users’ pro-
files with the performances of the recommender, which revealed that users with
a profile made of diverse and unpopular items receive better recommendations.


















































Figure 6.13: LT. The heat maps for LT show results of the cascade hybrid strate-
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and the datasets presented in Chapter 5.
We designed some new strategies targeting diversity, novelty and serendipity.
We found that they were not only poor at increasing the specific quality that
each of them is targeting, but also poor at increasing all the other metrics.
Since HP is a good strategy for eliciting lots of useful ratings, we then designed
new hybrid strategies that combine the strength of HP with the strengths of
some of our new proposed beyond-accuracy strategies. The new hybrid strate-
gies improve the recommender’s performance but HP still remains the best strat-
egy at doing so (with some hybrid strategies being comparable to HP in some
results). Besides HP, the weighted hybridization approach seems to be superior
to the cascade in ML1M; in LT, weighted and cascade approaches do not clearly
outperform each other. For both ML1M and LT, the same findings are verified
when analysing results on Active users grouped based on their profile size.
In the next chapter, we draw conclusions from the work of this dissertation, and





Conclusions & Future Work
The contributions of this dissertation focus on Active Learning and Recom-
mender Systems, especially their offline evaluation. In particular, through the
various chapters, we investigated the bias problem in RS evaluation; we ad-
dressed the question of how to best evaluate an AL strategy; and we explored
new ways of designing AL strategies.
In this chapter, Section 7.1 summarizes our work and the findings of this dis-
sertation; Section 7.2 discusses ideas for the future research.
7.1 Conclusions
Debiasing the RS evaluation
In Chapter 2, after giving an overview of the offline evaluation of RSs, we
surveyed solutions proposed in the literature for the bias problem, which affects
such an evaluation.
In Chapter 3, we proposed our solution to debias an offline evaluation: we de-
scribed WTD and its variant WTD_H, two intervention methods that generate
an unbiased-like dataset from biased data. Through an extensive set of exper-
iments on two datasets, we found that WTD and WTD_H successfully mitigate
the bias in the test data that we used, and therefore allow one to perform a
debiased evaluation of an RS. In particular, WTD and WTD_H are more robust
across various recommenders compared to SKEW (the existing closest interven-
tion method to our methods), since they most closely approximate the unbiased
ground-truth performances of such recommenders.
127
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WTD and WTD_H bring several additional intrinsic benefits. They do not place
overheads on the evaluation, and they are general enough to be used both with
implicit and explicit datasets and to debias the training set.
A comprehensive evaluation framework for AL
In Chapter 4, we review the goals and components of Active Learning, and we
give an insightful comparison of its application in classical machine learning
and recommender systems.
In Chapter 5 we presented a new framework for evaluating AL for RSs, wh-
ich much extends the traditional one described in the literature. It allows one
to evaluate an AL strategy by considering its impact under different perspec-
tives, e.g. on mature users and cold-start users; on users who provide new data,
who do not provide any new data, and all the users in the system; and on
beyond-accuracy qualities of the recommendations provided to users. Also, our
framework includes two ways of mitigating the bias problem in the evaluation:
one method that debiases only the test set (INT_T) and one that debiases both
the hidden and the test sets (INT_HT).
We built up a case study where we assess the value of our new evaluation frame-
work. Specifically, we compared five simple AL strategies from the literature on
two widely-used biased datasets, using both the traditional methodology and
our new evaluation methodology. In the experiments, we used WTD_H to de-
bias the hidden and the test sets for our methodology. Results on both datasets
show different outcomes for the two different evaluations. In particular, ac-
cording to our debiased methodology, the performances of POP (which asks
the users to rate the most popular items in the system) and RND (which asks
the users to rate random items) are very similar, while on the classic method,
largely incorrectly, POP looks better than RND. Both methods also found HP
(which asks users to rate items that the recommender thinks they will like)
to be the best strategy. Whether to debias both the hidden set and test set
(INT_HT) or just the test set (INT_T) remains unclear, or perhaps insignificant,
their results being similar.
Designing AL beyond-accuracy
In Chapter 6, we developed AL strategies that take a beyond-accuracy perspec-
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cused on improving only recommendation accuracy, their effectiveness might
be limited. In light of this, we designed some new strategies targeting diversity,
novelty and serendipity, as well as accuracy. To evaluate them comprehensively,
we used our INT_HT methodology. Experiments on two widely-used datasets
show that our new strategies are successful at improving recommendation qual-
ity across the broader range of metrics, but the experiments also showed the
existing HP strategy to be the best at doing so.
7.2 Future Work
In this dissertation, besides the work on the RSs offline evaluation, we shed
light on Active Learning in Recommender Systems, from the offline evaluation
of existing strategies to the design of new strategies. However, our research is
open to further extensions. In this section, we give a brief overview of some of
these opportunities.
Collecting new unbiased-like datasets
In Section 2.3 we described how to collect unbiased-like datasets by using the
forced ratings approach. We also highlighted that those datasets are usually
small and that this collection approach can only work in specific domains. De-
spite our work on debiasing data and other works in the literature too, we argue
there is still the need for more unbiased data to experiment with training and
evaluation of RSs. When evaluating an RS, bigger unbiased datasets would
give a more grounded reference of unbiased performance. When training an
RS, comparisons could be performed between models built on biased data and
models built on unbiased data. For these reasons, alternatives to the forced
ratings approach that are applicable across more domains and that generate
bigger unbiased datasets might be investigated. Additionally, similar approac-
hes to collecting unbiased implicit datasets might also be useful.
Debiasing the training of RSs using WTD and WTD_H
As highlighted in Section 3.6, WTD and WTD_H, our proposed methods for
debiasing the offline evaluation of an RS, can also be used to debias the training
set of an RS, without requiring modifications to the RS learning algorithm.
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performance of an RS model built on a biased training set with a model built
on a training set debiased by means of WTD or WTD_H.
Debiasing an AL strategy
In this dissertation, when evaluating AL strategies, we looked at unbiased and
beyond-accuracy perspectives together; when designing new AL strategies, we
looked at the beyond-accuracy perspective only. Thus, there is an opportunity
to complete our research and design new strategies that try to elicit unbiased
data, as well as being beyond-accuracy oriented. These would be strategies that
try to elicit unbiased data from users, i.e. new data that when injected into the
recommender system’s training set will not increase the existing amount of bias
of the training set. Works such as [FGR21] and [CDM+19] are examples that
tackle the problem in machine learning scenarios.
Adaptive Active Learning
The survey of Elahi et al. [ERR16] distinguishes between personalised and non-
personalised Active Learning. A strategy of the former type might request dif-
ferent users to rate different items, but using the same algorithm to select them;
a strategy of the latter type requests all the users to rate the same items. We
argue there might be room to introduce a further category. We could imag-
ine adaptive strategies that are better targeted to the needs of different kinds
of users by choosing between lower-level strategies. For example, an adaptive
strategy might choose between a strategy that helps cold-start users rapidly im-
prove recommendation relevance, but that places an emphasis on discovery for
more mature users.
Verify our work in online experiments
The validity of the work in this dissertation is demonstrated with offline exper-
iments. However, it is well-known that online experiments, such as A/B tests
and user trials, are essential to give authentic insights into what has been in-
vestigated offline. This is especially true for Active Learning, where users are
required to interact more deeply with the system, and the simulations that we
have performed offline can only partially capture some of the signals of such
interactions. Therefore, we argue that our studies should be completed with




7. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 7.2 Future Work
like the one we presented in Section 5.3 but with online experiments, and see
how close results would be with respect to our offline results.
The preceding sections are only a sample of the main next avenues for future
work. Many more suggest themselves. For example, we could investigate other
ways of calculating the weights for WTD. An alternative might be using tech-
niques developed for causal inference, e.g. [AS15, CMRR08, CMM10]. For Ac-
tive Learning, we might also model its cost when designing and evaluating
strategies; or propose a multi-iteration evaluation, similarly to [ERR16]; or
explore Active Learning for implicit datasets. What is clear is that the topics
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The tables in this appendix report the statistical significance results for the ex-
periments performed in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. In each table, we place the value
‘TRUE’ where a statistical significant difference in the performance is found.
For such tests, we use a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with p < 0.05.
The version of the test that we use includes zero-differences in the ranking pro-
cess and assigns a zero rank to those differences. Also, it splits the zero ranks
between positive and negative ones.
A.1 Results of Chapter 3
A1
A. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS A.1 Results of Chapter 3
Table A.1: The statistical significance of the results is assessed by performing
a pairwise comparison test between the performance of each recommender on
the five different test sets, i.e. the baselines sets FULL, REG and the intervened
sets SKEW, WTD and WTD_H.
WBR3 COAT
FULL REG SKEW WTD WTD_H FULL REG SKEW WTD WTD_H
PosPop
FULL - - - - - - - - - -
REG - - - - - - - -
SKEW TRUE TRUE - - - TRUE TRUE - - -
WTD TRUE TRUE TRUE - - TRUE TRUE - -
WTD_H TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE - TRUE TRUE -
AvgRating
FULL - - - - - - - - - -
REG - - - - - - - -
SKEW TRUE TRUE - - - TRUE - - -
WTD TRUE TRUE - - TRUE - -
WTD_H TRUE TRUE TRUE - TRUE -
UB_KNN
FULL - - - - - - - - - -
REG TRUE - - - - - - - -
SKEW TRUE TRUE - - - TRUE TRUE - - -
WTD TRUE TRUE TRUE - - TRUE TRUE TRUE - -
WTD_H TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE - TRUE TRUE TRUE -
IB_KNN
FULL - - - - - - - - - -
REG TRUE - - - - TRUE - - - -
SKEW TRUE TRUE - - - TRUE TRUE - - -
WTD TRUE TRUE TRUE - - TRUE TRUE TRUE - -
WTD_H TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE - TRUE TRUE TRUE -
MF
FULL - - - - - - - - - -
REG TRUE - - - - - - - -
SKEW TRUE TRUE - - - TRUE - - -
WTD TRUE TRUE TRUE - - TRUE TRUE TRUE - -
WTD_H TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE - TRUE TRUE TRUE -
Table A.2: Statistical significance results for WBR3. We perform a pairwise com-
parison test between the performances of the recommenders on the unbiased
test set Dgt.
PosPop AvgRating UB_KNN IB_KNN MF
PosPop - - - - -
AvgRating TRUE - - - -
UB_KNN TRUE TRUE - - -
IB_KNN TRUE TRUE - -
MF TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE -
Table A.3: Statistical significance results for COAT. We perform a pairwise com-
parison test between the performances of the recommenders on the unbiased
test set Dgt.
PosPop AvgRating UB_KNN IB_KNN MF
PosPop - - - - -
AvgRating - - - -






A. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS A.2 Results of Chapter 5




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS A.3 Results of Chapter 6
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